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Abstract
Today, an ever-increasing number of researchers, businesses, and data scientists collect and
analyze massive amounts of data in database systems. The database system needs to pro-
cess the resulting highly concurrent analytical workloads by exploiting modern multi-socket
multi-core processor systems with non-uniform memory access (NUMA) architectures and
increasing memory sizes. Conventional execution engines, however, are not designed for
many cores, and neither scale nor perform efﬁciently on modern multi-core NUMA archi-
tectures. Firstly, their query-centric approach, where each query is optimized and evaluated
independently, can result in unnecessary contention for hardware resources due to redun-
dant work found across queries in highly concurrent workloads. Secondly, they are unaware
of the non-uniform memory access costs and the underlying hardware topology, incurring
unnecessarily expensive memory accesses and bandwidth saturation. In this thesis, we show
how these scalability and performance impediments can be solved by exploiting sharing
among concurrent queries and incorporating NUMA-aware adaptive task scheduling and data
placement strategies in the execution engine.
....
Regarding sharing, we identify and categorize state-of-the-art techniques for sharing data and
work across concurrent queries at run-time into two categories: reactive sharing, which shares
intermediate results across common query sub-plans, and proactive sharing, which builds a
global query plan with shared operators to evaluate queries. We integrate the original research
prototypes that introduce reactive and proactive sharing, perform a sensitivity analysis, and
show how and when each technique beneﬁts performance. Our most signiﬁcant ﬁnding is
that reactive and proactive sharing can be combined to exploit the advantages of both sharing
techniques for highly concurrent analytical workloads.
....
Regarding NUMA-awareness, we identify, implement, and compare various combinations
of task scheduling and data placement strategies under a diverse set of highly concurrent
analytical workloads. We develop a prototype based on a commercial main-memory column-
store database system. Our most signiﬁcant ﬁnding is that there is no single strategy for task
scheduling and data placement that is best for all workloads. In speciﬁc, inter-socket stealing
of memory-intensive tasks can hurt overall performance, and unnecessary partitioning of data
across sockets involves an overhead. For this reason, we implement algorithms that adapt task
scheduling and data placement to the workload at run-time.
v
Abstract
....
Our experiments show that both sharing and NUMA-awareness can signiﬁcantly improve the
performance and scalability of highly concurrent analytical workloads on modern multi-core
servers. Thus, we argue that sharing and NUMA-awareness are key factors for supporting
faster processing of big data analytical applications, fully exploiting the hardware resources of
modern multi-core servers, and for more responsive user experience.
Keywords: Database management systems, Analytical processing systems, Multi-socket
multi-core servers, Non-uniformhardware topologies, Sharing data andwork, Task scheduling,
Data placement, NUMA-awareness
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Résumé
Aujourd’hui, un nombre toujours croissant de chercheurs, d’entreprises et de scientiﬁques
recueillent et analysent des quantités massives de données à l’aide de systèmes de gestion
de base de données. Le système de base de données doit traiter les tâches d’analyses en
parallèle en exploitant les systèmes de processeurs multi-coeur multi-socket modernes avec
des architectures d’accès mémoire non uniforme (NUMA), ceci pour des quantités de mé-
moire croissantes. Les moteurs d’exécution classiques ne sont cependant pas conçus pour
les processeurs multi-coeur et leur performance n’augmente pas de manière importante sur
les architectures modernes multi-coeur NUMA. Tout d’abord, leur approche centrée sur la
requête, où chaque requête est optimisée et évaluée de façon indépendante, peut avoir pour
effet une contention inutile autour des ressources matérielles en raison de calculs redondants
qu’on retrouve dupliqués dans des requêtes concurrentes. Deuxièmement, ils ne prennent
pas en compte les coûts d’accès mémoire non uniformes et la topologie non uniforme du
matériel, occasionnant des accès mémoire inutilement coûteux et la saturation de la bande
passante. Dans cette thèse, nous montrons comment ces obstacles d’évolutivité et de perfor-
mance peuvent être dépassés en exploitant le partage entre les requêtes concurrentes ainsi
que l’intégration dans le moteur d’exécution de stratégies adaptatives de planiﬁcation de
tâches et de placement de données tenant compte de la NUMA.
....
En ce qui concerne le partage, nous identiﬁons les techniques connues de partage de données
et de calculs à travers des requêtes concurrentes en cours d’exécution et nous les classons
en deux catégories : le partage réactif, qui réutilise les résultats intermédiaires de sous-plans
communs à plusieurs requêtes, et le partage proactif, qui, pour exécuter l’ensemble des
requêtes, établit un plan d’exécution global basé sur des opérateurs partagés. Nous intégrons à
notre étude les prototypes de recherche originaux qui introduisent le partage réactif et proactif,
effectuons une analyse de sensibilité, et montrons comment et quand chaque technique
améliore la performance. Notre conclusion la plus importante est que les partages réactif et
proactif peuvent être combinés aﬁn d’exploiter leurs avantages spéciﬁques pour traiter un
ensemble de requêtes analytiques hautement concurrentes.
....
En ce qui concerne la prise en compte des architectures NUMA, nous identiﬁons, mettons en
œuvre, et comparons des différentes combinaisons de stratégies de planiﬁcation de tâches et
de placement de données dans un vaste ensemble de charges de travail analytiques hautement
concurrents. Nous développons un prototype basé sur un système commercial de base de
vii
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données en mémoire. Notre constatation la plus importante est qu’il n’y a pas de stratégie
optimale unique pour la planiﬁcation des tâches et le placement des données. En particulier,
le vol des tâches gourmandes en mémoire entre les sockets peut nuire à la performance, et
le partitionnement inutile des données sur les sockets implique une surcharge. Pour cette
raison, nous mettons en œuvre des algorithmes qui adaptent la planiﬁcation des tâches et le
placement des données à la charge de travail en cours d’exécution.
....
Nos expériences montrent que le partage et la prise en compte des architectures NUMA
peuvent améliorer les performances et l’évolutivité des charges de travail analytiques hau-
tement concurrentes sur des serveurs multi-coeur modernes de manière signiﬁcative. Ainsi,
nous défendons l’idée que le partage et l’adaptation à la NUMA sont des facteurs clés pour
offrir un traitement plus efﬁcace de l’analyse de données en exploitant pleinement les res-
sources matérielles des serveurs multi-coeur modernes, et offrir une expérience utilisateur
plus réactive.
Mots clefs : Systèmes de gestion de base de données, Systèmes de traitement analytique, Ser-
veurs multi-socket multi-coeurs, Topologies matérielles non uniformes, Partage des données
et du travail, Planiﬁcation des tâches, Placement de données, Adaptation à la NUMA
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1 Introduction
Traditionally, online transaction processing (OLTP) workloads have been the motivating force
behind the early relational database management systems (DBMS) of the 1970’s, and many
modern DBMS following their trail [84]. OLTP workloads are composed of short-lived transac-
tions that read or modify operational data, and are typically standardized, submitted through
application layers such as an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software or an online shop.
During the 1990’s, however, a different form of data analysis emerged. The increasing im-
portance of business intelligence led to another class of long-running, scan-heavy, ad-hoc
queries, namely online analytical processing (OLAP) workloads [51]. Due to these substantial
differences from OLTP workloads, OLAP workloads are supported by specialized database
systems that are typically used in data warehouses [102]. Operational data is periodically
extracted from OLTP systems, transformed, and loaded into data warehouses for analytics.
Nowadays, the importance of analytical workloads is even more prominent, as the collection
and analysis of massive data is a key factor for the competitiveness of numerous businesses,
and the insight required in many scientiﬁc endeavors [181]. Terms such as “data deluge”
or “big data” have been coined to characterize the prominence of complex analytics [5].
Examples include the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) that produces around 30 petabytes of data
annually [4], or the 1000 Genomes Project that has generated about 200 terabytes of data [5].
The main characteristics of big data, all of which together comprise the ﬁve “V’s” of big data
[95, 198], are: (a) volume, due to the large size of the data, (b) variety, such as unstructured or
audiovisual data, (c) veracity, referring to the trustworthiness of the data, (d) velocity, meaning
the frequency of incoming data and analytical requests, and ﬁnally (e) value, referring to the
collective beneﬁts of big data analytics.
In this thesis, we focus more on the velocity of incoming analytical requests, and speciﬁcally
on the increasing concurrency of analytical workloads. According to a study of the data
warehouses market [172], the majority of businesses using data warehouses serviced up to
50 concurrent users in 2012. The study projects that in the near future, data warehouses will
need to service up to 1000 concurrent users. Another example from the industry is found in
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the sizing guide of SAP for business intelligence infrastructure [7], mentioning a number of
500 active concurrent users for business analytics.
DBMS are being called to scale up on modern hardware in order to efﬁciently process highly
concurrent analytical workloads. DBMS need to improve their performance by efﬁciently
exploiting the increase in processing power offered by a modern multi-core processor server.
1.1 Modern Multi-Core Processor Servers
The underlying hardware of database systems has been constantly evolving over the past
decades. The hardware provides better performance and more parallelism which can be used
by the database system to scale up and handle highly concurrent workloads. The way that
parallelism is offered by the hardware, however, is non-uniform. Parallelism is enabled at
different levels of a system, ranging from single-core capabilities to multi-socket multi-core
capabilities [27, 28].
Since the ﬁrst processors of the 1970’s, processing power has been steadily improving ac-
cording to Moore’s Law [136], which states that the number of transistors in microprocessors
doubles approximately every two years. Initially, the processing power was being increased by
improving the performance of a single-core processor. Parallelism features at the level of a
single core appeared with simultaneous multi-threading (SMT) [187]. Since the last decade, it
has become increasingly difﬁcult to cram smaller and smaller transistors into the same central
processing unit (CPU). Heat dissipation has become a major limitation for further improving
the performance of a single core [89]. As a way out of these constraints, processor vendors are
providing more cores in a single CPU.
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Figure 1.1 – 4-socket server.
Most systems with just a few cores use a symmetric
multiprocessing (SMP) architecture, where all cores
use a single bus to access shared I/O devices and
main memory. SMP simpliﬁes both hardware and
software, since all cores and shared resources are
treated equally and uniformly. The common bus,
however, creates a signiﬁcant bottleneck for further
scaling up the number of cores. In addition, main
memory sizes have been increasing rapidly. Proces-
sor vendors are solving this issue by de-centralizing
main memory, forming a non-uniform memory ac-
cess (NUMA) architecture [41, 106, 174]. Typically, a
multi-core processor is attached to one socket. The
cores share a local memory bus, controller, and last-
level cache. Then, multiple sockets are interconnected with a communication network in
order to enable a processor core to access remote memory of another socket. Figure 1.1 shows
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a conceptual example of a 4-socket server (see Section 2.4 for more details). The term multi-
socket server refers to a shared-memory server with multiple sockets of multi-core processors
and a cache-coherent NUMA architecture. This means that the typical memory hierarchy of
SMT architectures is extended by one more level after the last-level cache, which includes the
interconnect network. Communication costs across the memory hierarchy can vary greatly,
even by an order of magnitude. Additionally, the bandwidth of an interconnect link is an
additional bottleneck to be considered [41, 156].
In summary, a modern server offers high parallelism, with a high number of cores, but at the
expense of uniformity. In order to efﬁciently scale up, DBMS need to both efﬁciently exploit
the available high parallelism, and leverage the knowledge about the non-uniformity of the
underlying NUMA architecture.
1.2 Why Conventional DBMS Do Not Scale Up Efﬁciently
Execution engine
Buffer pool
SQL queries
Parser
Optimizer
thread
Storage
manager
Q1 Q2 Q3
Figure 1.2 – The execution
engine in a typical DBMS.
Typical DBMS optimize and execute each query indepen-
dently [166], following a query-centric approach [91]. Figure 1.2
shows the execution engine in a typical DBMS, executing three
query plans after the relevant SQL queries have been parsed and
optimized [166]. Simply servicing highly concurrent OLAPwork-
loads with a typical execution engine can result in contention
for hardware resources, and inefﬁcient use of the performance
and parallelism offered by modern hardware, due to two orthog-
onal issues: lack of (a) sharing, and (b) NUMA-awareness.
Sharing. A DBMS is expected to handle a high number of con-
current queries with a limited number of computing resources.
Although high concurrency itself is a challenge in query exe-
cution, the total amount of work can be reduced signiﬁcantly
through synergy among queries. Workloads with increased con-
currency can have several queries with common parts of data
and work, creating sharing opportunities. For example, queries
Q1 and Q2 in Figure 1.2 share a common sub-plan, visualized
with operators having the same color, which is executed redun-
dantly two times. Nevertheless, the query-centric model misses these sharing opportunities.
Sharing can avoid redundant computations across concurrent queries, decrease unnecessary
contention for I/O, CPU and memory resources, and signiﬁcantly improve overall perfor-
mance [47, 91, 98, 157].
NUMA-awareness. Typical execution engines are NUMA-agnostic: they assume uniformity of
memory accesses in the underlying hardware. Figure 1.2 shows a typical case without intra-
query parallelism, where each query plan is executed with a logical thread. Thread scheduling,
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and any in-memory data placement, across the sockets of a multi-socket server are left to
the operating system (OS). This can lead to numerous performance problems. For example,
issuing too few or too many threads can result in the underutilization or overcommitment
of CPU resources [158]. More importantly, the OS cannot readily decide on which sockets to
place data and threads. The reason is that the OS lacks application knowledge, and it cannot
easily predict the access patterns of database workloads, which are generally more demanding
and unpredictable than other typical applications [41]. Thus, query execution often results in
uncoordinated and inefﬁcient scheduling and data placement on multi-socket servers. The
potential performance problems include slow remote memory accesses and unnecessary
bandwidth bottlenecks in a socket’s memory controller or an interconnect link [41, 64, 106].
1.3 How to Scale Up Efﬁciently
To efﬁciently scale up analytical workloads on modern multi-core processor servers, DBMS
need to consider both aforementioned orthogonal issues. Sharing presents an opportunity to
be exploited to avoid unnecessary contention of resources due to redundant work and improve
performance, especially for highly concurrent workloads that involve sharing opportunities.
NUMA-awareness is necessary to scale up on multi-socket servers, by preferring fast local
memory accesses and avoiding unnecessary bandwidth bottlenecks. In this section, we
summarize the most prominent related work and our contributions in both dimensions of
sharing and NUMA-awareness. Chapter 2 includes a detailed discussion of related work.
1.3.1 Dimension #1: Sharing Data and Work Across Concurrent Queries
A variety of ideas have been proposed to exploit sharing. Query-centric DBMS include compo-
nents that promote sharing, such as buffer pool management techniques [173], materialized
views [169], and shared scans [211]. These techniques, however, do not explicitly share across
concurrent queries inside the execution engine. More recently, there have been research
prototypes focusing on explicit sharing of data and work across concurrent queries at run-
time [33, 47, 77, 91].
Our contributions. In this thesis, we include a short survey of the state-of-the-art run-time
sharing techniques. We categorize them into two sharing techniques. The ﬁrst one, reactive
sharing, reuses common intermediate results across concurrent queries. Reactive sharing is
implemented inside an operator-centric execution engine, QPipe [91]. The second run-time
sharing technique, proactive sharing, builds a global query plan with shared operators to
evaluate the whole mix of concurrent queries. The CJOIN operator employs proactive sharing
across equi-joins of concurrent star queries [47]. The technique is later advanced to additional
operators and general schemas [33, 77].
Furthermore in this thesis, we analyze these novel run-time sharing techniques in order to
fully understand how they work, how they compare them to each other, and how they can be
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used efﬁciently in practice. We integrate reactive and proactive sharing in the same system, by
integrating their original research prototypes, QPipe and CJOIN. We ﬁrst show that the original
implementation of reactive sharing, using a push-based model, where shared intermediate
results are pushed to further operators in query plans, involves a serialization point which
constitutes a bottleneck on multi-core servers. We propose a pull-based model for reactive
sharing, which does not require a serialization point. Additionally, we perform an extensive
comparative sensitivity analysis and show how and when it is beneﬁcial to use each one of
the sharing techniques. More importantly, we show that reactive and proactive sharing are
orthogonal techniques and can be combined to exploit the advantages of both [157, 159].
1.3.2 Dimension #2: NUMA-Aware Task Scheduling and Data Placement
As mentioned in Section 1.2, if the DBMS is NUMA-agnostic and leaves scheduling and
in-memory data placement to the OS, there can be numerous performance problems. In
this thesis, we show how a NUMA-aware DBMS can avoid these problems by assuming
full control of scheduling and in-memory data placement. Our NUMA-aware analysis and
implementation of scheduling and data placement is based on a prototype of SAP HANA, a
commercial main-memory DBMS [72]. The choice of a main-memory DBMS is due to the fact
that NUMA-awareness is more crucial for main-memory DBMS than conventional disk-based
DBMS, since disk I/O is the primary bottleneck for disk-based DBMS and NUMA-awareness is
a secondary bottleneck (see Section 2.1).
Related work in task scheduling. As a ﬁrst step towards taking control of scheduling, we
propose that the DBMS decouples its scheduling from the OS, by employing task scheduling
[12, 43, 68, 125, 158]. Task scheduling uses a number ofworker threads to process all operations
for the entire application lifetime. Tasks, which encapsulate operations, are stored in task
pools, and worker threads are employed to process the tasks. A worker thread continuously
takes tasks from a task pool and executes the tasks. If a task pool becomes empty, then work
or task stealing is typically used, i.e., a worker thread attempts to steal tasks from other task
pools. The OS is only aware of the worker threads, and the task scheduler is in full control of
how the tasks are assigned or scheduled to the worker threads.
Our contributions to task scheduling. In this thesis, we show how task scheduling can be
employed for highly concurrent main-memory workloads. We show how we handle blocking
tasks by issuing additional worker threads. Also we show that task scheduling can effortlessly
support intra-query task parallelism, while avoiding performance problems related to the over-
commitment of CPU resources. However, we show that excessive intra-query task parallelism
incurs an unnecessary overhead on performance, which can be avoided by using a concurrency
hint, reﬂecting the system’s recent CPU utilization, to adapt task granularity [158]. Although
this thesis is mainly focused on OLAP workloads, we show that for mixed OLTP and OLAP
workloads scheduling is one of the signiﬁcant factors, among data freshness and ﬂexibility,
that affect how mixed workloads utilize resources. Speciﬁcally for scheduling, we show that
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OLAP workloads tend to dominate over the concurrent OLTP workloads, pinpointing the need
for workload management and task prioritization [162].
Related work in NUMA-aware task scheduling and data placement. Since our initial eval-
uation of task scheduling for main-memory DBMS, task scheduling has been prominent
in related work about NUMA-awareness in main-memory DBMS. The research prototypes
HyPer [117] and ERIS [103] show that task scheduling can easily help model the execution
engine after the topology of the underlying hardware on multi-socket servers. Task pools and
worker threads can be bound to the sockets of the server, and tasks can have an afﬁnity for
a socket. In regard to data placement, the research prototypes typically partition data, e.g.,
tables, across multiple sockets. In regard to scheduling, queries are parallelized with multiple
tasks, and each task is issued to the task pool of the socket that contains the data the task
targets, in order to prefer fast local memory accesses over slower remote memory accesses. If
a socket does not have local tasks, then inter-socket task stealing is used, i.e., a worker thread
attempts to steal tasks from task pools of remote sockets.
Our contributions to NUMA-aware task scheduling and data placement. The research pro-
totypes in related work follow a static approach by always partitioning data and using inter-
socket task stealing [103, 117]. An analysis of different data placement and task scheduling
strategies is missing, which we conduct in this thesis. We extend our initial task scheduler
for NUMA-aware task scheduling on multi-socket servers, and we provide a comprehensive
analysis of the performance of various data placement and task scheduling strategies under
different kinds of workloads, and identify any involved trade-offs [161]. Our analysis identiﬁes
two major trade-offs.
First, inter-socket task stealing can help saturate CPU resources in case of skewed workloads,
but may hurt overall performance if stolen tasks are memory-intensive, saturating and over-
whelming the bandwidth of remote memory controllers and the interconnect links. Second,
partitioning data across multiple sockets can also help balance utilization across sockets in
case of skewed workloads, but involves an overhead in processing and parallelizing queries.
This overhead can be avoided in case the utilization can be balanced without partitioning.
The two trade-offs mentioned above depend on the workload which can change at run-
time. To exploit these trade-offs, we propose a design that adapts the task scheduling and
data placement strategy to the workload at run-time [163]. We track the history of CPU and
memory bandwidth utilization of tables, tasks, and sockets. Regarding task scheduling, we
dynamically disallow inter-socket task stealing for memory-intensive tasks. Regarding data
placement, our execution engine periodically balances the utilization across sockets by either
moving or repartitioning tables, while avoiding the overhead of unnecessary partitioning.
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1.4 Thesis Statement, Contributions, and Methodology
Thesis Statement
Analytical workloads in conventional database systems do not scale and perform efﬁciently as
the degree of parallelism offered by modern multi-socket multi-core processor servers increases.
Sharing data and work across concurrent queries, and NUMA-aware adaptive task scheduling
and data placement, can signiﬁcantly improve the scalability and performance of concurrent
analytical workloads on modern servers.
Thesis Contributions
In this thesis, we analyze the impact of (a) sharing data and work across concurrent queries,
and (b) adaptive NUMA-aware task scheduling and data placement on the performance of
highly concurrent analytical workloads on multi-core servers. Our main activities are:
• We conduct a short survey of state-of-the-art run-time sharing techniques and catego-
rize them into reactive and proactive sharing techniques.
• We integrate reactive and proactive sharing in the same system, by integrating the
original research prototypes that introduce them: QPipe for reactive sharing, and the
CJOIN operator for proactive sharing. We perform an experimental analysis to show
how and when reactive and proactive sharing can improve performance.
• We integrate task scheduling in a prototype based on a commercial main-memory
DBMS, namely SAP HANA. We perform an experimental evaluation of task scheduling
for highly concurrent analytical workloads. As an extension, we also evaluate mixed
workloads, and show that task scheduling, data freshness, and ﬂexibility are signiﬁcant
factors that affect how mixed workloads perform and utilize resources.
• We implement and experimentally evaluate NUMA-aware task scheduling and data
placement strategies under diverse workload characteristics.
We make the following ﬁndings:
• Reactive and proactive sharing techniques are orthogonal and can be combined to
exploit the advantages of both.
• Inter-socket stealing of memory-intensive tasks can hurt overall performance.
• Unnecessary data partitioning across sockets can incur a performance overhead.
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Our technical contributions are the following:
• We propose a pull-based model for reactive sharing that does not require a serialization
point when sharing common intermediate results.
• We show how the task scheduler can avoid CPU underutilization by issuing more worker
threads when tasks block, and how to avoid the overhead of excessive intra-query
task parallelism by adapting task granularity using a concurrency hint that reﬂects the
system’s recent CPU utilization.
• We develop algorithms to adapt task scheduling and data placement to the workload at
run-time, in order to balance utilization across sockets while avoiding the overhead of
stealing memory-intensive tasks and unnecessary data partitioning.
Thesis Methodology
The methodology we follow is visualized in Figure 1.3, and is composed of the following steps:
1. Survey run-time sharing techniques
Survey techniques for sharing data and work across concurrent queries at run-time,
detailing the commonalities and differences [157] (see Chapter 2).
2. Evaluate run-time sharing techniques
Identify when and how to use reactive and proactive sharing to eliminate redundant
work and improve overall performance of the query mix [157, 159] (see Chapter 3).
3. Employ and evaluate task scheduling
Employ and evaluate task scheduling for highly concurrentworkloads in amain-memory
DBMS, detailing the involved beneﬁts and challenges [26, 158, 162] (see Chapter 4).
System: QPipe and CJOIN
Scaling up concurrent analytical workloads on multi-core servers
Dimension #1: Run-time sharing Dimension #2: NUMA-awareness
Step #1: Short survey of run-time
sharing techniques (Chapter 2)
Step #2: Integration and evaluation
of reactive and proactive
sharing (Chapter 3)
Step #3: Employ and evaluate
task scheduling (Chapter 4)
Step #4: Evaluate NUMA-aware task scheduling
and data placement strategies (Chapter 5)
Step #5: Adaptive NUMA-aware task scheduling
and data placement  (Chapter 6)
System: Prototype based on SAP HANA
Figure 1.3 – Thesis methodology
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4. Evaluate NUMA-aware task scheduling and data placement strategies
Analyze and evaluate the performance of concurrent analytics in a main-memory DBMS
with various coordinated task scheduling and data placement strategies on multi-socket
servers [161] (see Chapter 5).
5. Adaptive NUMA-aware task scheduling and data placement
Adapt the data placement and task scheduling strategy in a main-memory DBMS to
the workload at run-time in order to avoid unnecessary remote memory accesses and
bandwidth bottlenecks [163] (see Chapter 6).
Outline
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives a necessary background on the
topics discussed in this thesis, and mentions related work. Chapter 3 presents how and when
to share data and work across concurrent queries at run-time. Chapter 4 presents how task
scheduling can be used in the execution engine of a main-memory DBMS and explores its
beneﬁts and challenges. Chapter 5 identiﬁes and evaluates NUMA-aware task scheduling
and data placement strategies for main-memory analytical workloads. Chapter 6 presents
how to adapt the task scheduling and data placement strategy to the workload at run-time.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes by summarizing this work, and presents further opportunities for
extending this work.
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2 Background and Related Work
In this thesis, we show how an execution engine can efﬁciently scale up analytics on modern
multi-core servers by (a) sharing data and work across concurrent queries, and by (b) employ-
ing adaptive NUMA-aware data placement and task scheduling at run-time. In this chapter,
we present related work in the literature, related to both run-time sharing and NUMA-aware
analytical processing. Additionally, we give an overview of the necessary background for the
topics discussed in this thesis.
We begin by explaining the main differences, advantages, and disadvantages of disk-based row-
store DBMS versus main-memory column-store DBMS (see Section 2.1). We continue with a
short survey of sharing techniques, focusing on run-time sharing techniques (see Section 2.2).
Afterwards, we give an overview of task scheduling and related work (see Section 2.3). Finally,
we discuss NUMA and related work about NUMA-awareness (see Section 2.4).
2.1 Disk-Based Row-Stores vs. Main-Memory Column-Stores
Conventional relational DBMS are based on the principles introduced by System R [35]. Data
is stored on hard disk in row format: a record’s attributes are placed contiguously on storage.
The beneﬁt of a row-store, i.e., a DBMS which stores data in row format, is that it can easily
achieve high performance for record writes, and thus for OLTP workloads [181]. Examples
include numerous popular DBMS following this architecture such as Microsoft SQL Server,
IBM DB2, Oracle, MySQL, and PostgreSQL.
For OLAP workloads, disk-based DBMS are not ideal. Disk accesses are slow and can be-
come a major performance bottleneck for analytics [205]. This is one of the reasons why
sharing techniques, such as buffer pool management techniques, can have a large impact on
performance (see Section 2.2). In our evaluation of run-time sharing techniques, we use a
disk-based row-store, namely the QPipe execution engine [91] on top of the Shore-MT storage
manager [99], and we are able to show the impact of sharing on the performance of disk
accesses and of further query operators in the execution engine (see Chapter 3).
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Nowadays, we witness a shift to main-memory DBMS. Memory storage capacities and band-
width have been doubling roughly every three years, its price has been dropping by a factor
of 10 every ﬁve years, and its latency is shorter than hard disks by several orders of magni-
tude [205]. Modern high-end NUMA servers can have terabytes of main memory. All these
factors have made it possible to store large databases entirely in main memory. Further-
more when main memory is not sufﬁcient, compression techniques can be used to ﬁt more
data [22, 72, 118, 205], or ﬁt only the actively used hot part of the database in main mem-
ory [66, 74, 180].
Additionally, for the efﬁcient evaluation of OLAP workloads, there is a shift towards column-
stores. In a column-store, the values of all records for a single attribute are stored contiguously
on storage. There are several advantages for analytical workloads. Queries typically reference
only a few attributes, thus the DBMS needs to read only the required attributes for processing
a given query [23, 181]. Also, vectorization techniques can be used during query processing.
Vectorization involves fast processing of blocks of values of a column [195, 210], instead of the
Volcano style with per-tuple iterators [23, 82]. Moreover, compression techniques, apart from
saving memory space, can also decrease CPU overhead [22, 118, 197].
Examples of main-memory column-stores include SAP HANA [72], Oracle [63], IBM DB2
BLU [167], Microsoft SQL Server [111], HyPer [101]. For our NUMA-awareness analysis, we
use a prototype based on SAP HANA, a commercial main-memory column-store. This allows
us to show the signiﬁcant impact of NUMA-aware data placement and task scheduling on the
performance of highly concurrent analytics on modern main-memory column-store DBMS
(see Chapter 4, Chapter 5, Chapter 6).
2.2 Sharing Techniques
In this section, we present a short survey on sharing techniques, focusing on run-time sharing
techniques. We ﬁrst mention a variety of ideas that have been proposed to exploit sharing
in conventional query-centric systems, including buffer pool management techniques, ma-
terialized views, caching and multi-query optimization. Then, we proceed to more recent
research prototypes that introduce techniques for run-time sharing across concurrent queries.
In Table 2.1, we summarize the sharing methodologies used by conventional query-centric
systems, and the research prototypes we examine.
Sharing in the I/O layer. By sharing data, we refer to techniques that coordinate and share
the accesses of queries in the I/O layer. The typical query-centric DBMS incorporates a buffer
pool and employs eviction policies [55, 100, 132, 151]. Queries, however, communicate with
the buffer pool manager on a per-page basis, thus it is difﬁcult to analyze their access patterns.
Additionally, if multiple queries start scanning the same table at different times, scanned pages
may not be reused.
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Table 2.1 – Sharing methodologies employed by a query-centric model and the research
prototypes we examine.
System
Conventional
query-centric
model
QPipe CJOIN DataPath SharedDB
Sharing in the
execution
engine
Query Caching,
Materialized
Views, MQO
Reactive
sharing
Proactive sharing
(for joins of star
queries)
Proactive sharing
Proactive sharing
(with batched
execution)
Sharing in the
I/O layer
Buffer pool
management
techniques
Circular scan
of each table
Circular scan of
the fact table
Asynchronous
linear scan of
each disk
Circular scan of
in-memory table
partitions
Depends on a
specific storage
manager?
No No No
Special I/O
subsystem (read-
only requests)
Crescando
(read and update
requests)
For this reason, shared scans have been proposed. Circular scans [58, 60, 91] are a form of
shared scans. They can handle numerous concurrent scan-heavy analytical queries as they
reduce buffer pool contention, and they avoid unnecessary I/O accesses to the underlying
storage devices. Furthermore, more elaborate shared scans can be developed for main-
memory scans [164], and for servicing different fragments of the same table or different groups
of queries depending on their speed [107, 211].
Shared scans can be used to handle concurrent updates as well. The Crescando [188] storage
manager performs a circular scan over memory-resident table partitions, interleaving the
reads and the updates of a batch of queries along the way. The scan ﬁrst executes the update
requests of the batch for a scanned tuple in their arrival order, and then the read requests.
Shared scans, however, are not immediately translated to a fast linear scan of a disk, e.g. if
multiple scans are performed on the disk. The DataPath system [33], which uses a disk array
as secondary storage, stores relations column-by-column by hashing pages to the disks at
random. During execution, it reads pages from the disks asynchronously but sequentially,
thus aggregating the throughput of a sequential scan on every disk of the array. The process is
asynchronous from the execution engine. If the execution engine is busy, scanned pages are
dropped and reproduced later when the disk’s linear scan wraps around to the same point.
Sharing in the execution engine. By sharing work among queries, we refer to techniques that
avoid redundant computations inside the execution engine. A conventional query-centric
DBMS typically uses query caching and materialized views. Caching query results or inter-
mediate results is used to reduce the response time of repeating queries [176]. Materialized
views [34, 54, 169, 170] are pre-computed and cache common intermediate results that can
be used by new queries. The selection of materialized views is done in an off-line manner by
examining common sub-expressions in workloads that are known in advance. Both, however,
do not exploit sharing opportunities among in-progress queries.
Multi-Query Optimization (MQO) techniques [171, 175] are an important step towards more
sophisticated sharing methodologies. MQO detects and reuses common sub-expressions
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among queries. A global plan is built from these sub-expressions for all queries in the batch.
The sub-expressions are evaluated only once during the execution phase. MQO makes the
optimization phase more complex, but is suitable for long-running analytical queries, as the
savings might more than offset this overhead. We note that the global plan of MQO is different
from the global plan with shared operators in proactive sharing that we describe later. The
former is used to evaluate common sub-expressions once, while the latter is used to enable
shared operators for the whole query mix. There are two main disadvantages of classic MQO:
(a) it operates on batches of queries only during the optimization phase, and (b) it depends
on materializing shared intermediate results, at the expense of memory. This cost can be
alleviated by using pipelining [62], which exploits the parallelization provided by multi-core
processors. The query plan is divided into sub-plans and operators are evaluated in parallel.
Reactive and proactive run-time sharing techniques. Recently, more advanced forms of
sharing have appeared for sharing data and work across concurrent queries at run-time. We
categorize these state-of-the-art run-time sharing techniques into: (a) reactive sharing [91],
and (b) proactive sharing [33, 47, 48, 77]. Both leverage forms of pipelined execution and
sharing methodologies which bear some superﬁcial similarities with MQO. These techniques,
however, provide deeper and more dynamic forms of sharing at run-time.
Reactive sharing is based on simultaneous pipelining (SP), a technique introduced in
QPipe [91], an operator-centric execution engine, where each relational operator is encap-
sulated into a self-contained module called a stage. Each stage detects common sub-plans
among concurrent queries, evaluates only one and pipelines the results to the rest when
possible. Simultaneous pipelining is considered as reactive sharing, since it acts by using the
sharing opportunities that inherently exist in the workload, e.g., common sub-plans.
Proactive sharing uses a global query plan (GQP) with shared operators, and is introduced in
the CJOIN operator [47, 48]. A single shared operator is able to evaluate multiple concurrent
queries. CJOIN uses a GQP, consisting of shared hash-join operators that evaluate the joins
of multiple concurrent queries simultaneously. More recent research prototypes extend the
logic to additional operators and to more general cases [33, 77]. A GQP can be considered as
proactive sharing, since it analyzes the workload beforehand and composes shared operators
synergistically in a global query plan.
Figure 2.1 illustrates how a query-centric model, shared scans, reactive sharing, and proactive
sharing operate through a simple example of three concurrent queries which perform natural
joins without selection predicates and are submitted at the same time. The last two queries
have a common plan, which subsumes the plan of the ﬁrst. Figure 2.1a shows how a traditional
query-centric model evaluates the queries independently, missing any sharing opportunities.
Figure 2.1b depicts how shared scans can share the scan of a table, reducing contention for
CPU resources, the buffer pool and the underlying I/O device. Figure 2.1c shows how reactive
sharing identiﬁes common sub-plans, evaluates only Q2, reuses intermediate results for Q1
and ﬁnal results for Q3. Figure 2.1d illustrates how proactive sharing builds a GQP with shared
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(a) Query-centric model (c) Reactive sharing
A B C
Q1 Q2 Q3
(d) Proactive sharing
A B C
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(b) Shared Scans
?
Q2
?
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Q2
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Q1, Q2, Q3?
Q2, Q3?? Q1
Figure 2.1 – Evaluation of three concurrent queries using (a) a query-centric model, (b) shared
scans, (c) reactive sharing, and (d) proactive sharing.
join operators that evaluate all three queries. We note that shared scans are used with both
reactive and proactive run-time sharing techniques.
In the next sections, we delve into the details of reactive sharing ﬁrst and then of proactive
sharing. We also give an overview of the research prototypes that introduce them. We use
these prototypes to integrate and evaluate reactive and proactive sharing in Chapter 3.
2.2.1 Reactive Sharing
Reactive sharing identiﬁes identical sub-plans among concurrent queries at run-time, evalu-
ates only one and pipelines the results to the rest simultaneously [91]. Figure 2.2a depicts an
example of two queries that share a common sub-plan below the join operator (along with
any selection and join predicates), but have a different aggregation operator above the join.
With reactive sharing, only one of them is evaluated, and the results are pipelined to the other
aggregation operator.
Fully sharing common sub-plans is possible if the queries arrive at the same time. Otherwise,
sharing opportunities may be restricted. The amount of results that a newly submitted Q2
can reuse from the pivot operator, i.e., the top operator of the common sub-plan, of the in-
progress Q1, depends on the type of the pivot operator and on the arrival time of Q2 during
Q1’s execution. This relation is expressed as a window of opportunity (WoP) for each relational
operator [91]. Figure 2.2b depicts two common WoP, a step and a linear WoP.
A step WoP expresses that Q2 can reuse the full results of Q1 if it arrives before the ﬁrst output
tuple of the pivot operator. If Q2 arrives afterwards, it cannot share the pivot operator and
needs to re-issue the computation independently. Joins and aggregations have a step WoP. The
point where the step WoP closes depends on when the ﬁrst result is computed by the operator.
For example, a scalar aggregation has a “full” WoP, as the result is produced at the end of its
execution [91]. A linear WoP signiﬁes that Q2 can reuse the results of Q1 from the moment it
arrives up until the pivot operator ﬁnishes. Then, Q2 needs to re-issue the operation in order
to compute the results that it missed before it arrived. Sorts and table scans have a linear WoP.
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Figure 2.2 – (a) Example of reactive sharing with two queries having a common sub-plan below
the join operator. (b) A step and a linear window of opportunity [91]. (c) Conceptual design of
QPipe, with the packets of an example of a query plan dispatched to the relevant stages.
In fact, the linear WoP of the table scan operator is translated into a circular scan of each table:
when Q2 arrives during Q1’s scan of a table, Q2 reuses the scanned pages from Q1. When Q1
ﬁnishes, Q2 starts scanning from the beginning of the table to scan the pages that it missed.
We note that caching query results or intermediate results [176] is a technique similar to
reactive sharing which shares common intermediate results at run-time. Actually they are
orthogonal and complementary. Reactive sharing can improve a query result cache by avoiding
identical sub-plans at run-time, with no previous entries in the result cache [91].
2.2.2 The QPipe Execution Engine
QPipe [91] is a relational execution engine that supports reactive sharing. QPipe is based on
the paradigms of staged databases [90]. The conceptual design is depicted in Figure 2.2c. Each
relational operator is encapsulated into a self-contained module called a stage. Each stage has
a queue for work requests and employs a thread pool for processing the requests.
An incoming query execution plan is converted into a series of inter-dependent packets. The
packet dispatcher then dispatches each packet to the relevant stage for evaluation. Data ﬂow
between packets is implemented through FIFO (ﬁrst-in, ﬁrst-out) buffers and page-based
exchange, following a push-only model with pipelined execution. The buffers also regulate
differently-paced actors: a parent packet may need to wait for incoming pages of a child and,
conversely, a child packet may wait for a parent packet to consume its pages.
This design allows each stage to monitor only its packets for detecting sharing opportunities
efﬁciently. If it ﬁnds an identical packet, and their inter-arrival delay is inside the WoP of
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the pivot operator, it attaches the new packet (satellite packet) to it (host packet). While it
evaluates the host packet, QPipe copies the results of the host packet to the output FIFO buffer
of the satellite packet.
2.2.3 Proactive Sharing
Reactive sharing is limited to common sub-plans. If two queries have similar sub-plans
but with different selection predicates for the involved tables, reactive sharing is not able
to share them. Nevertheless, the two queries still share a similar plan that exposes sharing
opportunities. It is possible to employ shared operators, where a single shared operator can
evaluate both queries simultaneously. The basic technique for enabling them is sharing tuples
among queries and correlating each tuple to the queries, e.g., by annotating tuples with a
bitmap whose bits signify the queries that the tuple is relevant to.
This technique facilitates overall sharing. Tuples can be shared among active queries, as
interested queries read the same tuples and skip those that are not relevant to them. Also, it
allows for shared operators that can share work among queries with similar sub-plans but
possibly different predicates. A shared operator receives input tuples with their bitmaps
already modiﬁed accordingly by preceding shared operators. Then, it examines a tuple’s
relevant queries and evaluates its unit of work considering their possibly different predicates.
The simplest shared operator is a shared selection, that can evaluate multiple queries that
select tuples from the same relation. For each received tuple, the shared selection toggles the
bits of its attached bitmap according to the selection predicates of the queries. A hash-join
can also be easily shared by queries that share the same equi-join predicate (more relaxed
requirements are possible [33]). Figure 2.3 shows a conceptual example of how a single
shared hash-join is able to evaluate two queries. It starts with the build phase by receiving
tuples from the shared selection operator of the inner relation. Then, the probe phase begins
by receiving tuples from the shared selection operator of the outer relation. The hash-join
proceeds normally, by additionally performing a bitwise AND operation between the bitmaps
of the joined tuples in order to preserve the relevance of the output tuples to the active queries.
The most signiﬁcant advantage is that a single shared operator can evaluate many similar
queries. For example, a shared hash-join can evaluate numerous queries having the same
equi-join predicate, and possibly different selection predicates. In the worst case, the union of
?
Α
8 16 11 23 “a” 018
Q1: SELECT A.c2, B.c2 FROM A, B
WHERE A.c1 = B.c1
AND A.c2 > 10 AND B.c2 < 5
Q2: SELECT Β.c3 FROM A, B
WHERE A.c1 = B.c1
AND A.c1 < 12 AND B.c2 > 3
+ bitwise ANDσ Β σ
A.c1 A.c2 B.c1 B.c2 B.c3
8 16 23 “a” 018
buildprobe
bitmap
Figure 2.3 – Example of shared selection and hash-join operators.
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the selection predicates may force it to join the whole two relations. The disadvantage of a
shared operator in comparison to a query-centric one is that it entails increased bookkeeping.
For example, a shared hash-join maintains a hash table for the union of the tuples of the inner
relation selected by all queries, and performs bitwise operations between the bitmaps of the
joined tuples. For low concurrency, as shown by our experiments in Chapter 3, query-centric
operators outperform shared operators. A similar trade-off is found for the speciﬁc case of
shared aggregations on multi-core processors [56].
By using shared scans and shared operators, a global query plan (GQP) can be built for
evaluating all concurrent queries. GQP are introduced by CJOIN [47, 48], an operator based
on shared selections and shared hash-joins for evaluating the joins of star queries [102]. GQP
are advanced by the DataPath system [33] for more general schemas, by tackling the issues of
routing and optimizing the GQP for a newly incoming query. DataPath also adds support for a
shared aggregate operator, that calculates a running sum for each group and query.
Both CJOIN and DataPath handle new queries immediately when they arrive. This is feasible
due to the nature of the supported shared operators: selections, hash-joins and aggregates.
Some operators, however, cannot be easily shared. For example, a sort operator cannot easily
handle new queries that select more tuples than the ones being sorted [33]. To overcome this
limitation, SharedDB [77] batches queries for every shared operator. Batched execution is also
in line with Crescando, the underlying storage manager, that also uses batching for performing
shared scans. Batching allows standard algorithms to be easily extended to support shared
operators, as they work on a ﬁxed set of tuples and queries. SharedDB supports shared sorts
and various shared join algorithms, not being restricted only to equi-joins. Later work from the
same team focuses on the special case of shared hash-joins with batched execution, advances
the parallelism features of shared hash-joins, and explores additional beneﬁts of batched
execution, such as sharing the build phase of a hash-join and avoiding overhead in repeatedly
updating hash tables for incoming new queries [128]. Nevertheless, batched execution has the
following drawbacks, which can be disadvantageous for OLAP workloads: a new query may
suffer increased latency, and the latency of a batch is dominated by the longest-running query.
One other signiﬁcant reason for batched execution is that SharedDB aims to support OLTP
workloads in addition to OLAP workloads. This is enabled by Crescando which interleaves
update and read requests along a main-memory shared scan, and by pre-computing the GQP.
SharedDB assumes that the types of possible queries are given in advance in the form of
prepared statements in order to pre-compute the GQP.
In the realm of optimization of proactive sharing, each research prototype suggests alternative
optimization approaches that ﬁt their implementation. CJOIN proposes an online approach
for re-ordering the shared hash-joins of its GQP according to the selectivities of the query
mix [47, 48]. DataPath proposes an A*-style search to integrate a new query into the ongoing
GQP [33]. SharedDB authors, due to batched execution, propose a heuristic algorithm to
generate a GQP by considering the whole query mix and not just integrating a new query [78].
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2.2.4 The CJOIN Operator
For our analysis, we use the CJOIN operator [47, 48] which introduced GQP for the case
of star schemas. Without loss of generality, we restrict our evaluation in Chapter 3 to star
schemas, and correlate our observations to more general schemas (used, e.g., by DataPath [33]
or SharedDB [77]).
Star schemas are common for organizing data in relational data warehouses. They allow for
numerous performance enhancements [102]. A star schema consists of a large fact table, that
stores the measured information, and is linked through foreign-key constraints to smaller
dimension tables. A star query is an analytical query over a star schema. It typically joins the
fact table with several dimension tables and performs operations such as aggregations or sorts.
CJOIN evaluates the joins of all concurrent star queries, using a GQP with shared scans,
selections and hash-joins. Figure 2.4 shows the GQP that CJOIN evaluates for two star queries.
CJOIN adapts the GQP with every new star query. If a new query references already existing
dimension tables, the existing GQP can evaluate it. If a new query joins the fact table with a
new dimension table, the GQP is extended with a new shared selection and hash-join. Due to
the semantics of star schemas, the directed acyclic graph of the GQP takes the form of a chain.
CJOIN exploits this form to facilitate the evaluation of the GQP. It materializes the small
dimension tables and stores in-memory the selected dimension tuples in the hash tables
of the corresponding shared hash-joins. Practically, for each dimension table, it groups the
shared scan, selection and hash-join operators into an entity called ﬁlter. When a new star
query is admitted, CJOIN pauses, adds newly referenced ﬁlters, updates already existing ﬁlters,
augments the bitmaps of dimension tuples according to the selection predicates of the new
star query, and then continues. Parts of the admission phase, such as the scan of the involved
dimension tables, can be done asynchronously while CJOIN is running [48].
Consequently, CJOIN can evaluate the GQP using a single pipeline: the preprocessor uses a
circular scan of the fact table, and ﬂows fact tuples through the pipeline. The data ﬂow in
the pipeline is regulated by intermediate buffers, similar to QPipe. The ﬁlters in-between are
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Figure 2.4 – The CJOIN operator uses proactive sharing by evaluating a GQP for star queries.
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actually the shared hash-joins that join the fact tuples with the corresponding dimension
tuples and additionally perform a bitwise AND between their bitmaps. At the end of the
pipeline, the distributor examines the bitmaps of the joined tuples and forwards them to the
relevant queries. For every new query, the preprocessor admits it, marks its point of entry on
the circular scan of the fact table and signiﬁes its completion when it wraps around to its point
of entry on the circular scan.
This concludes our short survey on run-time sharing techniques. Chapter 3 continues the
topic of run-time sharing techniques, by integrating and evaluating them. Here, we continue
with related work on task scheduling, NUMA, and NUMA-awareness.
2.3 Task Scheduling
Task scheduling uses worker threads to process all operations for the entire application lifetime.
Tasks, encapsulating operations, are stored in task pools, and a number of worker threads,
typically a worker thread per hardware thread, are employed by the task scheduler to process
the tasks. A worker thread continuously takes tasks from a task pool and executes them. Next,
we present related work about task scheduling. In later chapters, we develop and employ a
task scheduler for main-memory workloads (see Chapter 4), and then focus on NUMA-aware
task scheduling (see Chapter 5) and adaptive inter-socket task stealing (see Chapter 6).
Task scheduling for parallel programs and parallel systems is a broad ﬁeld of research. Early
related work focuses on static scheduling [83, 104], which is typically done at compile time
and assumes that basic information about tasks (such as processing times, dependencies,
synchronization, and communication costs) and the target machine environment are known
in advance. Given perfect information, a static scheduling algorithm attempts to produce the
optimal assignment of tasks to processors, that ideally balances their loads and minimizes
scheduling overheads and memory referencing delays [88]. Perfect information, however,
is hard to obtain for modern shared-memory multi-core servers and modern applications
where tasks may be generated dynamically and at a fast pace. For example, queries in a
DBMS arrive dynamically, and information about them can only be estimated, often with
high relative errors. More recent related work focuses on dynamic scheduling, which is done
on-the-ﬂy at run-time [104, 153, 207]. Dynamic task scheduling does not require information
about the submitted tasks a priori and provides automatic load-balancing and improved
portability between different hardware architectures [131]. Dynamic task scheduling may also
use run-time measurement to re-adapt scheduling decisions [137, 145, 207] for better data
locality [207] or NUMA-awareness [41, 149].
The common design of recent dynamic task schedulers involves task pools where tasks are
submitted dynamically at run-time, and the scheduler employs a set of threads to work on the
tasks [94]. There are two main categories of task schedulers [68]: breadth-ﬁrst schedulers [140]
and work-ﬁrst schedulers [43] with various task-stealing techniques [24, 134, 142, 149] for
load-balancing and improved predictability in real-time applications [131]. In breadth-ﬁrst
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schedulers, when a task is created, it is placed in the task pools and the parent task continues
execution. In work-ﬁrst schedulers, the thread of the parent task switches to execute child
tasks, for potentially better data locality [43]. The task scheduler that we design and employ in
this thesis uses dynamic task scheduling, and has a mixture of both approaches: when a task
generates a group of new tasks, the parent thread takes upon one of the new tasks, following
the work-ﬁrst approach, while the rest of the tasks are dispatched to the task pools, following
the breadth-ﬁrst approach, for load-balancing (see Chapter 4).
Hoffmann et al. [94] provide a survey on different task pool implementations. Distributed
task pools with stealing achieve best performance, as they minimize synchronization over-
heads and stealing amends load-balancing issues. We follow a similar approach for our task
scheduler. Johnson et al. [97] decouple contention management from scheduling and load
management, to combine the advantages of spin and blocking locks. Our task scheduler
is not concerned with how locks are used, but uses the information about blocked tasks to
dynamically adjust its concurrency level (see Chapter 4).
In highly concurrent analytical workloads with a large number of partitionable operations
issuing tasks, granularity of tasks plays an important role in communication, synchronization,
and scheduling costs [3, 52, 57, 122, 134]. Our experimental results corroborate these observa-
tions for main-memory DBMS. A recent analysis models and evaluates task schedulers, and
shows that task granularity also affects cache locality [204]. Recent task scheduling frameworks
such as OpenMP [11, 37] and Intel Thread Building Blocks [12] regulate task granularity by
requiring the developer to express parallelism in a higher-level abstract manner and use this
information. For our task scheduler, we assume that there is no central mechanism for data
parallelism, and that partitionable operations deﬁne their task granularity independently.
This is the common case for DBMS, where optimizing the granularity of a single partitionable
operation alone involves considerable research effort (see [42], for example, for partitioning
in hash-joins). Our solution it to give a concurrency hint to task creators, reﬂecting recent
CPU availability, which they can use as a limit when adjusting the task granularity of their
partitionable operations (see Chapter 4).
In this thesis, we also evaluate task scheduling for mixed OLTP and OLAP main-memory
workloads as well (see Chapter 4). For mixed workloads, we demonstrate the need for task
prioritization of the transactional workload over the dominating concurrent analytical work-
load. Further related work identiﬁes that, apart from task prioritization, the task granularity of
analytical queries also plays a signiﬁcant role in this effect [201].
In regard to multi-socket servers, task scheduling has been prominent in NUMA-related work.
The reason is that task scheduling can effortlessly reﬂect the underlying topology of a multi-
socket server. Next, we discuss related work to NUMA, and NUMA-aware task scheduling
and data placement. In Chapter 5, we modify our initial task scheduler of Chapter 4 for multi-
socket servers, and present an analysis of NUMA-aware task scheduling and data placement
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strategies. In Chapter 6, we proceed to adapt task scheduling and data placement to the
workload on multi-socket servers.
2.4 Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA)
In this section we give more details about NUMA and related work in NUMA-awareness.
Section 2.4.1 gives details and examples of multi-socket servers with a NUMA architecture. It
also gives an overview of the available facilities of the OS that the DBMS can use to achieve
NUMA-aware task scheduling and data placement. Section 2.4.2 discusses related work for
NUMA-aware task scheduling and data placement.
2.4.1 Multi-Socket Servers and NUMA-Awareness
As introduced in Section 1.1, processor vendors are scaling up hardware by interconnecting
sockets of multi-core processors, each with its own memory [27]. Memory is decentralized,
forming a non-uniform memory access (NUMA) architecture. Typically, multiple processor
cores are attached to one socket, and share a local memory bus, controller, and last-level cache.
Then, multiple sockets are interconnected with a communication network in order to enable a
processor core to access remote memory of another socket. Furthermore, for the typical case
of shared-memory systems, a cache-coherency protocol is used to keep multiple references
to the same memory address consistent. Both the inter-processor communication protocol
and the cache-coherence protocol are speciﬁc to each system and vendor. In this thesis, we
use the term multi-socket server to refer to a shared-memory server with multiple sockets of
multi-core processors and a cache-coherent NUMA (ccNUMA) architecture [112, 123].
Note on terminology. There is a difference between what is referred to as a socket and as a
NUMA node [106]. A socket in a server is a slot that allows for placing and replacing a central
processing unit (CPU). A NUMA node, according to the ACPI speciﬁcation [61], is a collection of
hardware resources that may contain processors, memory, etc. At a minimum, a NUMA node
must have a an interface to the interconnect between nodes [61]. With respect to performance,
this means that accesses to memory within a NUMA node have roughly the same latency
and do not require a hop through an interconnect [10]. Thus, a socket does not necessarily
correspond to a NUMA node. For example, the IBM MAX5 memory expansion unit [192]
consists of a NUMA node without processors. Another example is the Cluster-on-Die mode,
supported by the Intel Xeon E5-2600 v3 processor family (code named Haswell-EP), which
logically divides a processor into two NUMA nodes [135].
In this thesis, we handle the typical case of multi-socket servers where each socket has dedi-
cated memory and corresponds to a NUMA node [10, 106]. For this reason, we use the terms
socket and NUMA node interchangeably. Next, we visualize two examples of multi-socket
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Figure 2.5 – An 8-socket server with Intel Xeon E7-8870 processors.
servers, of different processor generations and NUMA topologies, that we use in our experi-
ments (see Chapters 5-6). Our purpose is to show how multi-socket servers are designed, and
pinpoint the similarities and differences across their performance characteristics.
Examplewith IntelWestmere-EXprocessors. Figure 2.5 depicts an 8-socketmulti-core server
(consisting of two IBM x3950 X5 boxes [192]). Each socket is comprised of a ten-core Intel Xeon
E7-8870 processor (code named Westmere-EX) at 2.40 GHz, with hyper-threading possible
(2 SMT threads per core). Each core has a 32 KB L1-I/D caches and a 256 KB L2 cache. Each
processor has a 30MBL3 cache, shared by all its cores. Each socket has twomemory controllers
(MC). Each MC supports two Intel SMI channels [2]. Each SMI channel supports two memory
channels, with up to 2 DDR3 DIMM attached on each channel. Our conﬁguration has one
16 GB DIMM per memory channel. Each MC operates in “lockstep” mode [2], thus each SMI
channel is visualized as one memory channel in Figure 2.5. The server has a total of 160 H/W
threads, and 1 TB RAM. The inter-processor network is comprised of Intel QPI (QuickPath
Interconnect) links [1].
Example with Intel Ivybridge-EX processors. Figure 2.6 depicts a 4-socket multi-core server.
Each socket is comprised of a 15-core Intel Xeon E7-4880 v2 processor (code named Ivybridge-
EX) at 2.50 GHz, with hyper-threading possible (2 SMT threads per core). Each core has a
32 KB L1-I/D caches and a 256 KB L2 cache. Each processor has a 37.5 MB L3 cache, shared
by all its cores. Each socket has two memory controllers (MC). Each MC supports two Intel
SMI2 channels [6]. Each SMI2 supports two memory channels, with up to 3 DDR3 DIMM
attached on each channel. Our conﬁguration has one 16 GB DIMM per memory channel. Each
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Figure 2.6 – A 4-socket server with Intel Xeon E7-4880 v2 processors.
MC operates in “independent” mode [6, 194], thus each SMI2 channel is visualized as two
memory channels in Figure 2.6. The server has a total of 120 H/W threads, and 512 GB RAM.
The inter-processor network is comprised of Intel QPI links [1]. The Ivybridge-EX processor
generation is more recent than the Westmere-EX processor generation.
Performance characteristics of multi-socket servers. The two examples above show that
multi-sockets servers can vary by multiple factors, such as the number of sockets, the topology,
the maximum number of hops from one socket to another, the processor generation, etc.
These factors affect the performance characteristics of each server. In Table 2.2, we show the
local and inter-socket latencies and peak memory bandwidths for the multi-socket servers that
we have access to and use throughout our NUMA analysis in this thesis. The measurements
are taken with Intel Memory Latency Checker [190].
Table 2.2 – Performance characteristics of the multi-socket servers that we use.
Memory per socket
1 hop latency
Max hops latency
Local B/W
1 hop B/W
Max hops B/W
Total local B/W
(1) 8x10-core Intel 
Xeon E7-8870 
(Westmere-EX) 
at 2.40GHz
128 GB
197 ns
245 ns
20.6 GB/s
11 GB/s
4.9 GB/s
103 GB/s
128 GB
170 ns
170 ns
70 GB/s
12.5 GB/s
12.5 GB/s
280 GB/s
128 GB
320 ns
390 ns
70 GB/s
10.5 GB/s
9.5 GB/s
560 GB/s
Statistic
Server (2) 4x15-core Intel 
Xeon E7-4880v2 
(Ivybridge-EX) 
at 2.50GHz
(3) 8x15-core Intel 
Xeon E7-8880v2 
(Ivybridge-EX) 
at 2.50GHz
(4) 32x15-core Intel 
Xeon E7-8890v2 
(Ivybridge-EX) 
at 2.80GHz
768 GB
193 ns
500 ns
47.5 GB/s
11.8 GB/s
9.8 GB/s
1520 GB/s
(5) 32x18-core Intel 
Xeon E7-8890v3 
(Haswell-EX) 
at 2.50GHz
512 GB
320 ns
590 ns
45.5 GB/s
15 GB/s
7.3 GB/s
1363 GB/s
Local latency 163 ns 108 ns 110 ns 112 ns 120 ns
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The ﬁrst and second servers correspond to the previous examples of Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6.
The third server is an 8-socket server, with a topology similar to the ﬁrst server. The fourth
server is a rack-scale SGI UV 300 system, and the ﬁfth server is a rack-scale SGI UV 300H
system, both having 32 sockets [21]. The ﬁfth server has a more recent processor generation.
The SGI servers have specialized interconnects to scale up to 32 sockets [21, 112].
The performance characteristics of the different multi-socket servers show several interesting
facts about NUMA architectures. First, accesses to remote memory are slower than local
memory. On the 32-socket servers, the max hop latency is around 5x slower than the local
latency. Second, interconnects typically have a much lower bandwidth than that of a socket.
On the third server, the bandwidth of an interconnect is up to around 7x lower than the
bandwidth of a socket. Finally, the cache-coherence protocol is also important. On the older
Westmere-EX processor generation of the ﬁrst server, the broadcast-based snooping cache-
coherence protocol utilizes the interconnects even for local memory accesses [1]. This is why
the total local bandwidth of the ﬁrst server is not the aggregated local bandwidth of each
socket. The more recent processor generations use directory-based cache coherence.
NUMA-awareness. As is obvious by the performance characteristics, NUMA introduces new
considerations for software performance in comparison to uniform memory access archi-
tectures. These are pinpointed by Blagodurov et al. [41]: (a) accesses to remote memory are
slower than local memory, (b) the bandwidth of a socket can be separately saturated, and (c)
the bandwidth of an interconnect can be separately saturated. Due to the lack of knowledge
about inter-socket routing or the cache coherence, a NUMA-aware application attempts to
solve the above challenges in a simple way: optimizing for local memory accesses instead
of remote accesses, and avoiding unnecessary centralized bandwidth bottlenecks of either
sockets or interconnects.
Several of these considerations have been revisited in further related work. David et al. [65]
explore the challenges that non-uniform hardware entails for synchronization scalability, and
conclude that in order to be able to scale, synchronization should better be conﬁned to a single
uniform socket. Albutiu et al. [30] explore similar considerations for NUMA-aware DBMS,
and offer a new guideline: the processor prefetcher can hide the slower latency of sequential
remote accesses. This guideline, however, should not be abused. As we show in this thesis,
multiple concurrent memory-intensive tasks, e.g., scans, should not be stolen across sockets,
as they can hurt overall performance (see Chapter 5). We propose an adaptive technique that
allows stealing based on the memory intensity of the tasks (see Chapter 6).
To sum up, a DBMS needs to become NUMA-aware and handle both the scheduling of its
operations and queries onto sockets, and the placement of its data structures across sockets.
Next, we describe the facilities available to the DBMS by the OS to achieve NUMA-aware
scheduling and data placement.
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NUMA-aware task scheduling. A NUMA-aware task scheduler uses a pool of worker threads
per socket. Each pool’s worker threads are bound, e.g., by using Linux’s
system call, to the cores of the corresponding socket [103, 117]. This guarantees worker threads
always locally access data placed on the socket. A task is queued to a task pool associated with
the socket where the data processed by the task is placed. We use a similar NUMA-aware task
scheduler in our NUMA analysis (see Chapter 5).
NUMA-aware data placement. The OS organizes physical memory into ﬁxed-sized (typically
4 KB) pages [106]. When an application requestsmemory, the OS allocates new virtualmemory
pages. Application libraries are responsible for organizing smaller allocations. Typically, virtual
memory is not immediately backed by physicalmemory. On the ﬁrst page fault, the OS actually
allocates physical memory for that page. In Linux, the default placement strategy for the page
is the ﬁrst-touch policy [106]: on the ﬁrst page fault, the OS allocates physical memory from
the local socket (unless it is exhausted). Another moderate placement strategy is to use
interleaving [106], distributing pages in a round-robin fashion across all sockets. This avoids
worst-case performance scenarios with unnecessary centralized bandwidth bottlenecks, and
averages memory latencies. It involves, however, a lot of remote memory accesses. For
stronger control, additional facilities are provided by the OS. In Linux, e.g., can
be used to query and move already touched virtual memory. For best performance, the DBMS
should use these OS facilities to fully control and track the physical location of its virtual
memory. We use these facilities in our NUMA analysis (see Chapter 5).
By coordinating scheduling and data placement, the DBMS can prefer local memory accesses,
avoid unnecessary bandwidth bottlenecks, and become NUMA-aware. Next, we look at related
work in NUMA-aware task scheduling and data placement. In Chapter 5, we evaluate various
strategies for NUMA-aware task scheduling and data placement. In Chapter 6, we adapt task
scheduling and data placement to the workload at run-time.
2.4.2 Related Work in NUMA-Aware Task Scheduling and Data Placement
In the literature, there has been a recent wave of NUMA-aware related work. Next, we cate-
gorize related work in the database community into NUMA-aware static solutions, adaptive
solutions, black-box solutions, and standalone operators. Afterwards, we mention prominent
related work in the ﬁelds of co-scheduling, operating systems, and distributed systems. In all
cases, we explain the main differences and similarities to this thesis.
Static solutions. With respect to data placement, most DBMS not mentioning advanced
NUMA optimizations indirectly rely on the static ﬁrst-touch policy for data placement, e.g.,
Vectorwise [209], Microsoft SQL Server’s column-store [111], or IBM DB2 BLU [167]. Ora-
cle’s distributed manager decides the NUMA location of columnar data when the topology
changes [138], but not when the workload changes. HyPer [117] chunks all data, and statically
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distributes them uniformly over the sockets. In this thesis, we show that unnecessary parti-
tioning involves an overhead for performance (see Chapter 5). We show that the DBMS should
adapt the data placement to the workload at run-time (see Chapter 6).
With respect to task scheduling, most DBMS allow inter-socket task stealing. IBM DB2 BLU
processes data in chunks so that they ﬁt in the CPU cache [167]. Each worker thread processes
one chunk at a time and can steal chunks. In HyPer [117], each worker thread processes local
data chunks through a whole pipeline of operators, and inter-socket stealing is enabled. In a
recent thesis describing how to parallelize query plans in Vectorwise with task scheduling [86],
inter-socket stealing is allowed based on task priorities and the contention of sockets. In
this thesis, we show that inter-socket stealing of memory-intensive tasks can hurt overall
performance (see Chapter 5). We show that the DBMS should adapt inter-socket stealing to
the workload at run-time, and dynamically disallow the stealing of memory-intensive tasks
(see Chapter 6).
Adaptive solutions. Two state-of-the-art research prototypes use an adaptive NUMA-aware
solution for data placement: ERIS [103] and ATraPos [155]. ERIS is a storage manager that
employs adaptive repartitioning. ERIS uses a worker per core, which processes tasks targeting
a particular data partition. While ERIS targets storage operations, in this thesis we target
analytical workloads consisting of multiple operators (see Chapter 5). We show, in addition,
how partitioning involves an overhead, and can be avoided altogether depending on the
workload. ATraPos uses dynamic repartitioning for OLTP workloads, to avoid transactions
crossing partitions and avoid inter-partition synchronization [155]. ATraPos’s data-oriented
execution model uses a worker per partition, similar to ERIS. While ATraPos optimizes for
the latency of transactions, in this thesis we focus on optimizing the throughput of analytical
workloads by balancing socket utilization at run-time (see Chapter 6). Furthermore, we
note that in contrast to HyPer, ERIS, and ATraPos, we analyze data placement strategies for
dictionary-encoded columns (see Section 2.5).
Black-box solutions. In the systems community, the signiﬁcance of data placement and
scheduling on servers with a NUMA architecture has been studied since the early 90’s. Typi-
cally, black-box solutions are proposed that track applications’ accesses to memory pages to
predict applications’ behaviors and dynamically use page migration, replication or caching
to improve the local memory accesses of applications. Black-box solutions have been sug-
gested that can exploit the hardware advantages of ccNUMA and COMA (Cache-Only Mem-
ory Architecture) designs [70, 147, 179, 206], or that can track memory accesses by instru-
menting the OS kernel or the applications [44, 45, 109, 110] or by using hardware coun-
ters [129, 130, 184, 185, 189], to support page migration and/or replication. Certain black-box
solutions consider some application knowledge by leveraging parallel and iterative frame-
works such as OpenMP [127, 146, 149, 183]. More recent examples of black-box solutions
focus on multi-core multi-socket servers, handle thread migration and consider bandwidth
bottlenecks as well, such as DINO [41] and Carrefour [64]. Black-box solutions, however, do
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not use application knowledge and attempt to predict the behavior of applications by tracking
memory accesses. Without application knowledge, results for a complex applications such
as DBMS, whose behavior can be changing, are sometimes sub-optimal [41, 199]. Giceva et
al. [79] use application knowledge and employ a DBMS-focused black-box static approach
to characterize and group the shared operators of a predeﬁned global query plan, and place
them on a NUMA server with the main aim of improving overall energy efﬁciency. In this
thesis, we also employ a DBMS-focused black-box approach, but geared towards adapting
data placement and task scheduling at run-time (see Chapter 6).
Standalone operators. There is also related work on NUMA-aware standalone operators.
Albutiu et al. [30] show that prefetching can hide the latency of sequential remote accesses,
constructing a competitive sort-merge join. Hash-joins, however, are shown to be superior [38,
108]. Yinan et al. [120] optimize data shufﬂing on a fully-interconnected NUMA topology.
Most related work, however, optimize for low concurrency with a static data placement using
all sockets of the server. In this thesis, we do not focus on optimizing single operators on
multi-socket servers, but on improving the performance of highly concurrent workloads with
multiple NUMA-aware analytical operators by adapting task scheduling and data placement
to the workload at run-time (see Chapter 6).
Co-scheduling. Co-scheduling techniques attempt to optimize performance by considering
multiple resources, such as CPU utilization, cache efﬁciency, memory buffers, disk accesses,
etc [75, 114]. NUMA-awareness is a recent dimension that has not been extensively considered
in co-scheduling techniques. In this thesis, we focus on NUMA-aware scheduling, by pre-
ferring local memory accesses and avoiding unnecessary bandwidth bottlenecks on sockets
or interconnects. Our contributions can help to integrate NUMA-awareness as a signiﬁcant
additional dimension in further co-scheduling techniques.
Operating systems. In the OS community, there are proposals for supporting the performance
requirements of high performance applications, such as DBMS, through the notion of multik-
ernel design, i.e., running customized light-weight kernels instead or alongside full-weight
kernels such as Linux [39, 76]. Giceva et al. suggest that light-weight kernels for DBMS should
support, among other functionality, NUMA-aware task scheduling and memory manage-
ment [80]. Most mainstream OS, however, such as Linux that we use in this thesis, do not
follow the multikernel design yet.
Distributed systems. It is long known that the data placement problem in distributed systems
is NP-complete [69, 208]. The input is a characterization of the data and a workload. We refer
to [152] for a discussion of solution methods. The most advanced method we are aware of
relies on a reduction to a graph partitioning problem which is passed to a heuristic solver that
may need minutes to run [81].
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Similar solvers are employed in several distributed DBMS tools. Examples include the SAP
Data Distribution Optimizer (DDO) [19], the physical database design advisor in DB2 [168],
the database tuning advisor in MS SQL Server [25], and Oracle’s distribution manager [138].
The produced data placement is static but the solver can be triggered again manually by the
administrator or automatically after a change in the network topology. The data placement,
however, does not adapt automatically to new workload characteristics. In our experience
workloads are rarely completely predictable, and there is a tendency towards highly concurrent
workloads generated by several applications. Our aim is to adapt the data placement across
NUMA nodes to the workload at run-time. The aforementioned solvers cannot quickly adapt
to a changing workload and cannot be immediately applied to our dynamic setting. Our
heuristic algorithm, however, considers only a few alternative placements, and can quickly
adapt to the workload (see Chapter 6).
Partitioning speciﬁcations and table groups. Our adaptive data placement uses two notions
found in automated distributed setups (see Chapter 6) [8, 19]. First, only tables for which the
administrator has deﬁned a partitioning speciﬁcation (e.g., hash partitioning on a column) are
automatically repartitioned. Second, table groups (TG) can be deﬁned to recognize associated
tables used by multiple-input operators. We track utilization at the level of TG. When our
adaptive data placement decides to move or repartition a TG across sockets, it does so for all
the tables of the TG. Equi-joins on tables of a TG that are partitioned over the joined columns
(copartitioned tables), can be executed mostly locally at the sockets with the collocated table
parts [8]. TG and partitioning speciﬁcations can be deﬁned manually by the administrator,
suggested by one of the aforementioned solvers for a workload, or given for popular workloads,
e.g., SAP BW [8].
2.5 Overview of SAP HANA
In this thesis, we use a prototype based on SAP HANA, a commercial main-memory DBMS, to
integrate and evaluate task scheduling (see Chapter 4), identify and evaluate NUMA-aware
task scheduling and data placement strategies (see Chapter 5), and adapt task scheduling
and data placement to the workload at run-time (see Chapter 6). In this section, we give an
overview of SAP HANA.
SAP HANA aims to efﬁciently support OLTP and OLAP workloads [72]. It supports a multitude
of data formats and provides facilities for an extensive spectrum of enterprise applications,
under a ﬂexible and componentized architecture [71]. The general database architecture is
depicted in Figure 2.7. We refer readers to [72, 177] for a more extensive overview. SAP HANA
incorporates four main-memory storage engines to support various workloads: (a) a column-
store, that efﬁciently supports OLAP-dominated and mixed workloads, (b) a row-store, that is
suited for OLTP workloads, (c) a text engine, and (d) a graph engine [72]. Further components
provide extensions for enterprise applications, and various application interfaces such as
SQLScript and calculation models.
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Figure 2.7 – The general database architecture of SAP HANA.
In this architecture realizing parallelism is the key to good scalability. For scaling out, SAP
HANA supports distributed query execution plans. Scaling up on every node is achieved
through multi-threaded algorithms that exploit data parallelism. These algorithms are imple-
mented with a special focus on hardware-conscious design and high scalability on modern
multi-core processors. Our task scheduler improves the scalability of these parallel algorithms
on a single shared-memory multi-core server (see Chapter 4). Furthermore, quick response
times for short-running queries are provided by an efﬁcient session management and client
interface [113].
Main-Memory Column-Store
In this thesis, we use the main-memory column-store storage engine of SAP HANA for OLAP
workloads. Next, we describe the basic data structures in the main-memory column-store.
Similar data structures appear in other main-memory column-stores as well, although naming
of the data structures can be different [105, 111, 117].
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encoded column.
The data of an uncompressed column can be stored
sequentially in a vector in main-memory. Com-
pression techniques are typically employed to re-
duce the amount of consumed memory, and po-
tentially speed up processing. The simplest and
most common compression is dictionary encod-
ing [118, 96, 105, 111]. In Figure 2.8, we show the
data structures that compose a column in a generic
column-store, along with an optional index.
The indexvector (IV) is an integer vector of
dictionary-encoded values, called value identiﬁers
(vid). The position (pos) relates to the row in the
relation/table. In SAP HANA, the dictionary stores
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the sorted real values of vid. Fixed-width values are stored inline, while variable-length ones
may require, e.g., using pointers or preﬁx-compressed storage for strings. A value lookup in
the dictionary can be done with binary search, but one can also implement predicates like
less-or-equal directly on the vid. The IV can be further compressed using bit-compression,
i.e., using the least number of bits (called bitcase) to store the vid. Vectorization enables the
efﬁcient implementation of scans, including their predicates, using SIMD (Single instruction,
multiple data) instructions. In this thesis, we use scans implemented with SSE instructions, or
AVX2 instructions if supported by the processors, on bit-compressed IV [195, 197].
An optional inverted index (IX) can speed up low-selectivity lookups without scanning the IV.
It stores the positions where a vid appears in the IV. The simplest IX consists of two vectors.
Each position of the ﬁrst correlates to a vid, and holds an index towards the second. The
second vector holds the, possibly multiple, positions of a vid in the IV.
In this thesis, we identify and evaluate different data placement strategies for placing the
above data structures across the sockets of a multi-socket server (see Chapter 5). We also show
how analytical operations can be parallelized in a NUMA-aware fashion by considering the
data placement (see Chapter 5). Furthermore, we adapt the data placement on a multi-socket
server to the workload at run-time (see Chapter 6).
Mixed OLAP and OLTP workloads
SAP HANA supports fully interactive ACID transactions [113]. With respect to transactional
isolation, the transaction manager of SAP HANA uses multi-version concurrency control
(MVCC) to ensure consistent read operations [20, 193]. The default isolation level is “read
committed”, which provides statement level snapshot isolation, and two modes of transaction
level snapshot isolation, “repeatable read” and “serializable”, are supported as well [20]. During
a transaction when rows are inserted, updated, or deleted, the system sets exclusive locks on
the affected rows for the duration of the transaction [20].
For our analysis of mixed OLTP and OLAP main-memory workloads in Chapter 4, we use the
main-memory column-store storage engine of SAP HANA. We note that a hybrid data layout
can improve the performance of mixed workloads [29, 85], but, for our analysis, we focus on
assessing the scalability of concurrency rather than different data layout approaches.
To support fast transaction processing in SAP HANA’s main-memory column-store, each
column is composed of two parts: the main, and the delta, as shown in Figure 2.9a. Data
in both parts are dictionary-encoded, using an IV and a dictionary, as shown in Figure 2.8.
Data in the main is dictionary encoded using a sorted dictionary. The dictionary-encoded
data is static, bit-compressed, and further compressed for fast scanning. The delta supports
transactional operations, and includes recently added, updated, and deleted data. The delta’s
dictionary is unsorted, and a cache-sensitive B+-tree is employed for fast lookups. To respect
transactional semantics, read operations query both the main and the delta.
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Figure 2.9 – (a) The data structures of the main and the delta parts of a column. (b) The delta
part of a column is periodically merged into the main part.
Allowing the delta part to grow incessantly compromises performance of both analytical and
transactional operations due to the increasing bookkeeping overhead of the delta’s dictionary
and index. Thus, the delta is periodically merged into the main part, as shown in Figure 2.9b,
reconstructing the static data structures of the main part, and preparing an empty delta for
new data. For recovery, the merge operation may store a savepoint in persistent memory, and
further transactional operations (in the delta) are typically logged.
We continue the discussion of mixed workloads in Chapter 4. Through an experimental
evaluation, we pinpoint the main issues affecting the scalability of mixed workloads: data
freshness, ﬂexibility, and task scheduling.
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3 Sharing Data and Work Across Con-
current Queries
In this chapter, we tackle the ﬁrst issue of why conventional DBMS do not scale up efﬁciently
on modern multi-core servers (see Chapter 1). We present how and when the execution
engine of a DBMS should employ reactive and proactive run-time sharing techniques across
concurrent queries to improve the overall performance of the query mix.
Publications. Parts of this chapter have been published in [157, 159].
3.1 Introduction
Today, in the era of data deluge, the concurrency requirements for analytical applications
can reach up to 1,000 concurrent users (see Chapter 1). General-purpose DBMS, however,
cannot easily handle OLAP workloads with such concurrency [47]. A limiting factor is their
query-centric model: DBMS optimize and execute each query independently (see Section 1.2).
Concurrent queries, however, often exhibit overlapping data accesses or computations. The
query-centric model misses the opportunities of sharing work and data, and results in perfor-
mance degradation due to the contention of concurrent queries for I/O, CPU and RAM.
3.1.1 Methodologies for Sharing Data and Work
A variety of ideas have been proposed to exploit sharing, including buffer pool management
techniques, materialized views, caching and multi-query optimization (see Section 2.2). More
recently, data is being shared at the I/O layer using shared scans (with variants also known as
circular scans, cooperative scans or clock scan) [58, 188, 211]. In this chapter, we evaluate run-
time sharing techniques at the level of the execution engine. We distinguish two predominant
methodologies: (a) reactive sharing [91], and (b) proactive sharing [33, 47, 48, 77].
Reactive sharing, alternatively known as Simultaneous Pipelining (SP), is introduced in
QPipe [91], an operator-centric execution engine, where each relational operator is encap-
sulated into a self-contained module called a stage. Each stage detects common sub-plans
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among concurrent queries, evaluates only one and pipelines the results to the rest when
possible. Proactive sharing is introduced in the CJOIN operator [47, 48]. Proactive sharing
analyzes the workload and builds synergistically shared operators in a global query plan
(GQP). A single shared operator is able to evaluate multiple concurrent queries. CJOIN uses a
GQP, consisting of shared hash-join operators that evaluate the joins of multiple concurrent
star queries simultaneously. More recent research prototypes extend the logic to additional
operators and to more general cases [33, 77].
Before continuing, please see Section 2.2 for a short survey of run-time sharing techniques,
and of QPipe and CJOIN. We use terminology introduced in that section.
3.1.2 Integrating Reactive and Proactive Sharing
In order to perform our analysis and experimental evaluation of reactive vs. proactive sharing,
we integrate the original research prototypes that introduced them into one system: we inte-
grate the CJOIN operator as an additional stage of the QPipe execution engine (see Section 3.2)
on top of the Shore-MT storage manager [99]. Thus, we can dynamically decide whether to
evaluate multiple concurrent queries with the standard query-centric relational operators of
QPipe, with or without reactive sharing, or the proactive sharing offered by CJOIN.
Furthermore, this integration allows us to combine the two sharing techniques, showing that
they are in fact orthogonal. As shown in Figure 2.1d of Section 2.2, proactive sharing misses
the opportunity of sharing common sub-plans, and redundantly evaluates both Q2 and Q3.
Reactive sharing can be applied to shared operators to complement proactive sharing with
the additional capability of sharing common sub-plans (see Section 3.2).
3.1.3 Optimizing Reactive Sharing
For the speciﬁc case of reactive sharing, it is shown in the literature [98, 164] that if there is a
serialization point, enforcing aggressive sharing does not always improve performance. In
cases of low concurrency and sufﬁcient available resources, it is shown that the system should
ﬁrst parallelize with a query-centric model before sharing.
To calculate the turning point where sharing becomes beneﬁcial, a prediction model is pro-
posed [98] for determining at run-time whether reactive sharing is beneﬁcial. In this chapter,
however, we show that the serialization point is due to the push-based communication orig-
inally employed by reactive sharing [91, 98]. We show that pull-based communication can
drastically minimize the impact of the serialization point, and is better suited for sharing
common results on servers with multi-core processors.
We introduce Shared Pages Lists (SPL), a pull-based sharing approach that eliminates the seri-
alization point caused by push-based sharing during reactive sharing. SPL are data structures
that store the intermediate results of relational operators, and allow for a single producer and
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multiple consumers. SPL make reactive sharing always beneﬁcial and reduce response times
by up to 1.6x in cases of high concurrency, compared to not sharing. The original push-based
reactive sharing design and implementation [91, 98], on the other hand, increases response
times by up to 5.7x, compared to not sharing (see Section 3.3).
3.1.4 Reactive vs. Proactive Sharing
Having optimized reactive sharing, and having integrated the CJOIN operator in the QPipe
execution engine, we proceed to perform an extensive analysis and experimental evaluation of
reactive vs. proactive sharing (see Section 3.4). Our work answers two fundamental questions:
when and how an execution engine should share to improve performance.
Sharing in the execution engine. We identify a performance trade-off between using a query-
centric model and sharing. For a high number of concurrent queries, the execution engine
should share, as it reduces contention for resources and improves performance in comparison
to a query-centric model. For low concurrency, however, sharing is not always beneﬁcial.
With respect to reactive sharing, we corroborate previous related work [98, 164], that if reac-
tive sharing entails a serialization point, then enforcing aggressive sharing does not always
improve performance. Our newly optimized reactive sharing with SPL, however, eliminates
the serialization point, making reactive sharing always beneﬁcial.
With respect to proactive sharing, we corroborate previous work [33, 47, 48, 77] that shared
operators are efﬁcient in reducing contention for resources and in improving performance
for high concurrency (see Section 3.4.2). The design of a shared operator, however, inherently
increases bookkeeping in comparison to the typical operators of a query-centric model. Thus,
for low concurrency, we show that shared operators result in worse performance than the
traditional query-centric operators (see Section 3.4.2).
Moreover, we show that reactive sharing can be applied to proactive sharing, in order to get
the best out of the two worlds. Reactive sharing can reduce the response time of proactive
sharing by 20%-50% for workloads with common sub-plans (see Section 3.4.4).
Sharing in the I/O layer. Our experimental results with reactive sharing also corroborate
previous work relating to shared scans. The pull-based reactive sharing for the table scan stage
is basically a circular scan per table. Our experiments show that a circular scan can either
retain or improve the performance of typical analytical workloads both in cases of low and
high concurrency, compared to independent scans (see Section 3.3).
Rules of thumb. Putting all our observations together, we deduce a few rules of thumb
for sharing, presented in Table 3.1. Our rules of thumb apply for the case of typical OLAP
workloads involving ad-hoc, long running, scan-heavy queries over relatively static data.
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When
How to share in the
Execution Engine I/O Layer
Low concurrency Query-centric operators + reactive sharing Reactive sharing
High concurrency Proactive sharing + reactive sharing (shared scans)
Table 3.1 – Rules of thumb for sharing data and work across typical concurrent queries.
3.1.5 Contributions
In this chapter, we perform an experimental analysis of two run-time work sharing methodolo-
gies, (a) reactive sharing, and (b) proactive sharing, based on the original research prototypes
that introduce them. Our analysis answers two fundamental questions: when and how an
execution engine should employ run-time sharing in order to improve the performance of
typical analytical workloads. Our work makes the following main contributions:
• Integration of reactive and proactive sharing: We show that reactive and proactive
sharing are orthogonal, and can be combined to take the best of the two worlds (Sec-
tion 3.2). We experimentally show that reactive sharing can further improve the perfor-
mance of proactive sharing by 20%-50% for workloads that expose common sub-plans.
• Pull-based reactive sharing: We introduce Shared Pages Lists (SPL), a pull-based ap-
proach for reactive sharing that eliminates the sharing overhead of push-based reactive
sharing. Pull-based reactive sharing is better suited for multi-core servers than push-
based reactive sharing, and can reduce response times by up to 1.6x compared to not
sharing (see Section 3.3).
• Evaluation of reactive vs. proactive sharing: We analyze the trade-offs of reactive and
proactive sharing, and their combination. We detail through an extensive sensitivity
analysis when each one is beneﬁcial (Section 3.4). We show that query-centric operators
combined with reactive sharing result in better performance for cases of low concur-
rency, while the shared operators of proactive sharing, enhanced by reactive sharing,
are better suited for cases of high concurrency.
Outline. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes our implementa-
tion for integrating reactive and proactive sharing. Section 3.3 presents Shared Pages Lists, our
pull-based solution for sharing common results during reactive sharing. Section 3.4 includes
our experimental evaluation. We present our conclusions in Section 3.5.
3.2 Integrating Reactive and Proactive Sharing
By integrating reactive and proactive sharing, we can exploit the advantages of both forms
of sharing. In Section 3.2.1, we describe how reactive sharing can conceptually improve the
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performance of the shared operators of proactive sharing in the presence of common sub-
plans, using several examples. These observations apply to general GQP, and are applicable to
the research prototypes we mention in Section 2.2. We continue in Section 3.2.2 to describe
our implementation based on CJOIN and QPipe.
3.2.1 Beneﬁts of Applying Reactive Sharing to Proactive Sharing
Identical queries. If a new query is completely identical with an ongoing query, reactive
sharing takes care to reuse the ﬁnal results of the ongoing query for the new query. If we
assume that the top-most operators in a query plan have a full step WoP (e.g. when ﬁnal results
are buffered and given wholly to the client instead of being pipelined), the new query does
not need to participate at all in the GQP, independent of its time of arrival during the ongoing
query’s evaluation. This is the case where the integration of reactive and proactive sharing
offers the maximum performance beneﬁt. Additionally, admission costs are completely
avoided, the tuples’ bitmaps do not need to be extended to accommodate the new query
(translating to fewer bitwise operations), and the latency of the new query is decreased to the
latency of the remaining part of the ongoing query.
Shared selections. If a new query has the same selection predicate as an ongoing query,
reactive sharing allows to avoid the redundant evaluation of the same selection predicate
from the moment the new query arrives until the end of evaluation of the ongoing query (a
selection operator has a linear WoP). For each tuple, reactive sharing copies the resulting bit
of the shared selection operator for the ongoing query, to the position in the tuple’s bitmap
that corresponds to the new query.
Shared joins. If a new query has a common sub-plan with an ongoing query under a shared
join operator, and arrives within the step WoP, reactive sharing can avoid extending tuples’
bitmaps with one more bit for the new query for the sub-plan. The join still needs to be
evaluated, but the number of bitwise operations can be reduced.
Shared aggregations. If a new query has a common sub-plan with an ongoing query un-
der a shared aggregation operator, and arrives within the step WoP, reactive sharing avoids
calculating a redundant sum. It copies the ﬁnal result from the ongoing query.
Admission costs. For every new query submitted to the GQP of proactive sharing, an admis-
sion phase is required that possibly re-adjusts the GQP to accommodate it. In case of common
sub-plans, reactive sharing can avoid part of the admission costs. The cost depends on the
implementation.
For CJOIN [47, 48], the admission cost of a new query includes (a) scanning all involved
dimension tables, (b) evaluating its selection predicates, (c) extending the bitmaps attached to
tuples, (d) increasing the size of hash tables of the shared hash-joins to accommodate newly
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selected dimension tuples (if needed), and (e) stalling the pipeline to re-adjust ﬁlters [47, 48].
For identical queries, reactive sharing can avoid these costs completely. For queries with
common sub-plans, reactive sharing can avoid parts of these costs, such as avoiding scanning
dimension tables for which selection predicates are identical.
For DataPath [33], reactive sharing can decrease the optimization time of the GQP if it assumes
that the common sub-plan of a new query can use the same part of the current GQP as the
ongoing query. For SharedDB [77], reactive sharing can help to start a new query before the
next batch at any operator if it has a common sub-plan with an ongoing query and has arrived
within the corresponding WoP of the operator.
3.2.2 CJOIN as a QPipe Stage
We integrate the original CJOIN operator into the QPipe execution engine as a new stage, using
Shore-MT [99] as the underlying storage manager. In Figure 3.1, we depict the new stage that
encapsulates the CJOIN pipeline.
The CJOIN stage accepts incoming QPipe packets that contain the necessary information
to formulate a star query: (a) the projections for the fact table and the dimension tables to
be joined, and (b) the selection predicates. The CJOIN operator does not support selection
predicates for the fact table [47], as these would slow the preprocessor signiﬁcantly. Fact table
predicates are evaluated on the output tuples of CJOIN.
To improve admission costs we use batching, following the original CJOIN proposal [48].
In one pause of the pipeline, the admission phase adapts the ﬁlters for all queries in the
batch. During the execution of each batch, additional new queries form a new batch to be
subsequently admitted.
With respect to threads, there is a number of threads assigned to ﬁlters (we assume the
horizontal conﬁguration of CJOIN [47, 48]), each one taking a fact tuple from the preprocessor,
passing it through the ﬁlters up to the distributor. The original CJOIN uses a single-threaded
distributor which slows the pipeline signiﬁcantly. To address this bottleneck, we augment
the distributor with several distributor parts. Every distributor part takes a tuple from the
Preprocessor Distributor
F D1 Shore-MT
QPipe
packets
Distributor
Part
Distributor
Part
...
...
Filters
Q1: CJOIN
F? D1? D2
Q2: CJOIN
F? D2
Q3: CJOIN
F? D1? D3
CJOIN stage
Figure 3.1 – Integration scheme of CJOIN as a QPipe stage.
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distributor, examines its bitmap and determines relevant CJOIN packets. For each relevant
packet, it performs the projection of the star query and forwards the tuple to the output buffer
of the packet.
CJOIN supports only shared hash-joins. Subsequent operators in a query plan, e.g., aggrega-
tions or sorts, are query-centric. Nevertheless, our evaluation gives us insight on the general
behavior of shared operators in a GQP with proactive sharing, as joins typically comprise the
most expensive part of a star query.
Reactive sharing for the CJOIN stage. We enable reactive sharing for the CJOIN stage with a
step WoP. Evaluating the identical queries Q2 and Q3 of Figure 2.1d of Section 2.2 employing
reactive sharing, requires only one packet entering the CJOIN stage. The second satellite
packet reuses the results.
CJOIN is itself an operator and we integrate it as a new stage in QPipe. As with any other QPipe
stage, reactive sharing is applied on the overall CJOIN stage. Conceptually, our implementation
applies reactive sharing for the whole series of shared hash-joins in the GQP. Our analysis,
however, gives insight on the beneﬁts of applying reactive sharing to ﬁne-grained shared
hash-joins as well. This is due to the fact that a redundant CJOIN packet involves all redundant
costs we mentioned in Section 3.2.1 for admission, shared selections operators and shared
hash-joins. Our experiments show that the cost of a redundant CJOIN packet is signiﬁcant
and reactive sharing decreases it considerably.
3.3 Optimizing Reactive Sharing
In this section, we present design and implementation issues of reactive sharing, and how to
address them. Contrary to intuition, it is shown in the literature that reactive sharing is not
always beneﬁcial: if there is a serialization point during reactive sharing, then sharing common
results aggressively can lead to worse performance, compared to a query-centric model that
implicitly exploits parallelism [98, 164]. When the producer (host packet) forwards results
to consumers (satellite packets), it is in the critical path of the evaluation of the remaining
nodes of the query plans of all involved queries. Forwarding results can cause a signiﬁcant
serialization point. In this case, the DBMS should ﬁrst attempt to exploit available resources
and parallelize as much as possible with a query-centric model, before sharing. A prediction
model is proposed [98] for determining at run-time whether sharing is beneﬁcial. In this
section, however, we show that reactive sharing is possible without a serialization point, thus
rendering reactive sharing always beneﬁcial.
The serialization point is caused by strictly employing push-based communication. Pipelined
execution typically uses FIFO buffers to exchange results between operators [47, 48, 91, 98].
This allows to decouple query plans andhave a distinct separation between queries, similar to a
query-centric design. During reactive sharing, simultaneous pipelining forces the single thread
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Figure 3.2 – Sharing identical results during SP with: (a) push-only model and (b) a SPL.
of the pivot operator of the host packet to forward results to all satellite packets sequentially
(see Figure 3.2a), which creates a serialization point.
This serialization point is reﬂected in the prediction model [98], where the total work of the
pivot operator includes a cost for forwarding results to all satellite packets. By using copying
to forward results [98], the serialization point becomes signiﬁcant and delays subsequent
operators in the plans of the host and satellite packets. This creates a trade-off between sharing
and parallelism, where in the latter case a query-centric model without sharing is used.
Sharing vs. Parallelism. We demonstrate this trade-off with the following experiment, similar
to the experiment of [98], which evaluates reactive sharing for the table scan stage with a
memory-resident database. Though the trade-off applies for disk-resident databases and
other stages as well, it is more pronounced in this case. Our experimental conﬁguration can
be found in Section 3.4. We evaluate two conﬁgurations of the QPipe execution engine: (a) No
Sharing (FIFO) , which evaluates query plans independently without any sharing, and (b) CS
(FIFO) , with reactive sharing enabled only for the table scan stage, thus supporting circular
scans (CS). FIFO buffers are used for pipelined execution and copying is used to forward pages
during reactive sharing, following the original push-only design [91, 98]. We evaluate identical
TPC-H [15] Q1 queries, submitted at the same time, with a database of scale factor 1. We use
either 1 H/W thread on the server, to simulate a uniprocessor, or all 24 H/W threads available
on the server. The leftmost graphs of Figure 3.3 show the response times of the conﬁgurations,
while varying the number of concurrent queries.
For the case of 1 H/W thread, CS (FIFO) has always equal or better performance than No
Sharing (FIFO) . For the case of 24 H/W threads, however, CS (FIFO) has always equal or
worse performance than No Sharing (FIFO) . Push-based reactive sharing suffers from low
utilization of CPU resources, due to the aforementioned serialization point of SP. The critical
path increases with the number of concurrent queries. For 128 concurrent queries, it increases
the response time by up to 5.7x, compared to the query-centric model, which evaluates queries
independently. In terms of CPU load, it uses on average 2.4 H/W threads, while the query-
centric model uses on average 23 H/W threads. To sum up, push-based reactive sharing can be
used if only 1 H/W thread is available to the DBMS, but should not be used if all H/W threads
of the multi-core server are available to the DBMS. This trade-off corroborates the prediction
model for uniprocessor and multi-core servers [98].
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Figure 3.3 – Evaluating multiple identical TPC-H Q1 queries with a push-based model dur-
ing reactive sharing (leftmost graphs), and with a pull-based model during reactive sharing
(middle graphs), using either 1 H/W thread (top graphs) or all available H/W threads (bottom
graphs) of the server. The rightmost graphs show the corresponding speedups of the two
methods of reactive sharing over not sharing.
Nevertheless, the impact of the serialization point of reactive sharing can be minimized.
Simply copying tuples in a multi-threaded way would not solve the problem, due to synchro-
nization overhead and increased required CPU resources. A solution would be to forward
tuples via pointers, a possibility not considered by the original system. We can, however,
avoid unnecessary pointer chasing; by employing pull-based communication, we can share
the results and eliminate forwarding altogether. In essence, we transfer the responsibility of
sharing the results from the producer to the consumers. Thus, the total work of the producer
does not include any forwarding cost. Our pull-based communication model is suited for
reactive sharing for any stage with a step or linear WoP. Our pull-based model eliminates the
serialization point of the push-based model for reactive sharing, leading to better scalability
on servers with modern multi-core processors with virtually no sharing overhead.
To achieve this, we create an intermediate data structure, the Shared Pages Lists (SPL). SPL
have the same usage as the FIFO buffers of the push-only model. A SPL, however, allows a
single producer and multiple consumers. A SPL is a linked list of pages, depicted in Figure 3.2b.
The producer adds pages at the head, and the consumers read the list from the tail up to the
head independently.
To show the beneﬁts of SPL, we run the same experiment as before, by employing SPL instead
of FIFO buffers. The middle graphs of Figure 3.3 show the response times of the conﬁgurations,
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while varying the number of concurrent queries. When reactive sharing does not take place, a
SPL has the same role as a FIFO buffer, used by one producer and one consumer. Thus, the No
Sharing (SPL) line has a similar trend with the No Sharing (FIFO) line. During reactive sharing,
however, a single SPL is used to share the results of one producer with all consumers.
With SPL, reactive sharing has the same or better performance than not sharing, for both
cases of 1 and 24 H/W threads, for all cases of concurrency. We avoid using a prediction
model altogether, for deciding whether to share or not. Parallelism is achieved due to the
minimization of the serialization point. For the case of 24 H/W threads, for high concurrency,
CS (SPL) uses more CPU resources than CS (FIFO) , and reduces response times by 1.6x in
comparison to No Sharing (SPL) . Our results corroborate the employment of shared scans for
DBMS that handle scan-heavy analytical workloads (see Section 2.2).
3.3.1 Design of a Shared Pages List
Figure 3.4 depicts a SPL. It points to the head and tail of the linked list. The host packet adds
pages at the head. Satellite packets read pages from the SPL independently. Due to different
concurrent actors accessing the SPL, we associate a lock with it. Contention for locking is
minimal in all our experiments, mainly due to the granularity of pages we use (32 KB). A
lock-free linked list, however, can also be used to address any scalability problems.
- List of finishing packets
- Atomic counter of reads
- Data
SPL - Lock
- List of satellite packets and their points of entry
- Maximum sizeHost packet
Satellite packetSatellite packet
Figure 3.4 – Design of a shared pages list.
If we allow the SPL to be unbounded, we can achieve the maximum parallelism possible,
even if the producer and the consumers move at different speeds. There are practical reasons,
however, why the SPL should not be unbounded, similar to the reasons why a FIFO buffer
should not be unbounded, including: saving RAM and regulating differently paced actors.
To investigate the effect of the maximum size, we ran the experiment of Figure 3.3, for the
case of 8 concurrent queries, varying the maximum size of SPL up to 512 MB. Figure 3.5 shows
the results. We observe that changing the maximum size of the SPL does not signiﬁcantly
affect the response time. Hence, we chose a maximum size of 256 KB for our experiments to
minimize the memory footprint of SPL.
In order to decrease the size of the SPL, the last consumer is responsible for deleting the last
page. Each page has an atomic counter with the number of consumers that will read this page.
When a consumer ﬁnishes processing a page, he decrements its counter and deletes the page
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if he sees a zero counter. In order to know how many consumers will read a page, the SPL
stores a list of active satellite packets. The producer assigns their number as the initial value of
the atomic counter of each emitted page.
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Figure 3.5 – Size of SPL.
Linear window of opportunity. To handle a linear WoP,
such as circular scans, the SPL stores the point of entry of
every consumer. When the host packet ﬁnishes processing,
the SPL is passed to the next host packet that handles the
processing for re-producing missed results.
When the host packet emits a page, it checks for consumers
whose point of entry is this page, and will need to ﬁnish
when they reach it. The emitted page has attached to it
a list of these ﬁnishing packets, which are removed from
the active packets of the SPL (they do not participate in the atomic counter of subsequently
emitted pages). When a consumer (packet) reads a page, it checks whether it is a ﬁnishing
packet, in which case, it exits the SPL.
Shared scans and SPL. Pull-based models, similar to SPL, have been proposed for shared
scans that are specialized for efﬁcient buffer pool management and are based on the fact that
all data is available for accessing (see Section 2.2). SPL differ because they are generic and can
be used during reactive sharing at any operator which may be producing results at run-time.
It is possible, as well, to use shared scans for table scans, and use SPL during reactive sharing
for other operators.
3.4 Experimental Evaluation
This section includes our experimental sensitivity analysis of reactive vs. proactive sharing
techniques. We also show how proactive sharing can be enhanced by reactive sharing to
exploit the advantages of both for cases of high concurrency.
3.4.1 Experimental Methodology
We compare ﬁve conﬁgurations of the QPipe execution engine:
• CS , supporting reactive only for the table scan stage, i.e., circular scans. Subsequent
operators are query-centric, evaluated separately with pipelining, without sharing. This
serves as our baseline.
• RS , supporting reactive sharing additionally for the join stage. It improves performance
over CS , in cases of high similarity, i.e. common sub-plans. In cases of low similarity, it
behaves similar to CS .
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• PS , proactive sharing, which is the result of our integration of CJOIN into QPipe, hence
the joins in star queries are evaluated with a GQP of shared hash-joins. We remind that
CJOIN only supports shared hash-joins, thus subsequent operators are query-centric.
Nevertheless, this conﬁguration allows us to compare shared hash-joins with the query-
centric ones used by the previous conﬁgurations, giving us insight on the performance
characteristics of general shared operators.
• PS+RS , which additionally supports reactive sharing for the CJOIN stage (see Sec-
tion 3.2.2). We use this conﬁguration to evaluate the beneﬁts of combining proactive
and reactive sharing. It behaves similar to PS in cases of low similarity in the query mix.
In all our experiments, reactive sharing for the aggregation and sorting stages is off. This
is done on purpose to isolate the beneﬁts of reactive sharing for joins only, so as to better
compare RS and PS+RS .
We use the Star Schema Benchmark (SSB) [141], read-only, and Shore-MT [99] as the storage
manager. SSB is a simpliﬁed version of TPC-H [15] where the tables lineitem and order have
been merged into lineorder and there are four dimension tables: date, supplier, customer
and part. Shore-MT is an open-source multi-threaded storage manager developed to achieve
scalability on multi-core platforms.
We use a Sun Fire X4470 server with four hexa-core processors Intel Xeon E7530 at 1.86 GHz,
with hyper-threading disabled and 64 GB of RAM. Each core has a 32 KB L1 instructions cache,
a 32 KB L1 data cache, and a 256 KB L2 cache. Each processor has a 12 MB L3 cache, shared by
all its cores. For storage, we use two 146 GB 10 kRPM SAS 2.5” disks, conﬁgured as a RAID-0.
The O/S is a 64-bit SMP Linux (Red Hat), with a 2.6.32 kernel.
We clear the ﬁle system caches before every measurement. All conﬁgurations use a large buffer
pool that ﬁts datasets of scale factors up to 30 (scanning all tables reads 21 GB of data from
disk). SPL are used for exchanging results among packets. We use 32 KB pages and a maximum
size of 256 KB for a SPL (see Section 3.3).
Unless stated otherwise, every data point is the average of multiple iterations with standard
deviation less or equal to 10%. Furthermore, we mention the average CPU usage and I/O
throughput of representative iterations (averaged only over their activity period), to gain
insight on the performance of the conﬁgurations.
Our sensitivity analysis is presented in the following Sections 3.4.2-3.4.4. We vary (a) the
number of concurrent queries, (b) whether the database is memory-resident or disk-resident,
(c) the selectivity of fact tuples, (e) the scale factor, and (d) the query similarity which is
modeled in our experiments by the number of possible different submitted query plans. We
measure performance by evaluating multiple concurrent instances of SSB Q3.2. It is a typical
star query that joins three of the four dimension tables with the fact table. The SQL template
and the execution plan are shown in Figure 3.6. We select a single query template for our
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F D1
D2?
? D3
?
A
SSELECT   c_city, s_city, d_year,
         SUM(lo_revenue) as revenue
FROM     customer, lineorder, supplier, date
WHERE    lo_custkey = c_custkey
         AND lo_suppkey = s_suppkey
         AND lo_orderdate = d_datekey
         AND c_nation = [NationCustomer]
         AND s_nation = [NationSupplier]
         AND d_year >= [YearLow]
         AND d_year <= [YearHigh]
GROUP BY c_city, s_city, d_year
ORDER BY d_year ASC, revenue DESC supplier
customer
date
Figure 3.6 – The SSB Q3.2 SQL template and the query plan.
sensitivity analysis because we can adjust the similarity of the query mix to gain insight on the
beneﬁts of reactive sharing, and also, the GQP of CJOIN is the same for all experiments, with
the same 3 shared hash-joins for all star queries. Queries are submitted at the same time, and
are all evaluated concurrently. This single batch for all queries allows us to minimize query
admission overheads for proactive sharing, and additionally allows us to show the best case
for reactive sharing, as all queries with common sub-plans arrive surely inside the WoP of their
pivot operators. We note that variable inter-arrival delays can eliminate sharing opportunities
for reactive sharing, and refer the interested reader to the original QPipe paper [91] to review
the effects of interarrival delays for different cases of pivot operators and WoP.
3.4.2 Impact of Concurrency
We start with an experiment that does not involve I/O accesses to study the computational
behavior of the conﬁgurations. We store our database in a RAM drive. We evaluate multiple
concurrent SSB Q3.2 instances for a scale factor 1. The predicates of the queries are chosen
randomly, keeping a low similarity factor among queries and the selectivity of fact tuples varies
from 0.02% to 0.16% per query. Figure 3.7 (left) shows the response times of the conﬁgurations,
while varying the number of concurrent queries.
For this ﬁrst experiment, we evaluate additionally the No Sharing variation of QPipe, without
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Figure 3.7 – Experiment with memory-resident (left) and disk-resident (middle) database of
SF 1. The table (right) includes measurements for the case of 256 concurrent queries.
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reactive sharing, to conﬁrm the implications of Section 3.3. For low concurrency, CPU re-
sources are used sufﬁciently. Starting with as few as 32 concurrent queries, there is contention
for CPU resources, due to the fact that our server has 24 cores and all analytical operators are
evaluated separately. For 256 queries all cores are used at their maximum. The circular scans
of CS improve performance by reducing contention for CPU resources and the buffer pool.
CS misses several sharing opportunities at higher operators in the query plans. RS can exploit
them. Even though we use random predicates, the ranges of variables of the SSB Q3.2 template
allows RS to share the ﬁrst hash-join 126 times, the second hash-join 17 times, and the third
hash-join 1 time, on average for 256 queries. Thus, it saves more CPU resources and results in
lower response time than the circular scans alone.
The shared operators of PS offer the best performance, as they are the most efﬁcient in sav-
ing resources. PS has an initialization overhead in comparison to the other conﬁgurations,
attributed to its admission phase, which has a large part that pauses the pipeline (see Sec-
tion 3.2.1). The shared hash-joins in the GQP can effortlessly evaluate many instances of
SSB Q3.2. Nevertheless, admission and evaluation costs accumulate for an increasing num-
ber of queries, thus the PS line also starts to degrade. PS reduces the response time of the
query-centric No Sharing by a factor of 6, and of the circular scans of CS by a factor of 4.
We do not depict PS+RS , as it has the same behavior as PS . As we noted in Section 3.2.2, our
implementation of PS+RS supports sharing CJOIN packets with all predicates identical. This
is rare due to this experiment’s random selection predicates.
Our observations apply also to the same experiment with the database on disk, shown in
Figure 3.7 (middle). Response times for low concurrency have increased, but not signiﬁcantly
for high concurrency because the workload becomes CPU-bound. For high concurrency, there
is CPU contention for No Sharing, which de-schedules scanner threads regularly resulting
in low I/O throughput. CS improves the performance. RS further improves performance by
eliminating common sub-plans. The shared operators of PS still prevail for high concurrency.
Furthermore, the overhead of the admission phase of CJOIN, that we observed for a memory-
resident database, is masked by ﬁle system caches for disk-resident databases. We explore this
effect in a next experiment, where we vary the scale factor.
Implications. Reactive sharing is able to eliminate common sub-plans. The shared operators
of proactive sharing are more efﬁcient in evaluating a high number of queries, in comparison
to standard query-centric operators.
3.4.3 Impact of Data Size
In this section, we study the behavior of the conﬁgurations by varying the amount of data
they handle. We perform two experiments: in the ﬁrst, we vary the selectivity of fact tuples of
queries, and in the second, the scale factor.
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Impact of selectivity. We use a memory-resident database with scale factor 10. The query mix
consists of 8 concurrent queries which are different instances of a modiﬁed SSB Q3.2 template.
For the modiﬁed template, we select the maximum possible range for the year. Moreover, we
extend the WHERE clause of the query template by adding more options for both customer
and supplier nation attributes. For example, if we use a disjunction of 2 nations for customers
and 3 nations for suppliers, we achieve a selectivity of 225
3
25 ≈ 1% of fact tuples. Nations are
selected randomly over all 25 possible values and are unique in every disjunction, keeping a
minimal similarity factor. The results are shown in Figure 3.8. In this experiment, there is no
contention for resources and no common sub-plans. Thus, we do not depict CS , as it has the
same behavior as RS , and we do not depict PS+RS , as it has the same behavior as PS .
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Figure 3.8 – 8 queries with a memory-resident database of SF 10. The table includes measure-
ments for 30% selectivity.
Our selectivity experiments provide more insight on the general behavior of the conﬁgurations.
For this reason, we also include the time of the admission phase of CJOIN, and performance
breakdown graphs. The latter show the CPU time of all cores, as measured with Intel VTune
Ampliﬁer, for different parts of the query evaluation. We compare the effect of sharing on
the CPU time of hash-joins rather than analyze the bottlenecks of QPipe and CJOIN, which
are largely dependent on implementation details. We further break down the CPU time of
hash-joins to two categories. The ﬁrst, shown as “Hashing”, includes the total CPU time of the
and functions, which are the heart of the building and probing phases, and
allow us to compare the effect of sharing, without strong side-effects from implementation
details. The remaining CPU time of the hash-joins is shown as “Joins”.
Both RS and PS show a degradation in performance as selectivity increases, due to the increas-
ing amount of data they need to handle. PS , however, is always worse than RS . This is due
to three reasons mainly. Firstly, the cost of the admission phase of PS is increased, as more
tuples are selected for referencing in the hash tables of the ﬁlters.
Secondly, the shared operators inherently entail a bookkeeping overhead, in comparison
to standard query-centric operators. In our case, the additional cost of shared hash-joins
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includes the maintenance of larger hash tables for the union of the selected dimension tuples
of all concurrent queries, and bitwise operations between the bitmaps of tuples. Query-centric
operators do not entail these costs, and maintain a hash table for one query. The increased
bookkeeping costs are reﬂected in the CPU time of the area under Joins of PS , which is more
expensive than RS for all cases of selectivity. As the selectivity increases, the hashing CPU time
of RS increases faster than PS , as it does not share parts of the hash-joins of the concurrent
queries. We note that the bookkeeping overhead can be decreased signiﬁcantly with careful
implementation choices. DataPath [33] uses a single large hash table for all shared hash-joins,
and techniques to decrease the maintenance and access costs for the hash table.
Thirdly, synchronization costs are a signiﬁcant reason for the worse trend of PS . Threads
contend while passing tuples through the pipeline. Nevertheless, synchronization costs are
highly dependent on implementation. In DataPath or SharedDB, a shared operator in a
GQP does not necessarily require multiple threads. Nevertheless, for low concurrency, the
synchronization costs for a query are higher in aGQP than in the query-centricmodel, as aGQP
tends to be much larger than the constituent query plans. For one query in a GQP, tuples not
selected by it, but selected by other queries, need to pass through shared operators, and tuples
selected by the query may need to pass by additional shared operators to accommodate other
concurrent queries. This is also a reason why proactive sharing achieves better throughput for
high concurrency, but may hurt the latency of queries, especially for low concurrency.
We used 8 queries to avoid CPU contention. For higher concurrency, shared operators still
prevail, due to their efﬁciency in saving resources. Figure 3.9 shows the response times for
the case of 30% selectivity. For high concurrency, the query-centric operators of RS contend
for resources. This is also shown in the CPU times of the breakdown graph, which all scale
(superlinearly) with the number of queries. PS is able to save more resources and outperform
the query-centric operators. This is best reﬂected by the hashing CPU time, which stays at the
same level, irrespective of the number of queries, as the hashing is shared.
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Figure 3.9 – Memory-resident database of SF 10 and 30% selectivity. The table includes
measurements for 256 queries.
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Impact of scale factor. The same trade-off between shared operators and query-centric
operators is observed by varying the scale factor. We use disk-resident databases and 8
concurrent queries with randomly varied predicates and selectivity between 0.02% and 0.16%.
The results are shown in Figure 3.10. The response times of RS and PS increase linearly. Their
slopes, however, are different. The reasons are the same as in our selectivity experiment.
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Figure 3.10 – 8 concurrent queries with disk-resident databases. The table includes measure-
ments for the case of SF 100.
We also show the response time of the two conﬁgurations by using direct I/O for accessing the
database on disk, to bypass ﬁle system caches. This allows us to isolate the overhead of CJOIN’s
preprocessor. As we have mentioned, the preprocessor is in charge of the circular scan of the
fact table, the admission phase of new queries, and ﬁnalizing queries when they wrap around
to their point of entry. These responsibilities slow down the circular scan signiﬁcantly. Without
direct I/O, ﬁle system caches coalesce contiguous I/O accesses and read-ahead, achieving
high I/O read throughput in sequential scans, masking the preprocessor’s overhead.
Implications. For low concurrency, proactive sharing has a bookkeeping overhead in compar-
ison to query-centric operators. For high concurrency, however, the overhead is amortized.
3.4.4 Impact of Similarity
In this experiment we use a disk-resident database of scale factor 1. We limit the randomness
of the predicates of queries to a small set of values: there are 16 possible query plans for
instances of Q3.2. The selectivity of fact tuples ranges from 0.02% to 0.05%. In Figure 3.11, we
show the response times of the conﬁgurations, varying the number of concurrent queries.
RS evaluates a maximum of 16 different plans and reuses results for the rest of similar queries.
It shares the second hash-join one time, and the third hash-join 238 times, on average, for 256
queries. This leads to high sharing and minimal contention for computations. On the other
hand, CS does not share operators other than the table scan, resulting in high contention.
Similarly, PS misses exploiting these sharing opportunities and evaluates identical queries
redundantly. In fact, RS outperforms PS . PS+RS , however, is able to exploit them. For a group
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Figure 3.11 – Disk-resident database of SF 1 and 16 possible plans. The table includes mea-
surements for 256 queries.
of identical star queries, only one is evaluated by the GQP. PS+RS shares CJOIN packets 239
times on average for 256 queries. Thus, PS+RS outperforms all conﬁgurations.
To furthermagnify the impact of SP, we performanother experiment for 512 concurrent queries,
a scale factor of 100 (with a buffer pool ﬁtting 10% of the database), and varying the number
of possible different query plans. Figure 3.12 shows the results. PS is not heavily affected
by the number of different plans. For the extreme cases of high similarity, RS prevails. For
lower similarity, the number of different plans it needs to evaluate is larger and performance
is deteriorated due to contention for CPU resources. PS+RS is able to exploit identical CJOIN
packets and improve the performance of PS by 20%-50% for cases with common sub-plans.
For the case of identical queries, PS+RS reduces the response time of PS by 2x.
Implications. We can combine proactive and reactive sharing to eliminate redundant com-
putations and improve the performance of shared operators in a GQP for a query mix that
exposes common sub-plans.
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Figure 3.12 – Evaluating 512 concurrent queries with a varying similarity factor, for a SF 100.
The table includes the sharing opportunities of reactive sharing (average of all iterations).
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3.4.5 SSB Query Mix
In this section we evaluate Postgres , CS , RS , and PS+RS using a mix of three SSB queries
(namely Q1.1, Q2.1 and Q3.2), with a disk-resident database and a scale factor of 30. We use
PostgreSQL 9.1.4 as another example of a query-centric execution engine that does not share
among concurrent queries. We conﬁgure PostgreSQL to make the comparison with QPipe as
fair as possible. We use 32 KB pages, large shared buffers that ﬁt the database, ensure that it
never spills to the disk and that the query execution plans are the same. The predicates for the
queries are selected randomly and the selectivity of fact tuples is less than 1%. Each query is
instantiated from the three query templates in a round-robin fashion, so all conﬁgurations
contain the same number of instances for each query type.
Figure 3.13 (left) shows the response times of the conﬁgurations, while varying the number of
concurrent queries. As Postgres is a more mature system than the two research prototypes,
it attains a better performance for low concurrency. Our aim, however, is not to compare
the per-query performance of the conﬁgurations, but their efﬁciency in sharing among a
high number of concurrent queries. Postgres follows a traditional query-centric model of
execution, and does not share among in-progress queries. CS results in a better performance
due to circular scans. RS further improves performance with the elimination of any common
sub-plans. PS+RS attains the best performance, as shared operators are the most efﬁcient in
sharing among a high number of concurrent queries.
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Figure 3.13 – Disk-resident database of SF 30. Response time (left) and throughput experiment
(middle), varying the number of concurrent queries and clients respectively. The table (right)
includes measurements for both experiments.
Figure 3.13 (middle) also shows the throughput of the three conﬁgurations, by varying the
number of concurrent clients. Each client submits three queries, which are instances of
the three query templates. Proactive sharing is able to handle new queries with minimal
additional resources. Thus, the throughput of PS+RS continues to increase. The throughput
of the query-centric operators of Postgres , CS and RS , however, ultimately ﬂattens with an
increasing number of clients.
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3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we perform an experimental study to answer when and how an execution
engine should share data and work across concurrent analytical queries. We review two state-
of-the-art run-time sharing techniques: reactive sharing and proactive sharing. We perform
an extensive evaluation of reactive and proactive sharing, based on their original research
prototype systems.
Work sharing is typically beneﬁcial for high concurrency because the opportunities for com-
mon work increase, and it reduces contention for resources. For low concurrency, however,
there is a trade-off between sharing and parallelism, particularly when the sharing overhead is
signiﬁcant. We show that proactive sharing is not beneﬁcial for low concurrency as shared
operators in a GQP inherently involve a bookkeeping overhead compared to query-centric
operators. For reactive sharing, however, we show that it can be beneﬁcial for low concurrency
as well, if the appropriate communication model is employed: we introduce SPL, a pull-based
approach that scales better on servers with modern multi-core processors than the original
push-based model of reactive sharing. SPL is a data structure that promotes parallelism by
shifting the responsibility of sharing common results from the producer to the consumers.
Furthermore, we show that reactive and proactive sharing are two orthogonal techniques
and their integration allows to share operators and handle a high number of concurrent
queries, while also sharing any common sub-plans presented in the query mix. In conclusion,
analytical query engines should employ query-centric operators with reactive sharing for low
concurrency and proactive sharing enhanced by reactive sharing for high concurrency.
In this chapter, we show how to tackle the ﬁrst issue of why conventional DBMS do not
scale up efﬁciently on modern multi-core servers (see Chapter 1): sharing data and work
across concurrent queries. In the following chapters, we tackle the second issue: making the
execution engine NUMA-aware by assuming full control of scheduling and in-memory data
placement. As a ﬁrst step towards taking control of scheduling, the next chapter (see Chapter
4) explores task scheduling inside the execution engine of a main-memory DBMS.
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rent Main-Memory Workloads
In this chapter, we show how the execution engine of a main-memory DBMS can employ task
scheduling. This chapter is split into two sections. In Section 4.1, we show how we integrate
our task scheduler in a main-memory DBMS: SAP HANA [72]. We illustrate how the task
scheduler can handle blocking tasks in order to avoid underutilization of CPU resources, and
how to avoid the scheduling overhead of excessive intra-query task parallelism. In Section 4.2,
as an extension to this thesis, we investigate which factors affect the performance of mixed
workloads by examining the commonalities and differences between two prominent main-
memory DBMS: SAP HANA and HyPer [101]. We show that the main factors affecting the
way mixed workloads utilize resources are data freshness, scheduling, and ﬂexibility. Regard-
ing scheduling speciﬁcally, we show that OLAP workloads tend to dominate over the OLTP
workloads, and pinpoint the signiﬁcance of workload management such as prioritization.
Publications. Parts of Section 4.1 have been published in [26, 158]. Parts of Section 4.2 have
been published in [162].
4.1 Integrating Task Scheduling in a DBMS
The execution engine of a typical DBMS supports inter-query parallelism [121, 166] by using a
single logical thread for each short-lived latency-sensitive transactional query. Long-running
operations, such as complex transactional queries or analytical queries, may employ intra-
query parallelism [121, 166] using more logical threads. For parallelizing highly concurrent
workloads, simply issuing logical threads and leaving scheduling to the operating system (OS),
can lead to performance impediments such as unexpected OS bugs [124], high thread creation
costs, and numerous context switches. The context switches are incurred by the OS time
sharing policy that handles the oversubscription of CPU resources by balancing the usage of a
limited number of available hardware threads among a higher number of threads using time
slices [12, 119].
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DBMS typically employ a query admission control to limit the number of processed queries
and avoid performance degradation due to overload [92]. A query admission control, however,
is a mechanism that operates on a per-query level, and can only indirectly avoid an excessive
number of threads. It does not control the CPU utilization of queries after they have been
admitted. Task scheduling [12, 24, 37, 43, 94] can be an alternative or complementary solution,
as it uses a number of threads to process all operations for thewhole run-time of an application.
Tasks encapsulate operations and are stored in task pools. Worker threads are employed by
the task scheduler to process the tasks.
Moreover, task scheduling is well-suited for the recentwave ofmain-memoryDBMS that forfeit
disk-based storage in favor of performance (see Section 2.1). By removing I/O bottlenecks,
main-memory DBMS can focus completely on optimizing CPU and memory utilization. Task
scheduling can prove a powerful tool for main-memory DBMS, as it automates the efﬁcient
usage of CPU resources, especially of modern shared-memory multi-core processors [12, 37,
43, 142], and helps developers easily parallelize database operations.
Recent popular task scheduling frameworks include the OpenMP API [11, 37] and Intel Thread
Building Blocks (TBB) [12]. Their main advantage is that developers express partitionable
operations, that can be parallelized with a variable number of tasks, using a high level of
abstraction such as data parallelism. The high level of abstraction helps to automatically
adjust the task granularity of analytical partitionable operations, such as aggregations or
hash-joins. The high level of abstraction, however, also turns out to be a disadvantage, as
it cannot be used straightforwardly by already developed applications. Integration into a
commercial DBMS would require a re-write of large portions of code, which is a process with
signiﬁcant cost and time considerations. Moreover, partitionable operations in commercial
DBMS typically deﬁne their task granularity independently, without the use of a central
mechanism for data parallelism. This is the common case, as optimizing the granularity of a
single DBMS paritionable operation alone involves considerable research effort (see [42], for
example, for partitioning in hash-joins). We show how to adjust task granularity in a main-
memory DBMS, in a non-intrusive manner, without the need of a high level of abstraction. We
supply partitionable operations with a hint reﬂecting recent CPU availability, that can be used
to adjust their task granularity. Our experiments show that when partitionable operations use
this concurrency hint, overall performance for analytical workloads is signiﬁcantly improved.
Furthermore, recent task schedulers, e.g. Intel TBB, use a ﬁxed number of worker threads,
equal to the number of hardware threads, to avoid oversubscription of CPU resources. The
ﬁxed concurrency level, however, is only suited for CPU-intensive tasks that rarely block [13].
Tasks in DBMS can block due to synchronization. Thus, the ﬁxed concurrency level can result
in underutilization of CPU resources. We show how the task scheduler can detect the inactivity
periods of tasks and dynamically adapt its concurrency level. Our scheduler gives control of
additional worker threads to the OS when needed.
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Contributions. In Section 4.1, we apply task scheduling to a commercialmain-memoryDBMS.
Our experiments show the beneﬁts of using task scheduling for scaling up main-memory
DBMS over modern multi-core servers, to efﬁciently evaluate highly concurrent analytical
workloads. Our main contributions are:
• We show that a ﬁxed concurrency level for task scheduling is not suitable for a DBMS.
Our scheduler adapts its concurrency level, by detecting blocked tasks, and giving
control of additional worker threads to the OS to saturate CPU resources.
• We show that using a hint reﬂecting recent CPU availability helps to adjust the task
granularity of partitionable analytical operations. The concurrency hint improves overall
performance signiﬁcantly in cases of high concurrency, by reducing costs related to
communication, synchronization and bookkeeping.
• We show how we integrate our task scheduler into a prototype of SAP HANA [72], a
commercial main-memory DBMS. We show that our task scheduler improves the per-
formance of highly concurrent analytical workloads (TPC-H [15]) by up to 16%.
Outline. In Section 4.1.1, we show how we integrate our task scheduler in SAP HANA. Next,
we present the general architecture of our scheduler in Section 4.1.2, how we handle blocking
tasks using a ﬂexible concurrency level in Section 4.1.3, and how we use concurrency hints
to aid task creators of partitionable operations adapt their task granularity in Section 4.1.4.
Finally, in Section 4.1.5, we show our experimental evaluation.
4.1.1 Integration in SAP HANA
For an overview of SAP HANA and its general architecture, please see Section 2.5. Figure 4.1
depicts the architecture and various components of SAP HANA.
There are three independent thread pools. (1) The Dispatcher is a simple task graph scheduler
used typically for parallelizing partitionable analytical operations. (2) The Executor is a task
graph scheduler that processes plans of operations that can potentially be distributed across
servers. Plan nodes can use the Dispatcher for parallelizing on one server. (3) The Receivers
are threads that process received network requests. Short-running transactions are typically
completely executed within a Receiver. For more complex transactions, longer analytical or
distributed queries, a Receiver may use the Executor or the Dispatcher.
We design our new scheduler to integrate the two thread pools of the Executor and the
Dispatcher, which parallelize analytical and distributed operations. We do not integrate the
thread pool of Receivers, so that we do not hurt the latency of any short-running transactions
or queries. If a Receiver decides to parallelize using either the Executor or the Dispatcher, then
it indirectly uses our task scheduler. Our integration solves the following problems. Firstly,
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Execution
engine
Persistence Layer (Logging, Recovery, Page Management)
Optimizer and Plan Generator
Calculation engine
Access interfaces (SQL, SQL Script, etc.)
Network
Metadata
Manager
(NEW)
Column-storeRow-store Graph engine Text engine
Authoriza-
tion
Transaction
Manager
Connection and Session managementReceivers
ExecutorDispatcher  Task scheduler 
Figure 4.1 – Our task scheduler integrates two main thread pools of SAP HANA.
by integrating two threads pools, which are resource-intensive, we alleviate the problem
of overcommitting CPU resources and decrease context switching costs. Secondly, DBMS
administrators need to conﬁgure only one thread pool instead of two. Thirdly, developers
need to know one thread pool implementation for parallelizing operations, and not two.
Our scheduler constitutes a new component in the general architecture of SAP HANA (see
Figure 4.1), and is orthogonal to other components such as the Persistency Layer or the
Transaction Manager. It is important to note that our scheduler does not compromise any
transactional correctness or persistency semantics.
4.1.2 Task Scheduler Architecture
To support fast scheduling of all heterogeneous general-purpose tasks, we opt for a dynamic
task scheduler that does not require or process a priori execution information about the tasks,
except for potentially a directed acyclic graph (DAG) deﬁning their correlations and ultimately
their order of execution. TheDAG can take any form, with the only restriction of having a single
root node. This does not prevent the creation of single-node graphs. Each node in the task
graph can contain any piece of code. A node can potentially spawn a new task graph, or issue
itself again to the scheduler. We can encapsulate tasks that coordinate synchronization among
themselves, since we take care to maintain a ﬂexible concurrency level (see Section 4.1.3).
Optionally the developer can assign a priority for the task graph, which results in a decreased
or increased probability of being chosen for execution. The developer then dispatches the root
node to the scheduler, and can wait for execution of the task graph or continue immediately.
The scheduler maintains two sets of queues, depicted in Figure 4.2. The ﬁrst set contains
one queue per priority and holds the root nodes of the submitted graphs that have not yet
been initiated for execution. The second set contains queues that hold the non-root nodes
to be executed. The second set actually constitutes the main distributed task pools for our
scheduler. The task pools can further be sorted by node depth, in order to favor execution of
deep-running graphs, or by the timestamp of the owning query, in order to favor execution of
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earliest queries. For our experiments of Section 4.1.5, we sort the task pools by node depth,
because resource-intensive queries tend to create deep-running graphs, and we take care to
ﬁnish these queries early, in order to free up the resources. We use distributed task pools to
reduce synchronization contention. We create as many task pools as the number of sockets.
We note that in the next chapter (see Chapter 5), we describe how we modify our task scheduler
to support NUMA-aware task scheduling. More task pools can also be created if the number
of hardware threads in one socket is high and results in synchronization contention for the
task pool. Each worker thread is assigned to a speciﬁc task pool in a round-robin fashion
according to its ordinal identiﬁer. If the worker thread ﬁnds its assigned task pool empty, it
starts querying other task pools, in a round-robin fashion, and steals tasks [94].
Root Node
Non-root
node
Task graph Priorities Task pools Workers
Max
Normal
Low ...
Figure 4.2 – The data structures used by the task scheduler.
When the task pools are empty, a free worker retrieves a root node from the queues of priorities,
with a probability that favors prioritized root nodes. This probability is conﬁgurable. We note
that in our experiments of Section 4.1.5, all tasks have the same priority. After executing
the root node, the worker thread continues executing the ﬁrst descendant for better data
locality, while the rest of the descendants are dispatched randomly to the task pools for load-
balancing. When the task pools are not empty, a free worker retrieves his next task from the
task pools. When a non-root node is executed, the worker checks which descendants are ready
for execution, takes upon the ﬁrst of them and dispatches the rest to the task pools.
Integration. Our simple design allows to integrate the two thread pools of SAP HANA into our
scheduler (see Section 2.5). We quickly bundle old tasks and generic blocks of code into tasks
for our task scheduler. As is standard for task schedulers [12], we do not bundle I/O-bound
operations into tasks. These operations are executed by separate threads that are handled
by the underlying OS scheduler. Since these threads do not reserve any worker threads from
our scheduler, we can keep the system busy with CPU-intensive tasks in the presence of I/O
operations. It is easy to detect I/O-bound operations in main-memory DBMS, as general
query execution is CPU-bound or memory-bound. Heavy I/O operations, such as savepoints,
are only done periodically and in the background to minimize the disruption of the general
performance of the database [72]. Thus, I/O-bound operations are traced mainly inside the
persistence or network layer.
Watchdog thread. To control workers, but also to monitor the state of execution, we reserve
an additional watchdog thread. The watchdog typically sleeps, but wakes up periodically to
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gather information and potentially control worker threads, similar to the notion of centralized
scheduling [88]. We use light-weightmechanisms formonitoring, based on statistical counters,
such as the number of waiting and executing tasks, how many tasks each worker thread has
executed etc. These counters are updated using atomic instructions by each worker thread
and the watchdog.
4.1.3 Dynamic Adjustment of Concurrency Level
Employing a number of worker threads equal to the number of hardware threads is suitable
for task schedulers whose aim is to handle CPU-intensive tasks that do not block frequently
[12]. Our aim, however, is to integrate already-developed general-purpose code into tasks.
We need to handle tasks that can use synchronization primitives and locks. When tasks are
inactive, we take care to overlap inactivity periods with additional worker threads and saturate
CPU resources. Next, we describe a task’s potential inactivity states, and how our scheduler
handles them by adapting its concurrency level at run-time.
Blocked workers. The OS scheduler is the ﬁrst to know when a thread blocks after a system
call for a synchronization primitive. It then cedes the CPU to another thread waiting for its
time slice. If we set a ﬁxed number of worker threads equal to the number of hardware threads,
blocked threads will not be overlapped by other threads, as the OS scheduler does not have
knowledge of any other working threads in our application. This results in underutilization of
CPU resources, as the OS scheduler could potentially schedule another worker thread while
a worker thread blocks. Also, since we do not know how the developer synchronizes tasks, a
ﬁxed concurrency level can lead to potential deadlocks, if the interdependency edges between
the nodes in a task graph are not correctly used. For example, if a node in a task graph requires
a conditional variable from another node at the same level of the task graph, the latter node
may not be scheduled in time if the nodes in the level are more than the hardware threads.
Deadlocks can also happen if code synchronizes heavily between different task graphs.
To avoid deadlocks and underutilization of CPU resources, we argue that a scheduler handling
general-purpose tasks should not use a ﬁxed concurrency level. Our watchdog periodically
checks for blocked worker threads, and activates additional worker threads, that get scheduled
by the OS immediately and overlap the inactivity period. Thus, we cooperate with the OS by
voluntarily adjusting the concurrency level, and giving control of additional worker threads
to the OS when needed to saturate CPU resources. We exploit both the advantages of task
scheduling and the OS scheduler: Task scheduling ensures that the number of working threads
is small enough so that costly context switches are avoided. By dynamically adjusting the
concurrency level, we exploit the capability of the OS scheduler to quickly cede the CPU of a
blocked thread to a new worker thread.
To detect blocked threads efﬁciently, we do not use OS synchronization primitives directly.
The DBMS can encapsulate these in user-level platform-independent data structures. For
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example, SAP HANA on Linux uses a user-level semaphore based on atomic instructions, that
calls the “futex” facilities of Linux when needed. We leverage these user-level synchronization
primitives to know when a worker is about to call a potential system call that could block.
Active concurrency level. We deﬁne:
concurrency level= total number of worker threads
The concurrency level is variable. There can be a number of inactive workers, such as blocked
threads, and a number of active workers (see Figure 4.3). We are mainly interested, however,
in keeping the total number of active workers as close as possible to the number of hardware
threads, in order to saturate CPU resources. For this reason, we deﬁne:
active concurrency level= concurrency level− inactive workers
When threads resume from inactivity, they are considered again in the active concurrency
level, which can at times be higher than the number of hardware threads.
Parked threads. In order to ﬁx a high active concurrency level, when there are no free threads,
the scheduler gets the chance to preempt a worker when it ﬁnishes a task. We cannot preempt
a worker in the middle of a generic task, as it can be in a critical section and the consequences
can be unpredictable. Instead of ending the thread, we keep it suspended, in a parked state.
The watchdog is responsible for monitoring if the active concurrency level gets low and waking
up parked threads. Parked threads overcome the costs of creating logical threads, which
include the memory allocation of their stacks.
Other inactive threads. Apart from blocked and parked threads, we deﬁne two additional
states of inactivity. Firstly, there can be tasks that wait for another task graph. This inactivity
state is comparable to OpenMP’s suspend/resume points (e.g. ) [37], or to TBB’s
wait methods (e.g. ) [12]. Secondly, we give the developer the opportunity to
explicitly deﬁne a region of code as inactive. For both these cases of inactive threads, a new
worker thread is activated immediately if allowed by the active concurrency level, instead
of being activated by the watchdog. We note that while a worker thread is blocked, parked,
Inactive workers
Blocked
threads
Inactive
by user
Waiting
for a task
Active
workers
Watch-
dog
Other
threads
Task scheduler
Parked
Threads
Figure 4.3 – The task scheduler’s types of worker threads.
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or waiting for another task graph, it is also considered inactive by the OS scheduler. A code
region, however, that is deﬁned by the developer as inactive, pertains only to our scheduler’s
accounting for its active concurrency level, while the OS considers the relevant worker thread
as runnable and schedules it.
All the aforementioned types of workers are shown in Figure 4.3. The total number of inactive
workers is deﬁned as:
inactive workers= blocked workers+ inactive by user
+workers waiting for a task graph+parked workers
Avoiding too many active threads. We note that activating additional worker threads in place
of inactive workers may not always be beneﬁcial. If the inactivity period of a worker is short,
and the newly activated worker begins executing a large task, then when the ﬁrst worker
returns from inactivity, there will be two worker threads active. If this situation is repeated
many times, the active concurrency level can get much higher than available hardware threads,
leading to context switching costs from the OS scheduler.
For this reason, it is important to handle inactivity states carefully. The inactivity states
where the developer speciﬁes a code region as inactive, and where a task waits upon another
task, are typically not too short. These inactivity states lower the active concurrency level,
and immediately activate additional worker threads that increase the active concurrency
level up to the number of available hardware threads. The duration of the inactivity state of
blocked threads, however, is generally unknown, and can be too short. Thus, blocked tasks
are handled differently: they only lower the active concurrency level, and do not immediately
spawn additional workers. The active concurrency level is increased only when the watchdog
checks it periodically and attempts to ﬁx it by activating additional worker threads, or in case
another inactive worker thread resumes activity in the meanwhile and thus increases the
active concurrency level and is allowed to continue working on next tasks. Thus, too short
block periods are typically hidden between the intervals of the watchdog and of active tasks.
Even in a bad case when the active concurrency level gets too high, this is quickly ﬁxed when
active workers ﬁnish their current tasks and are preempted and parked in order to ﬁx the
active concurrency level.
To support our intuition, our experiments have an active concurrency level that is most of the
time equal to the number of hardware threads (see Section 4.1.5). We note that the watchdog
interval we use in our experiments is 20 ms. We have experimented with larger intervals as
well, but have not noticed signiﬁcant differences in the active concurrency level.
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4.1.4 Dynamic Adjustment of Task Granularity
Partitionable operations can be parallelized using a variable number of tasks. Many analytical
operations fall into this category, e.g., aggregations and hashing. If a column needs to be
aggregated, it can be split into parts which can be processed in parallel independently. This is
a classic example of data parallelism using a fork-join approach [36].
For this kind of partitionable operations, a number of tasks lower than the number of hardware
threads, i.e., a coarse granularity of tasks, can underutilize CPU resources. A higher number
of tasks (up to the number of hardware threads) means that the partitionable operation
can potentially use more CPU resources and decrease its latency. Using a ﬁne granularity,
however, can potentially introduce additional costs for communication, synchronization and
scheduling [3, 52, 122]. Thus, a balance is required for the task granularity.
Task schedulers like Intel TBB [12] can greatly help in case of partitionable operations. As
the developer expresses partitionable operations through higher-level algorithmic structures
and data parallelism, the framework employs a centralized mechanism for adjusting task
granularity. In DBMS, however, partitionable operations do not necessarily use a central mech-
anism for data parallelism. This is because optimizing the granularity of a single paritionable
operation alone involves considerable research effort (see [42], for example, for partitioning
in hash-joins). There can be distinct components for partitionable operations that handle
data parallelism and granularity independently. In SAP HANA, for example, each partitionable
operation employs heuristics to ﬁnd the right task granularity, based on factors such as data
size, communication costs, and the number of hardware threads of the system.
In this thesis, we are not concerned with how each component calculates task granularity, but
with how task granularity affects performance when numerous concurrent queries, possibly
with additional partitionable operations, are being processed. The problem is that partition-
able operations calculate the number of tasks irrespective of other concurrent tasks. In the
worst case, every operation can dispatch a number of tasks equal to the number of hardware
threads. Our experiments of Section 4.1.5 show that this practice results in a myriad of tasks in
cases of high concurrency, and increased bookkeeping and scheduling costs. Task creators for
partitionable operations need to adjust their task granularity by considering other concurrent
tasks. To solve this problem, our scheduler provides information about the state of execution
to partitionable operations that they can use for the calculation of the task granularity.
Concurrency hint. If a partitionable operation issues more tasks than can be handled by free
worker threads at the moment, there is little to no beneﬁt for parallelism, and redundant
scheduling costs. The intuition is that in cases of high concurrency, when the system is fully
loaded and free worker threads are scarce, partitionable operations should opt for a very
coarse granularity in order to minimize the number of tasks to be processed. In SAP HANA
speciﬁcally, if the concurrency hint is zero, analytical operations may opt for a single-threaded
optimized code path instead of a parallel code path.
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Our scheduler can provide task creators with information about the current availability of
computing resources, as it has knowledge of the active concurrency level of the whole DBMS.
Thus, it can give a hint to task creators about the maximum number of tasks they should create
at the moment. The watchdog is responsible for calculating the concurrency hint, which is
an exponential moving average of the free worker threads in the recent past. The free worker
threads are deﬁned as:
free worker threads=max{0,number of hardware threads−active concurrency level}
The concurrency hint is deﬁned as:
concurrency hint= a∗ free worker threads+ (1.0−a)∗previous concurrency hint
where 0≤ a ≤ 1.0
Due to the dynamic nature of our workers, which can change status often and quickly, an
average can give better results than an absolute value. For our experiments, we use an
exponential moving average, with equal weight for the free workers threads of the previous
observations and the currently observed number of free worker threads (i.e., a = 0.5). The
sampling rate is conﬁgured at 50 ms in our experiments, which provides reasonable smoothing
over the recent past, and also quickly captures changes in the number of free worker threads.
Due to the fact that the exponential moving average captures all past observations, we take
care to reset it to the number of hardware threads when it surpasses a predeﬁned threshold.
This threshold is set to 90% of the number of hardware threads for our experiments.
4.1.5 Experimental Evaluation
We integrate our task scheduler in a prototype built on SAP HANA (SPS6), a commercial main-
memory column-store DBMS. We use the SPS6 version when our integration originally took
place, to show the contributions of our work that motivated the ﬁnal integration of the thread
pools in later versions of SAP HANA. We compare the following variations of our prototype:
• Baseline, without our task scheduler, and with the three different thread pools (see
Section 4.1.1). This serves as our baseline.
• Fixed, which integrates two of the thread pools of Baseline into tasks for our task sched-
uler (see Section 4.1.1). This variation assumes workers blocked on synchronization
primitives as working, and includes them in the active concurrency level of the scheduler.
Also, this variation deﬁnes the concurrency hint as the number of hardware threads, to
simulate the original behaviour.
• Flexible, which is like Fixed, but uses a ﬂexible concurrency level by assuming workers
blocked on synchronization primitives as inactive.
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• Hints, which is like Flexible, but with the concurrency hint following the exponential
moving average of free workers in the recent past. Partitionable analytical operations
adjust their task granularity according to the concurrency hint. This variation is the best
of our task scheduler.
We use the server of Figure 2.5. It has eight ten-core processors Intel Xeon E7-8870 at 2.40 GHz,
with hyper-threading enabled, and 1 TB of RAM. The OS is a 64-bit SMP Linux (SuSE), with a
2.6.32 kernel. Unless stated otherwise, every data point in our graphs is an average of multiple
iterations with a standard deviation less than 10%. Our measurements for context switches
and CPU times are gathered from Linux. The total number of instructions retired are gathered
from Intel Performance Counter Monitor [196]. For all experiments, we warm up the DBMS
ﬁrst and there are no thinking times. We make sure that all queries and clients are admitted,
and we disable query caching because our aim is to evaluate the execution of the queries and
not query caching.
We use a read-only variant of the TPC-H benchmark [15] with a scaling factor 10, stored in a
column-store. We measure performance by varying the number of concurrent queries, and
measuring the response time of each variation from the moment we issue the queries until the
last query returns successfully. Queries are instantiated from the 22 TPC-H query templates in
a round-robin fashion, with the same parameters for each query template for stable results,
but without query caching. We start measuring from 32 concurrent queries, to include all
query templates, up to 1024. The results are shown in Figure 4.4.
Fixed improves performance of Baseline by only 3% for high concurrency. The main im-
provement comes from reducing lock contention, as shown by the reduction in system CPU
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time. The number of context switches has increased, even though we integrate all thread
pools of Baseline into a single task scheduler. We attribute this to the ﬁxed concurrency level.
When workers block on synchronization primitives, the OS does not have knowledge of any
additional workers to schedule. It replaces the time slice of a blocked worker with any non-
CPU-intensive thread, outside the scheduler, with a small time slice. This is also reﬂected in
the increased idle CPU time.
Flexible, which has a ﬂexible concurrency level, overcomes this problem and improves perfor-
mance of Baseline by 7%. When many worker threads block, the watchdog issues more worker
threads and gives the chance to the OS scheduler to schedule CPU-intensive worker threads
with new tasks and full time slices. That is reﬂected in the decreased idle CPU time, and the
fewer context switches.
Hints results in the best performance improvement of Baseline by 16%. The coarser task
granularity leads to a reduction of the total number of tasks by 86%. We achieve a signiﬁ-
cant reduction in unnecessary bookkeeping and scheduling costs, which is reﬂected in the
16% reduction of the total number of instructions retired. Furthermore, we corroborate pre-
vious related work that a coarser granularity results in less costs for synchronization and
communication [3, 52, 122], since system CPU time is further decreased.
We note that for the case of 64 concurrent queries of Figure 4.4, the standard deviation for Hints
is up to 30%. As mentioned in Section 4.1.4, this is due to the fact that in a few iterations, a
partitionable operation that got a low concurrency hintwas left in the end alone, underutilizing
CPU resources and slightly prolonging the response time. Nevertheless, the beneﬁt of the
concurrency hint for the cases of high concurrency, on which we focus, is signiﬁcant.
To better understand the effect of the ﬂexible concurrency level and hints throughout the
whole experiment, we show the timelines for Fixed and Hints for the case of 1024 queries
in Figure 4.5. For Fixed, we notice the effect of bursts of too many tasks being issued to the
scheduler. The redundant scheduling, communication, and bookkeeping costs of these bursts
of numerous tasks result in erratic behavior of the CPU utilization. In contrast, the timeline for
Hints presents a much smoother run-time. The majority of the tasks are issued by all queries
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in the beginning of the experiment, and they are gradually scheduled until the end of the
experiment. The CPU utilization line is more stable.
4.2 Scaling Up Mixed Transactional and Analytical Workloads
In this section, we shortly extend the scope of this thesis to mixed OLAP and OLTP main-
memory workloads. We analyze the performance of two main-memory databases that support
mixed workloads, SAP HANA [72] and HyPer [101], while evaluating the mixed workload CH-
benCHmark [59] and scaling the number of concurrent transactional and analytical clients. We
identify that scheduling is one of the signiﬁcant factors, among data freshness and ﬂexibility,
that affect how mixed workloads utilize resources.
Real-time reporting. Nowadays, the design gap between OLTP-oriented and OLAP-oriented
DBMS or data warehouses is prominent, due to the increasing demands and performance
requirements of big data applications [181] (see Chapter 1). OLTP-oriented DBMS, such as
VoltDB [182] or IBM DB2, are typical row-stores that deliver high throughput for updates
and index-based queries (see Section 2.1). OLAP-oriented DBMS, such as Vectorwise [209] or
Sybase IQ [126] or DB2 BLU [167], are typical column-stores that deliver high performance
for complex analytical queries. In exchange for high performance, they do not support trans-
actional workloads or offer only a chunk-wise mechanism for loading data. As a result, data
analytics queries run on an outdated version of operational data. This is unacceptable for real-
time reporting, where organizations and enterprises are increasingly requiring analytics on
fresh operational data to gain a competitive advantage or obtain insight about fast-breaking sit-
uations [16, 150]. Examples include online games that make special offers based on non-trivial
analysis [49], liquidity and risk analysis, which beneﬁts from fresh data while also requir-
ing complex analytical queries [154], and fraud detection analyzing continuously arriving
transactional data [144].
The need for real-time reporting necessitates the development of a new class of DBMS that can
efﬁciently support mixed (OLTP and OLAP) workloads processing common data of a common
schema [154]. Efﬁcient processing means scaling OLTP clients to as many users as possible,
with reasonably short response times [73], while, at the same time, servicing OLAP clients
whose longer-running queries should be able to efﬁciently analyze the live operational data.
In this section, we evaluate the performance of two prominent main-memory DBMS that
support mixed workload: SAP HANA [72], and HyPer [101]. By examining their similarities
and differences, we aim to identify the factors that affect the performance of mixed workloads
while we scale the number of concurrent clients.
To evaluate mixed workloads, we prefer to not use benchmarks aimed for either OLTP or OLAP,
such as TPC-C, TPC-W, TPC-H, TPC-DS [14] or OLTP-bench [67], because the mixed workload
would work on disjoint datasets (as in our experiment of Section 4.1.5). As a new direction
to benchmarking mixed workloads, we employ the CH-benCHmark [59], which considers
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concurrent OLAP and OLTP clients in a mixed workload on the same dataset, inspired by
TPC-C and TPC-H. We ﬁnd the CH-benCHmark an adequate solution since it allows to scale
the number of concurrent transactional and analytical clients independently.
Scaling up mixed workloads. We identify three main factors that affect the performance of
mixed workloads while we scale the number of concurrent clients: (a) data freshness, (b)
ﬂexibility, and (c) scheduling. In Figure 4.6, we sketch how we expect performance to be
affected by these three factors.
Data freshness refers to how recent is the data that is processed by analytical queries. On the
one hand, data can be stale, as is the case for typical data warehouses where operational data
is periodically replicated. This separation, with a low level of data freshness, allows for various
optimizations such as decoupling transactions and analytics, minimizing the interference
between them, and having additional materialized views or indexes or shared execution plans
(see Chapter 3) for analytics (which may be otherwise expensive to maintain with a high
level of data freshness). On the other hand, as the refresh rate is increased, performance is
compromised because we need to sustain the overhead of more frequent snapshots of the
transactional data for the analytical workload, and respect transactional semantics for the
concurrent OLTP workload.
Flexibility refers to the restrictions that a DBMS may impose on the transactional features
or expressiveness in order to increase optimization choices to enhance performance. For
example, a system can restrict ﬂexibility by requiring that transactions are instantiated from
templates that are known in advance, allowing for pre-compilation of transactions [182].
Another example is restricting interactivity, i.e., transactions cannot have multiple rounds
of communication with a remote client, which allows optimizing execution [182]. Moreover,
it favors techniques like just-in-time (JIT) compilation which, at the expense of a small
compilation overhead, can improve the performance of ad-hoc queries [143].
Scheduling determines how, and the order in which transactions and analytical queries use
the system’s resources, including potential workload management techniques. For cases of
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high concurrency with numerous OLTP and OLAP clients and a fully saturated system, the
DBMS may opt to either favor transactions at the expense of analytical queries, or reversely.
Contributions. In Section 4.2, we survey, evaluate, and compare two state-of-the-art main-
memory DBMS for mixed workloads: SAP HANA and HyPer. Through our analysis, we detail
how (a) data freshness, (b) ﬂexibility, and (c) scheduling affect the performance of mixed
workloads while we scale the number of concurrent clients. The most signiﬁcant ﬁndings of
our experimental evaluation are:
• DBMS that maintain separate versions of the operational data for analytics, can suffer a
decrease in performance of up to 40% for high refresh rates.
• DBMS which are optimized for the execution of less ﬂexible or less expressive transac-
tions, can achieve up to one order of magnitude better transactional throughput than
DBMS optimized for ﬂexible and interactive transactions.
• The absence of workload management in cases of high concurrency, that saturate the
system, results in long-running and complex analytical queries overwhelming the sys-
tem, and signiﬁcantly hurting the performance of short-lived transactional workloads.
Outline. In sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, we describe how SAP HANA and HyPer, respectively,
handle mixed workloads. In Section 4.2.3, we describe how we implement the CH-benCHmark.
Our experimental evaluation is presented in Section 4.2.4.
4.2.1 Mixed Workloads in SAP HANA
For a review of how SAP HANA handles mixed workloads, please see Section 2.5. Here, we
discuss shortly the issues of data freshness for analytical queries, how ﬂexible are transactions,
and how scheduling works in SAP HANA.
Data freshness. The fact that both analytical and transactional operations target the same
data means that SAP HANA allows analytics to query the most recent version of operational
data. As soon as an OLTP operation, e.g., updates data in the delta of a column, the new
version is immediately available by the MVCC to upcoming analytical queries. Allowing OLTP
and OLAP to target common data, however, comes with the cost of synchronization for the
common data structures, such as the index of the delta’s dictionary (see Section 2.5).
Flexibility. SAP HANA supports fully interactive ACID transactions [113], which can contain
multiple round-trips to the client. Efﬁcient and ﬂexible support for distributed transactions
is available. Upon ﬁrst execution, queries are compiled and the cached plan is available in
subsequent invocations of the same query. It supports multiple interfaces, including SQL and
specialized languages [72].
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Scheduling. SAP HANA employs a pool of threads is employed for servicing network clients
and short-running transactions and queries, and our task scheduler for servicing analytical
queries (see Section 4.1). Analytical queries are expressed as single tasks or as multiple tasks
(intra-query parallelism) which are dispatched to the task scheduler. When the server is fully
saturated, scheduling decides how transactions and analytical queries utilize resources. We
show that the default conﬁguration of SAP HANA favors analytical throughput over transac-
tional throughput. By decreasing parallelism of analytical queries, however, we can increase
transactional throughput to the detriment of analytical throughput (see Section 4.2.4).
4.2.2 Mixed Workloads in HyPer
HyPer is a research prototype main-memory relational DBMS that supports mixed OLTP
and OLAP workloads [101]. The aim is to support high OLTP throughput, as well as efﬁcient
concurrent execution of OLAP workloads. The storage engine can be conﬁgured to be a
row-store or a column-store. We use the column-store conﬁguration.
OLTP clients are serviced serially with a single thread [101]. This avoids the usage of locks or
latches for data structures, and, due to the absence of I/O, allows transactions to be executed
in one-shot, uninterrupted and efﬁciently. Multiple threads for OLTP are supported if the
schema is manually partitioned or the server supports hardware transactional memory [116].
We use the default single-threaded behavior.
For serving OLAP clients, HyPer uses an innovative way to provide snapshots of operational
data. As shown in Figure 4.7a, OS- and hardware-supported virtual memory facilities are
leveraged to create snapshots. Each arriving OLAP client forks the main OLTP process into
another process, getting a virtual memory snapshot to work on. The lazy copy-on-update
strategy ensures that a virtual page is not physically replicated, andOLTP andOLAP are reading
the same physical page. The OS creates a new physical copy only in the case a transaction
modiﬁes a page. In this case, the parent OLTP process has the latest version, and the OLAP
process refers to the older version of the page. The capability to update OLAP snapshots on
demand in a single system is far more efﬁcient than the usual two system setup (one for OLTP
and one for OLAP), since data does not need to be replicated from system to the other.
Data freshness. Conceptually, HyPer’s main OLTP process is similar to SAP HANA’s delta
and the OLAP processes are similar to versions of the main. Forking is similar to the merge
operation. In contrast to SAP HANA, analytical queries read their snapshot and not the freshest
data from the OLTP process. This allows decoupling of OLTP and OLAP, and synchronization
overhead is avoided. Also, since the OLAP client can update its snapshot on demand, data
freshness is customizable: on the one hand, the client can opt to take a snapshot and never
update it, or, on the other hand, update its snapshot after every couple of queries. The
downside of this tactic, however, compared to SAP HANA, is that, in the case that OLAP clients
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wish to keep their snapshots as fresh as possible, the virtual memory snapshot overhead is
increased (see Section 4.2.4).
Flexibility. HyPer is optimized for the execution of prepared statements or precompiled
transactions [101]. Ad-hoc queries and ACID transactions are both supported and compiled
by a just-in-time (JIT) compiler. The overhead of the elaborate compilation may be amortized
for multiple invocations of the same query or transaction, but can limit the scalability of
short-lived ad-hoc OLTP.
HyPer restricts ﬂexibility for clients on purpose to allow for further optimizations. For example,
clients need to deﬁne if they are OLTP or OLAP clients. Also, for anOLTP client, the whole client
transaction is performed in a single batch, i.e. there cannot be multiple round-trips to a client
in a transaction. The restrictions for OLTP clients allow for, e.g., analysis of the transaction,
regarding the accessed and updated tables, or the control-ﬂow [143]. These optimizations,
along with the serialization of transactions, can achieve signiﬁcantly higher OLTP throughput
(see Section 4.2.4). Read-only OLAP clients access a read-only snapshot; ad-hoc queries are
fully supported because they are compiled as they arrive on the database server.
As shown in Figure 4.7b, the query plans created by the optimizer are composed of operator
pipelines through which tuples are pushed. Pipelines are broken by operators that cannot
be pipelined (e.g., a sort). By pushing tuples through a whole pipeline of several operators,
performance can be signiﬁcantly improved with JIT compilation, better data locality, and
predictable branch layout [143].
Scheduling. HyPer includes a NUMA-aware (non-uniform memory access) task scheduler
for queries. Each phase of a query is parallelized, and the scheduler takes care to distribute
work evenly across sockets, using task stealing and elastic parallelism, and optimize for data
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locality [117]. In Figure 4.7c, we show an example of how the scheduler executes the probe
phases of the hash-joins of pipeline R (of the query of Figure 4.7b), using three of the sockets
of a server (depicted in different colors). Relation R is partitioned into small fragments, called
morsels. A thread continuously takes a morsel from relation R, local to its socket, and passes
it through the pipeline, probing the hash tables for relations S and T, ﬁnally storing locally
the result. In comparison to SAP HANA, we show in our experiments (see Section 4.2.4), that
HyPer’s scheduling also favors analytical throughput over transactional throughput in cases of
high concurrency and saturation.
4.2.3 Setting Up the CH-benCHmark
The CH-benCHmark builds upon the widely used TPC-C and TPC-H benchmarks [14]. TPC-C
is used to analyze the performance of transactional workloads in a scenario of order processing,
while TPC-H analyzes the performance of analytical workloads in the context of a wholesale
supplier. The goal of the CH-benCHmark [59] is to combine TPC-C and TPC-H in a uniﬁed
schema, in order to analyze the performance of the mixed OLTP and OLAP workload. Next, we
give an overview of the CH-benCHmark, and how we adapt it.
Overview of the benchmark. The database schema of the CH-benCHmark is shown in Figure
4.8. The schema uses the nine tables of TPC-C and adds the tables , , and
from TPC-H. As in TPC-C, the size of the database scales with the number of
warehouses. The integrated schema has the following changes over TPC-H and TPC-C:
• contains 62 rows instead of 25, and is ﬁxed to 10,000 rows.
• and can be joined on columns and . Col-
umn , however, is deﬁned as a two-character code while is
deﬁned as integer. To solve this mismatch, the following join condition was pro-
posed in the original deﬁnition of the CH-benCHmark:
. This is also the reason for increasing the
number of entries in from 25 to 62.
• Similarly, and can be joined using the following condition:
.
Regarding the workload, the CH-benCHmark uses the ﬁve transactions deﬁned in TPC-C for
the OLTP workload. In contrast to TPC-C, an OLTP client randomly chooses a warehouse, and
there is no correlation between the number of warehouses and the number of clients.
The OLAP workload is based on the 22 queries deﬁned in TPC-H, but adapted to the modiﬁed
schema (see Figure 4.8). A client either executes the OLTP workload or the OLAP workload.
Hence, the number of clients for each type of workload can be scaled independently.
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Figure 4.8 – Schema of the CH-benCHmark.
Adjusting the benchmark. The schemas of TPC-C and TPC-H were originally integrated in
an ad-hoc fashion using expressions in the join conditions of the queries. For foreign-key
relationships, as deﬁned between tables and as well as tables
and , real-world schemas would avoid such expressions. This leads us to the decision to
materialize the join expressions explicitly in the database because it allows us to use standard
equi-joins for queries joining these tables. Thus, we introduce the following:
• A column in table computed as
.
• A column in table computed as
.
4.2.4 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate and compare SAP HANA and HyPer (versions of June 2014) using
the CH-benCHmark. First, we detail the experimental conﬁguration, how we setup each
system, and the performance metrics we measure. Then, we present the results of the experi-
mental evaluation for SAP HANA and HyPer, while detailing the implications of the results:
how data freshness, ﬂexibility, and scheduling affect the performance of mixed workloads.
Experimental conﬁguration. To execute the CH-benCHmark, we use the server of Figure
2.5. It has eight ten-core processors Intel Xeon E7-8870 at 2.40GHz, with hyper-threading
enabled (for a total of 160 hardware threads), and 1TB of RAM. The OS is a 64-bit SMP Linux
(SuSE), with a 3.0 kernel. We use “read committed” for the isolation level of SAP HANA (see
Section 2.5). HyPer executes transactions using timestamp ordering with a single thread.
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We connect to SAP HANA via the ODBC interface. We use SQL prepared statements for both
OLTP and OLAP. Transactions are fully interactive and managed by standard ODBC calls. For
HyPer, we use its available client interface, as it does not offer an ODBC interface. We use
pre-compiled statements for OLTP (non-interactive), and send SQL statements for the OLAP
workload. The caching of OLAP query plans in HyPer is similar to using prepared statements.
In our experiments we use a one minute warm-up period, followed by a ﬁve minutes period
to collect throughput information. We use 100 warehouses, which amount to 6.7 GB of raw
CSV ﬁles to be imported. We note that we observe similar trends for a higher number of
warehouses. We are, however, more interested in assessing the scalability of concurrency than
the increase in data size. We scale the number of OLAP and OLTP clients exponentially (power
of 2) between 0 and 27 leading to 81 different combinations. Since the result of combination
0/0 is trivial, we are left with 80 combinations for the clients of the mixed workload.
For an OLTP client, the benchmark reports throughput in tpmC, as deﬁned in TPC-C, i.e., the
number of successful new order transactions per minute. For an OLAP client, throughput is
reported in QphH, i.e., the ﬁnished TPC-H queries per hour. Deﬁning an aggregated metric
for the whole benchmark is difﬁcult in practice, and thus we follow the original benchmark
proposal and analyze both measures separately.
For each system, we present a ﬁgure showing the analytical throughput of all combinations
of OLTP and OLAP clients, and another ﬁgure showing the transactional throughput of all
combinations. In this pair of plots, each experiment is displayed twice. As an example we
refer the reader to Figure 4.9, where the black bar (T=32) in section A=8 represents a single
experiment with 8 analytical (OLAP) and 32 transactional (OLTP) clients. We also measure the
average CPU utilization of the host server as we increase the load.
Due to legal reasons, we do not disclose absolute numbers. For this reason, all throughput
results are normalized to undisclosed constants α for OLAP and τ for OLTP, where α and τ
are the maximum observed throughput values for OLAP and OLTP respectively. This does
not hinder us from showing the implications of our experiments, because our focus is on the
scalability of the mixed workload as we increase the number of clients, and comparing SAP
HANA and HyPer as to how they handle mixed workloads.
Experimental evaluation of SAP HANA. Figure 4.9 shows the performance of the default con-
ﬁguration of SAP HANA as we scale the mixed workload. Figure 4.9a shows how analytical
throughput scales as we increase the number of analytical clients. For each case of analytical
clients, we also show how analytical throughput scales as we increase the number of transac-
tional clients. As shown in the ﬁgures, analytical throughput increases almost linearly up to
32 analytical clients. After that, as the system gets saturated (see Figure 4.9c), the increase of
throughput levels out.
Figure 4.9b demonstrates the scaling behavior of the transactional throughput as we increase
the number of analytical clients. For a small number of concurrent OLAP clients (up to 8),
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Figure 4.9 – Performance of the default conﬁguration of SAP HANA.
transactional throughput generally increases as we increase the number of OLTP clients up
to 32, after which, OLTP throughput drops. This is due primarily to the fact that more and
more transactions contend for modifying common data, resulting in higher abort rates, and,
secondarily, in increased synchronization overhead (in the latches of the deltas’ indexes). As
we add more OLAP clients, overall transactional throughput is generally hurt, as it almost
reaches zero throughput for the case of 128 concurrent analytical clients.
We call this scaling behavior the house pattern, due to the increasing OLAP throughput and the
decreasing OLTP throughput as we increase the number of OLAP clients. This effect is intrinsic
to the behavior of not distinguishing between short-lived transactions and complex analytical
queries. The scheduler of SAP HANA employs the server’s resources for analytical queries for
long durations, and does not leave enough space for the continuously arriving short-lived
OLTP transactions. As we add more OLAP clients, overall OLTP throughput decreases.
To reinforce our argument, we evaluate SAP HANA under a conﬁguration which disables
intra-query parallelism, and decreases the effect of analytical queries overwhelming execution.
Figure 4.10 shows the results. OLTP transactions and OLAP queries are mostly executed with a
single thread (or task) each. OLAP throughput is overall lower than the default conﬁguration,
since queries do not beneﬁt fromparallel execution anymore. Still, OLAP throughput increases
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Figure 4.10 – Performance of SAP HANA when intra-query parallelism is disabled.
as we increase the number of OLAP clients. The positive effect is that OLTP throughput is
overall improved in comparison to the default conﬁguration. System utilization is lower than
the default conﬁguration, and is only saturated for 128 analytical clients.
Experimental evaluation of HyPer. In Figure 4.11 we show the experimental results for the
most performant case of HyPer. In this case, we keep the initial snapshot for OLAP clients
throughout the whole experiment duration, i.e., OLAP clients do not see any updates from the
OLTP clients. This conﬁgurationminimizes the overhead of creating snapshots, andminimizes
any interference between the OLTP and OLAP workloads.
As we see in Figure 4.11a, the analytical throughput increases as we add more analytical
clients, reaching the maximum at around 32 analytical clients. Additional analytical clients
drop analytical throughput slightly, due to overwhelming the system with threads. Limiting
the overall number of used threads, similar to SAP HANA’s task scheduler, can avoid this
effect. In comparison to SAP HANA, analytical throughput reaches almost the same maximum,
indicating that both systems are similar in parallelizing and executing analytical queries. Also,
analytical throughput is not affected by scaling the transactional clients. This is expected,
since transactions are executed separately with a single thread.
Transactional throughput, as shown in Figure 4.11b, is signiﬁcantly higher (up to an order
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of magnitude) than that of SAP HANA. This is attributed to several reasons including: (a)
transactions are non-interactive whereas transactions in SAP HANA are interactive (with mul-
tiple round-trips to the client as deﬁned in TPC-C), (b) transactions are pre-compiled for fast
execution, and (c) a single thread executes transactions serially, avoiding any synchronization
overhead. Conceptually, we can place HyPer to the left-most part of Figure 4.6b, and place
SAP HANA to the right-most part of the ﬁgure.
The trend of the OLTP throughput, however, is similar to SAP HANA. Firstly, we notice a similar
drop in throughput for more than 32 OLTP clients, for most experiments. As with SAP HANA,
numerous OLTP clients target common data, and result in high abort rates. Secondly, we also
identify the same house pattern as in SAP HANA: while we increase the number of analytical
clients, overall OLTP throughput drops and reaches almost zero for the case of 128 concurrent
OLAP clients. Both SAP HANA and HyPer fall in the left-most part of Figure 4.6c: under cases
of high concurrency and saturated resources, the scheduler favors analytics over transactions.
This shows a need for advanced workload management for mixed workloads, that can enable
the DBMS administrator to dynamically tip the scales of performance to either analytics or
transactions, choosing a spot across the whole span of the line of Figure 4.6c.
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Figure 4.11 – Performance of HyPer with the lowest level of analytical data freshness.
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Next, we showhow the performance is affected by a different level of data freshness. Figure 4.12
shows the performance of an intermediate level of data freshness, where every OLAP client
takes a new snapshot from the OLTP process after executing all queries of TPC-H (after every
22 queries). Performance is overall decreased in comparison to the best performant case of
the lowest level of data freshness, supporting our expectations (see Figure 4.6a). Analytical
throughput is decreased by around 40%. Transactional throughput is decreased as soon as the
ﬁrst OLAP client is added, by around 30%. This is mainly due to the overhead of forking the
OLTP process to create snapshots for OLAP clients. It actually interrupts the single-threaded
OLTP process and presents an overhead.
We note that increasing the level of data freshness further is not desirable in HyPer because
the extremely frequent forks at a ﬁne granularity can signiﬁcantly deteriorate performance.
In such cases, a sort of “snapshot bundling” could be implemented to decrease the snapshot
overhead at a small expense of data freshness: instead of every OLAP client forking the OLTP
process, several OLAP clients can be batched and serviced on a single snapshot.
While SAP HANA aims for the highest level of data freshness, HyPer provides the opportunity to
the DBMS administrator to choose the level of data freshness for analytics. This is a desirable
property when it is acceptable not to consider the latest updates in reports. For cases where
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Figure 4.12 – Performance of HyPer with an intermediate level of analytical data freshness.
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extreme real-time reporting is required, SAP HANA’s approach to executing both OLTP and
OLAP workloads on common data structures can be better for analytical throughput.
4.3 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, we show how task scheduling can be practically employed in a main-memory
DBMS. As tasks can use synchronization primitives, we show that the concurrency level of the
task scheduler should not be ﬁxed, but be ﬂexible. When worker threads block, more worker
threads should be issued, giving control of additional worker threads to the OS scheduler to
saturate CPU resources. Furthermore, for partitionable analytical operations, we observe that
task granularity can signiﬁcantly affect scheduling costs in cases of high concurrency. For this
reason, our scheduler gives a concurrency hint to the task creators of partitionable operations,
reﬂecting the level of CPU contention. Using this hint, partitionable operations re-adjust their
task granularity, to avoid excessive scheduling costs for high concurrency.
Furthermore, we shortly extend the scope of this thesis to mixed workloads and evaluate the
performance of two state-of-the-art main-memory DBMS for mixed workloads: SAP HANA
andHyPer. We evaluate the CH-benCHmark by scaling the number of concurrent transactional
and analytical clients. Through our evaluation, we ﬁnd that the most important factors that
affect the performance of mixed workloads are (a) data freshness, i.e., how recent is the
data that analytical queries are processing, (b) ﬂexibility, i.e., optimizing the performance of
transactions and queries by restricting interactivity and/or expressiveness, and (c) scheduling,
i.e., how the DBMS utilizes resources for OLTP and OLAP clients.
Concerning data freshness, SAP HANA’s design, where OLTP and OLAP clients target com-
mon data, is suited for cases where the highest level of data freshness is required, whereas
HyPer’s design is suitable for cases where the DBMS administrator wishes to toggle the trade-
off between performance and data freshness. Concerning ﬂexibility, we show that HyPer’s
less interactive statements allow for pre-compilation and achieve a very high transactional
throughput. Finally, concerning scheduling, we show that both systems exhibit a “house
pattern”, i.e., increasing OLAP clients can signiﬁcantly hurt OLTP throughput in cases of high
concurrency and saturated resources. This behavior stresses the need for workload manage-
ment in mixed workloads, where OLTP statements can be distinguished from OLAP statements
and can be prioritized differently. The house pattern has been a motivation for the support of
workload management features in SAP HANA [8].
Overall, this chapter shows that task scheduling is a technique that helps the DBMS decouple
its scheduling from the OS. Intra-query parallelism can be achieved without unnecessary
context switches due to avoiding overcommitting CPU resources. Meanwhile, task scheduling
still allows opportunistic cooperation with the OS when needed, e.g., for supporting a ﬂexible
concurrency level. In the next chapter (see Chapter 5), we show how the data structures of the
task scheduler can easily reﬂect the underlying topology of a multi-socket server, and support
various NUMA-aware task scheduling and data placement strategies.
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5 NUMA-Aware Task Scheduling and
Data Placement Strategies
In this chapter, we analyze the performance of NUMA-aware task scheduling and data place-
ment strategies for main-memory column-stores, using a prototype based on SAP HANA.
Our analysis ﬁrst focuses on the basic case of concurrent scans and is afterwards extended to
aggregations and equi-joins. The two main insights of our analysis are that unnecessary data
partitioning and inter-socket stealing of memory-intensive tasks involve a signiﬁcant over-
head. In Chapter 6 we use these two insights to develop a data placement and task scheduling
strategy that adapts to the workload at run-time in order to balance utilization across sockets.
Publications. Parts of this chapter have been published in [161, 163].
5.1 Introduction
NUMA introduces new performance challenges for main-memory column-store DBMS, as
communication costs vary across sockets and the bandwidth of the interconnect links is an
additional bottleneck to be considered (see Section 2.5). The DBMS needs to become NUMA-
aware by handling the placement of its data structures across sockets, and scheduling the
execution of queries accordingly onto the sockets. Figure 5.1a shows the performance differ-
ence between a NUMA-agnostic and a NUMA-aware column-store as an increasing number of
analytical clients issues scan-heavy queries, on the 4-socket server of Table 2.2. See Section 5.4
for more details on the experimental conﬁguration. In this scenario, NUMA-awareness sig-
niﬁcantly improves throughput, by up to 5x. By avoiding inter-socket communication, the
memory bandwidth of the sockets can be fully utilized, as shown in Figure 5.1b.
In the literature, there has been a recent wave of related work for NUMA-aware analytical
DBMS (see Section 2.4.2). The majority employs a static strategy for data placement and
scheduling. For example, HyPer [117] and ERIS [103] partition data across sockets and paral-
lelize execution with a task scheduler. Each worker processes local tasks or steals tasks from
other workers. The trade-offs between different data placement and task scheduling strategies
have not been extensively analyzed yet.
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Figure 5.1 – (a) Impact of NUMA on the performance of concurrent clients issuing scan-heavy
queries. (b) Memory throughput of the sockets for the case of 1024 clients.
Contributions. In this chapter, we describe and implement data placement and task schedul-
ing strategies for main-memory dictionary-encoded column-stores. Through a sensitivity
analysis, based on a prototype of SAP HANA, we identify the trade-offs for each strategy under
various workload parameters. The main insights of our analysis are:
• We show that unnecessary partitioning can hurt throughput by up to 40% in comparison
to not partitioning. Partitioning should be used for hot data when the workload is
skewed, until socket utilization is balanced.
• We show that inter-socket stealing of memory-intensive tasks can hurt throughput by
up to 15%. Memory-intensive tasks should not be stolen across sockets.
Outline. In Section 5.2, we detail the implementation and implications of data placement
strategies. We present our NUMA-aware task scheduler in Section 5.3, and how concurrent
scans are scheduled. Section 5.4 includes our sensitivity analysis of concurrent scans. Sec-
tion 5.5 extends our analysis to aggregations and equi-joins. Finally, Section 5.6 contains the
conclusions of this chapter.
5.2 Data Placement of a Main-Memory Column
Before continuing, please see Section 2.5 for an overview of the basic data structures of a
main-memory dictionary-encoded column. Next, we describe three data placement strategies
for these data structures, shown in Figure 5.2. In Table 5.1, we summarize which workload
properties best ﬁt each data placement and a few of their key characteristics.
Round-robin (RR). The simplest data placement is placing a whole column on a socket.
This means that queries wishing to scan this column, or do index lookups, should run and
parallelize within that socket to keep memory accesses local. A simple way to exploit this data
placement for multiple columns is to place columns on sockets in a round-robin way.
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Figure 5.2 – Different data placements of a dictionary-encoded column on four sockets.
As we show in our experiments, RR is not performant for low concurrency, because a query
cannot utilize the whole server, or for skewed workloads, because placing more than one hot
column on a socket creates a hotspot on that socket. Additionally, our evaluation shows that
for high concurrency, query latencies suffer a high variation in comparison to the following
partitioning strategies.
Indexvector partitioning (IVP). To overcome the aforementioned negative implications of
RR, we present a novel data placement, especially for scans, that partitions the IV across the
sockets. This can happen quickly and transparently by using, e.g., in Linux, to
change the physical location of the involved pages without affecting virtual memory addresses.
A scan can be parallelized within the socket of each part, potentially using all sockets.
The disadvantage of IVP is that there is no clear choice how to place the dictionary or the IX.
Unless the column has sorted values, the ordering of the vid in the IV does not follow the same
ordering as the vid of the dictionary and the IX. Thus, we interleave them across the sockets,
in order to average out the latency of memory accesses during materialization (converting
qualifying vid to real values from the dictionary – see Section 5.3.1) and during index lookups.
As we show in the experiments, the disadvantage of IVP results in high-selectivity scans and
index lookups suffering decreased performance. Although a high-selectivity scan can scan the
parts of the IV locally, the dominating materialization phase involves potentially numerous
remote accesses to the interleaved memory of the dictionary. Similarly, index lookups suffer
from remote accesses to the interleaved index.
Physical partitioning (PP). To overcome the limitations of IVP, we can opt for an explicit
physical partitioning of the table. PP can use a hash function on a set of columns, a range
partitioning on a column, or a simple round-robin scheme [8, 105]. The table and its columns
are split into the table parts (TBP) deﬁned by the partitioning speciﬁcation. PP is useful for
improving the performance through pruning, i.e., skipping a part if it is excluded by the query
predicate, and for moving parts in a distributed environment (see, e.g., SAP HANA [8] and
Oracle [105]). In this thesis, we use PP to place each part on a different socket. Since we wish to
evaluate NUMA aspects, we avoid exploiting the pruning capability in our sensitivity analysis.
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Table 5.1 – Workload properties best ﬁtted for each data placement, and key characteristics.
Data
placement Concurrency Selectivities
Workload
distribution
Latency
distribution
Memory
consumed Readjustment
RR High All Uniform Unfair Normal Quick
IVP All
Low (w/o
index) &
medium
Uniform &
skewed Fair Normal Quick
PP All All Fair Potentiallylower/higher Slow
Uniform &
skewed
The advantage of PP is that each part of a column can be allocated on a single socket. A scan
is split into each part. The materialization phase for each part takes the qualifying vid of the
scan and uses the local dictionary to materialize the real values. In contrast to IVP, PP is thus
performant for high-selectivity queries and index lookups as well.
The disadvantages of PP are three-fold. First, PP is heavy-weight and time-consuming to
perform or repartition. The DBMS needs to recreate the components of all parts of the
columns. The second disadvantage of PP is its potentially increased memory consumption.
Although it results in non-intersecting IV across the parts of a column, the dictionaries and
the IX of multiple parts may have common values. For large data types, e.g., strings, this can
be expensive. There are, however, some cases when the memory consumption can decrease,
and this becomes an advantage for PP. If the unique values in a part decrease substantially, the
bitcase of the part can decrease. This can happen if the values are correlated to the partitioning
scheme, e.g., if the values are sorted according to the PP range partitioning scheme. The third
disadvantage is that analytical operations requiring to match values across the parts need a
pre-processing phase to match the potentially different vid of the same real value across the
parts. This disadvantage does not apply to scans, but applies to aggregations with a group-by
and to equi-joins (see Section 5.5).
Other data placements. We note that the aforementioned data placements are not exhaustive.
For example, one can interleave columns across a subset of sockets. Or, one can replicate
some or all components of a column on a few sockets, at the expense of memory. Replication
is an orthogonal issue. The three basic data placements we describe are a set of realistic
choices. More importantly, through our experiments in this chapter, we show how their basic
differences affect the performance of different workloads, and motivate a design that adapts
the data placement to the workload at run-time.
5.2.1 Tracking Memory
We need a way to expose a column’s data placement. For RR and PP, we can simply use a socket
identiﬁer per column and partition. For IVP, however, a column’s component (IV, dictionary, or
IX) may exist on multiple sockets. For this reason, we design a novel data structure, Page Socket
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Mapping (PSM), that summarizes the physical location of virtual address ranges. Figure 5.3
shows an example of a PSM. The ﬁgure depicts a piece of virtual memory consisting of ten 4 KB
pages. Each box includes the base address of each page. The color signiﬁes the socket where
the page is physically allocated. Assume that we wish to track the physical location of virtual
address ranges and . This example can represent a
tiny column, without an index, placed with IVP, where the ﬁrst range holds the IV, partitioned
across sockets S1 and S2, and the second range holds the interleaved dictionary.
The PSM maintains an internal vector of ranges. Each range consists of a virtual page address,
the number of subsequent pages, and the socket where they are physically allocated. If the
range is interleaved, the interleaving pattern signiﬁes the participating sockets, and the socket
number denotes the starting socket. The ranges are sorted by the virtual address of their base
page. We choose a vector of ranges to optimize for reading the PSM instead of updating it.
Looking up the physical location of a pointer includes a quick binary search on the ranges’ ﬁrst
pages, and, in case the range is interleaved, following the interleaving pattern. Furthermore,
we maintain another vector that summarizes the number of pages on each socket.
When we add virtual address ranges to the PSM, it maps them to page boundaries, checks
which pages are not already included, and calls on Linux to ﬁnd out their physical
location. The algorithm goes through their physical locations, collapsing contiguous pages
on the same socket into a new range for the internal vector. It detects an interleaving pattern
when every other page is allocated on a different socket, following the same recurring pattern.
When the pattern breaks, the new interleaved range is inserted in the internal vector, and the
algorithm continues. The summary vector is updated accordingly.
PSM objects support additional useful functionality: we can remove memory ranges, ask for
a subset of the metadata in a new PSM, and get the socket where the majority of the pages
are. We can also move a range to another socket or interleave it. The PSM uses to
move the range, and update the internal information appropriately.
0x1000 0x2000 0x3000 0x4000 0x5000
0x6000 0x7000 0x8000 0x9000 0xa000
...
...
S1
S2
S3
S4
0x2000 0x4000 0x8000
2 2 3
1 2 2
0000... 0000... 1100...
#1 #2 #3
First page address (64 bits)
Number of pages (32 bits)
Socket (8 bits)
Interleaving pattern (256 bits)
Vector of ranges
3Summary: pages per socket (256 · 32 bits) 4 0 0 ...
Note: for simplicity, we display only the last 4 of the 16 hexadecimal characters of 64-bit addresses.
Figure 5.3 – Example of a PSM after adding the virtual memory ranges to track (bold lines).
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The space used by a PSM depends on the number of stored ranges. For the indicative sizes
of Figure 5.3, we assume that a range can contain a maximum of 232 pages (or 16 TB for 4 KB
pages), and that a server can have up to 256 sockets. The size of a PSM is 360 · r +8192 bits,
where r is the number of stored ranges. Let us examine the size of the metadata for a column
on a 32-socket server, assuming we attach a PSM to the IV, dictionary, and IX of a column so
that we can query their physical location.
If a column is placed wholly on a socket, then r = 1 for the IV and the dictionary, and r = 2 for
the IX (contains 2 vectors). The metadata is 26016 bits, or 3 KB. If a column is placed with IVP
across all sockets, then r = 32 for the IV, r = 1 for the interleaved dictionary, and r = 2 for the
interleaved IX. The metadata is 37176 bits, or 5 KB. If a column is physically partitioned, with
32 parts, each part is wholly placed on a socket. The metadata is around 102 KB. The size of
the metadata is not large compared to the typical sizes of columns (at least several MB). We
note that one can decrease the space substantially by losing some accuracy and the capability
of querying speciﬁc virtual addresses by keeping only the summary vector.
5.3 NUMA-Aware Task Scheduling
In this section, we describe how we modify our initial task scheduler presented in Section 4.1 to
support NUMA-aware task scheduling. We then outline the different task scheduling strategies
for concurrent scans, considering also the data placement strategies of Section 5.2.
Tasks need to be able to choose the socket to run on, and the task scheduler needs to expose
the topology of the multi-socket server. Figure 5.4 depicts the design of our NUMA-aware
task scheduler. Upon initialization, the scheduler divides each socket into one or more thread
groups. Small topologies are assigned one thread group per socket, while larger topologies
are assigned a couple of thread groups per socket. Hyperthreads (denoted HT in Figure 5.4)
are grouped in the same thread group. Figure 5.4 depicts the thread groups for a socket of
the 4-socket server of Table 2.2. The main purpose of multiple thread groups per socket is to
decrease potential synchronization contention for the contained task priority queues.
Inside a thread group. Each thread group contains two priority queues for tasks. The ﬁrst
has tasks that can be stolen by other sockets. The second has “bound” tasks that have a hard
afﬁnity and can only be stolen by worker threads of thread groups of the same socket. As our
experimental evaluation shows, supporting bound tasks is essential for memory-intensive
workloads. The priority queues are protected by a lock. Lock-free implementations for
approximate priority queues [31] can be employed for cases of numerous short-lived tasks
where synchronization becomes a bottleneck. Each thread group maintains a number of
worker threads, which are distinguished as active or inactive. These worker threads are
handled similarly to Section 4.1.3 for maintaining the active concurrency level. The task
scheduler keeps the active concurrency level of each thread group equal to the number of its
H/W threads.
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Figure 5.4 – The design of our NUMA-aware task scheduler.
Main loop of a worker thread. The worker ﬁrstly checks that it is allowed to run, by checking
that the number of working threads is not larger than the number of the H/W threads of the
thread group. If it is, the worker parks itself (see Section 4.1.3). If it is allowed to run, it peeks in
the two priority queues to get the element with the highest priority. If there are no tasks in the
thread group, it attempts to steal a task from the priority queues of the other thread groups of
the same socket. If there are no tasks, it goes around the thread groups of all sockets, stealing
tasks (not from the hard priority queues). If the worker thread ﬁnally has a task, it executes it,
and loops again. If no task is found, it goes to park.
Watchdog. A watchdog thread wakes up periodically (similarly to Section 4.1) to gather
statistics. It checks the active concurrency level of all thread groups. If a thread group is not
saturated (meaning its active concurrency level is lower than its number of H/W threads), but
has tasks, it signals parked worker threads, if there are any, else creates new worker threads. If
a thread group is saturated, but has more tasks, it also monitors that, in order to signal parked
threads in other non-saturated thread groups that can potentially steal these tasks.
Task priorities. We do not use the ﬁxed priorities of our initial design (see Section 4.1). Instead,
each task has a numeric priority which is a weighted combination of a user-deﬁned priority
and other information such as the depth of a task in its task graph and the timestamp of its
related SQL statement. In this thesis, we do not set the user-deﬁned priority of tasks [200].
The timestamp of a query, however, affects the priorities of its tasks. The older the timestamp,
the higher the priority of related tasks. For our experimental evaluation, this also means that
tasks generated during the execution of a query are handled more or less at the same time.
Task afﬁnities. A task can have an afﬁnity for a socket, in which case it is inserted in the priority
queue of one of the thread groups of that socket. Additionally, the task can specify a ﬂag for a
hard afﬁnity so that it is inserted into the hard priority queue. In case of no afﬁnity, the task
is inserted into the priority queue of the thread group where the caller thread is running (for
potentially better cache afﬁnity).
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By default, for NUMA-agnostic workloads, we do not bind worker threads to the H/W threads
of their thread groups, so that the OS schedules the NUMA-agnostic worker threads. We
bind a worker thread to the H/W threads of its thread group only when it is about to handle
a task with an afﬁnity. And if the next task also has an afﬁnity, the thread continues to be
bound, otherwise it unbinds itself before running a task without an afﬁnity. This gives us the
ﬂexibility to compare the OS scheduler, by not assigning afﬁnities to tasks, against NUMA-
aware scheduling by assigning afﬁnities to tasks.
5.3.1 NUMA-Aware Scheduling of Scans
In this section we describe how scans are scheduled in a NUMA-aware fashion by considering
the data placement. Tasks need to consult the PSM of the data they intend to process to deﬁne
their afﬁnity. In Figure 5.5 we show the execution phases of a query selecting data from a
single column, assuming the column is placed using IVP: (a) ﬁnding the qualifying matches,
and (b) materializing the output [118]. Next, we describe these phases.
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Figure 5.5 – Task scheduling (a) for a scan or index lookups to ﬁnd qualifying matches, and (b)
for the output materialization, for an IVP-placed column.
Finding the qualifying matches. Depending on the predicate’s estimated selectivity, the
optimizermay either scan the IV, or perform a few lookups in the index (if there is an index). For
both cases, the query ﬁrst needs to encode its predicate with vid. For a simple range predicate,
the boundaries are replaced with the corresponding vid. If the predicate is more complex, a
list of qualifying vid is built and used during the scan or the index lookups [195, 197].
In the case of a scan, it is parallelized by splitting the IV into a number of ranges and issuing a
task per range. The task granularity is deﬁned by the concurrency hint (see Section 4.1.4), to
avoid toomany tasks under cases of high concurrency, but also to opt formaximumparallelism
under low concurrency. In the case of IVP, as in the example of Figure 5.5, we round up the
number of tasks to a multiple of the partitions, so that tasks have a range wholly in one
partition. We deﬁne a task’s afﬁnity by consulting the PSM of the IV for the task’s range.
Index lookups are not parallelized. For each qualifying vid, the IX is looked up to ﬁnd the
qualifying positions of the IV. The afﬁnity of the single task is deﬁned as the location of the IX.
If it is interleaved, as in the case of IVP, we do not deﬁne an afﬁnity.
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The qualifying matches can be stored in two potential formats [118, 197]. For high selectivities,
a bitvector format is preferred where each bit signiﬁes if the relevant position is selected. For
low selectivities, a vector of qualifying IV positions is built. Both formats typically consume
little space and we do not track their location on memory with a PSM.
Output materialization. Since we know the number of qualifying matches, we allocate the
whole output vector. The materialization is parallelized in case of a high number of results. In
such cases, we parallelize materialization similarly as the scan, by splitting the output into
ranges and issuing a task per range. A task, for each qualifying position of its range, ﬁnds the
relevant vid through the IV. Then it ﬁnds the real value by consulting the dictionary, and ﬁnally
writes it to the output.
Because different partitions of the IV may produce more or less qualifying matches, the output
may have unbalanced partitions. To deﬁne task afﬁnities, we need a short preprocessing.
Going through all qualifying matches to ﬁgure out the exact boundaries is costly. Thus, we
divide the output vector length by a ﬁxed number, e.g., the number of H/W threads of the
server, to make ﬁxed-sized regions, and ﬁnd the location of their boundaries by consulting the
PSM of the IV. We coalesce contiguous regions on the same socket to make up the ﬁnal list of
partitions (visualized in Figure 5.5). For each partition, we issue a correspondingly weighted
number of tasks with the afﬁnity of that partition’s socket, taking care that the number of tasks
does not exceed the concurrency hint, and that each partition has at least one task.
Figure 5.5 hints that we place the partitions of the output to their corresponding socket. Un-
fortunately, allocating a new output vector in order to specify its location turns out to have a
bad performance. Especially for high-selectivity concurrent scans, it involves numerous page
faults with heavy synchronization in the OS. This is one reason why SAP HANA implements its
own allocators [8, 191] to reuse virtual memory. Furthermore, we note that using
to move the partitions also runs into a similar problem in the OS. Thus, for concurrent work-
loads, re-using virtual memory for the output vectors, even if writes are remote accesses, is
better than explicitly placing the pages of the output vectors.
Remaining data placements. Figure 5.5 describes how a scan is scheduled when the column
is placed with IVP. In the case of RR, when a column is on one socket, the same scheduling is
involved, but without ﬁguring out the boundaries of the output vector’s partitions. In the case
of PP, the phase of ﬁnding qualifying matches occurs once per table part, concurrently. There
is a single output vector, with a length equal to the sum of the lengths of the results of each
table part. The preprocessing phase of the materialization happens once, in a similar way as in
the case of IVP, by considering that partitions of the IV are now separate IV. The materialization
phase occurs once per table part, concurrently, and each table part knows the region of the
single output vector where to write the real values.
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5.4 Experimental Evaluation of Concurrent Scans
In this section, we present a sensitivity analysis of concurrent scans for different data place-
ment and task scheduling strategies, under various workload parameters. We use a prototype
based on SAP HANA (SPS9). We extend the execution engine of SAP HANA with our NUMA-
aware data placements (see Section 5.2) and task scheduling (see Section 5.3).
For all experiments, we warm up the DBMS ﬁrst. We make sure that all clients are admitted,
and we disable query caching. In several cases, we present additional performance metrics
gathered from Linux, SAP HANA, and H/W counters (using the Intel Performance Counter
Monitor tool [196]).
We generate a dataset with a large table, resulting in a 100 GB ﬂat CSV ﬁle. It consists of 100
million rows, an ID integer column as the primary key, and 160 additional columns of random
integers generated with a uniform distribution. We use bitcases 17 to 26 in a round-robin
fashion for the 160 columns, to avoid scans with the same speed [195].
We use a Java application on a different server to generate the workload. The clients connect
and build a prepared statement for each column:
. The implications of our evaluation are relevant for queries that have a
predicate on multiple columns or project multiple columns as well. In the former case, the ﬁrst
phase of Figure 5.5 is repeated (in parallel) for each column, to ﬁnd the qualifying positions. In
the latter case, the materialization phase of Figure 5.5 is repeated (in parallel) for each column.
Each client continuously picks a prepared statement to execute. There are no thinking times.
The client does not fetch the results, otherwise the network transfer would dominate. We
measure the achieved queries over 2 min and report the average throughput (TP) per minute.
The additional performance metrics presented are averaged over the whole 2 minutes period.
Every data point and metric presented is an average of 3 iterations with a standard deviation
of less than 10%. The main server we use is the 4-socket Ivybridge-EX server of Table 2.2. The
OS is a 64-bit SMP Linux 3.0.101 (SUSE Enterprise Server 11 SP3).
The data placement strategies we compare are:
• Round-robin (RR). Each column is allocated on one socket, in a round-robin fashion.
• Indexvector partitioning (IVP). Each column’s IV is partitioned equally across the sockets.
• Physical partitioning (PP). The table is physically partitioned according to ranges of the
ID column. The number of equally-sized ranges is the number of the sockets. Each table
part is placed on a different socket.
The task scheduling strategies we compare are:
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• OS. We do not deﬁne task afﬁnities, and we do not bind worker threads, leaving the
scheduling to the OS.
• Target. We deﬁne task afﬁnities. Tasks may be stolen.
• Bound. We deﬁne task afﬁnities, and set the hard afﬁnity ﬂag for tasks. Inter-socket
stealing is prevented.
The workload parameters we vary are:
• Concurrency. The number of clients in the workload.
• Indexes. Whether indexes can be used or not. In the majority of the experiments, we do
not use indexes.
• Selectivity. The selectivity of the range predicates.
• Column selection. The probability that a column may be selected. Can either be uniform
or skewed to make a subset of columns hot.
5.4.1 Uniformly Distributed Workload
In this section, we evaluate a uniform workload, i.e., clients pick a column to query, randomly
with uniform distribution.
Impact of scheduling
This experiment aims to show the largest performance difference between NUMA-agnostic
and NUMA-aware execution. We use RR to place the columns on the 4-socket server. Intra-
query parallelism is enabled, and the selectivity of the queries is low (0.001%). Indexes are not
used, thus scans are used, and the workload is memory-intensive. The throughput (TP) and
relevant performance metrics are shown in Figure 5.6. Performance metrics include the CPU
load, the number of tasks, and the number of tasks stolen across sockets. For the case of 1024
clients, performance metrics include the last-level cache (LLC) misses (local and remote), the
memory throughput of each socket, the instructions per cycle (IPC), the total trafﬁc through
the QPI, and the total data (without the cache coherence) trafﬁc through the QPI.
There is a 5x throughput improvement with the Target and Bound strategies, over the OS,
mainly due to the improved memory throughput. The LLC misses, most of which are
prefetched, are almost 5x more, and mostly local compared to the mostly remote misses of OS.
The number of processed tasks is 5x higher, and IPC is also 5x higher due to faster memory
accesses. QPI data trafﬁc is reduced analogously, but cache-coherence trafﬁc is generated
indirectly, even with local accesses, and cannot be avoided.
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Figure 5.6 – Evaluating OS, Target, and Bound scheduling strategies, with RR-placed columns.
Overall, Bound achieves better throughput than Target. Although stealing improves CPU load,
it hurts throughput for memory-intensive workloads due to the incurred remote accesses and
stress on the remote memory controllers and the QPI. We revisit this effect later.
Implications. NUMA-awareness can signiﬁcantly improve the performance of memory-
intensive workloads. Memory-intensive tasks should be bound to the socket of their data.
Impact of the cache-coherence protocol
Figure 5.7 shows the results of the previous experiment on the 8-socket Westmere-EX server
of Table 2.2. Bound decreases the QPI data trafﬁc, but the total trafﬁc is increased, due to
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Figure 5.7 – As Figure 5.6, on the 8-socket Westmere-EX server.
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the broadcast-based cache-coherence protocol (see Section 2.4.1). Due to the saturation of
the QPI, we cannot fully exploit the memory bandwidth of all sockets simultaneously. Thus,
Bound improves performance only by 2x compared to OS.
Implications. H/W characteristics, such as the cache-coherence protocol, can affect the
NUMA impact we observe on different servers. The performance improvement of preferring
local over remote accesses, however, still applies.
Impact of data placement
We continue with the previous experiment, using Bound, but with different data placements,
on the 4-socket Ivybridge-EX server of Table 2.2. Figure 5.8 shows the results.
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Figure 5.8 – The effect of the RR, IVP, and PP data placements.
All data placements reach the same throughput for high concurrency. IVP has slightly more
remote accesses than PP, since the dictionary is interleaved. Although the same throughput
is reached with parallelism, there is a difference between the data placements. In Figure 5.9,
we show violin plots of the query latency distributions. All have the same average latency. RR,
however, is unfair, with more variance. IVP and PP have most latencies closer to the average.
This is because in RR, queries queue up and execute on the socket level. With IVP and PP,
each query parallelizes across all sockets, and because the tasks are prioritized according to
the query’s timestamp, they complete approximately in the order they were received.
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Implications. Partitioning has a fair latency distribution.
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Impact of scale on data placement
On the 4-socket server, partitioning achieves the same performance as RR. This is not the
case on large-scale servers, where partitioning can involve a “convoy” effect: the slowest
socket becomes a bottleneck, as detailed next. We evaluate the previous experiment on the
32-socket Haswell-EX server of Table 2.2. To showcase the convoy effect as prominent as
possible, for this experiment each column is targeted by 7 clients (for a total of 1120 clients)
and the concurrency hint is set to a minimum (each query executes a task graph with 1 task
per partition). Figure 5.10 shows the results for the data placements and scheduling strategies.
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Figure 5.10 – Evaluating 1120 clients with different data placement and scheduling strategies,
on a 32-socket server.
Bound is the best scheduling strategy since the tasks are memory-intensive. RR is the best
data placement, as it fully utilizes CPU load because the sockets process scans independently.
Partitioning, however, presents an overhead. This is not a NUMA effect due to a convoy effect.
Load is not perfectly balanced across the sockets. There are also side-effects from the OS
whose processes consume a substantial CPU load (56 H/W threads on average) during the
experiments. A socket becomes the slowest and has always more CPU load and queued tasks
than the rest of the sockets. Due to all queries needing to parallelize on all sockets, queries have
to wait for the slowest socket. Overall CPU load, memory throughput and query throughput
are effectively dropped for both IVP and PP.
Stealing can be a natural solution for balancing tasks and CPU load. For concurrent scans,
however, stealing does not help because tasks are memory-intensive. Figure 5.10 shows that
Target is able to saturate CPU load, but drops memory and query throughput for both IVP and
PP. Stealing memory-intensive tasks should be avoided. We revisit this effect in Section 5.4.2
on the 4-socket server.
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Implications. Unnecessary partitioning can cause a convoy effect for memory-intensive
workloads on large-scale multi-socket servers.
Impact of selectivity
In this experiment, we vary the selectivity from 0.001% up to 10%. We enable indexes, evaluate
1024 clients, and use RR and Bound, on the 4-socket server. We note that Target achieves
similar results since the workload is uniform and the concurrency is high. The results are
shown in Figure 5.11.
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As expected, throughput drops as we increase the selectivity. The optimizer chooses to perform
index lookups for selectivities 0.001%-0.1%, as implied by the low memory throughput and
the number of LLC misses. For larger selectivities, it chooses scans. For selectivity 1%, scans
dominate the execution, as is shown by the high memory throughput and the large number
of LLC misses. The workload is more memory-intensive. For selectivity 10%, however, the
materialization phase dominates the execution. Since the materialization consists of random
accesses due to the dictionary, it is less memory-intensive with less memory throughput and a
lower number of LLC misses.
Implications. For a dictionary-encoded column, with an index, the selectivity changes the
critical path of execution. It consists of index lookups for low selectivities with low mem-
ory throughput, memory-intensive scans for intermediate selectivities with high memory
throughput, and less memory-intensive materializations for high selectivities with intermedi-
ate memory throughput.
5.4.2 Skewed Workload
In this section, we use a skewed workload. Clients have a 20% probability of choosing a
random column from the ﬁrst 80 columns of the dataset, and an 80% probability of choosing
one from the remaining 80 columns. We continue using the 4-socket server.
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Impact of stealing memory-intensive tasks
We perform the ﬁrst experiment of Section 5.4.1. We use RR, and we intend to see the effect of
scheduling strategies on performance. The results are shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12 – Evaluating the OS, Target, and Bound strategies, with RR-placed columns.
Bound still achieves the best throughput, even though it underutilizes the server. As implied
by the memory throughput, only two sockets contain the hot set of columns.
One would expect that Target achieves better throughput, since it utilizes more CPU resources.
It decreases the throughput, however, by around 15%. The remote accesses overwhelm the
already saturated two hot sockets and the interconnect network.
Implications. Inter-socket stealing of memory-intensive tasks can decrease overall through-
put by up to 15%.
Impact of partitioning
To battle skewness, apart from collocating hot and cold columns, one can partition hot
columns. Figure 5.13 shows the results of the previous experiment using Bound, but evaluating
the different data placements and partitioning types. IVP and PP achieve the best throughput
as RR in the case of the uniform workload of Section 5.4.1. Skewness is smoothed out since
queries are parallelized across all sockets.
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Figure 5.13 – Evaluating the RR, IVP, and PP data placements, with the Bound strategy.
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Implications. Partitioning can signiﬁcantly improve the throughput of skewed workloads.
Impact of partitioning type
One needs to consider two things for choosing between IVP and PP. Firstly, PP is expensive
to perform as it recreates columns. PP on this dataset takes around 18 min, compared to 4
min for IVP, and consumes around 8% more memory because dictionaries contain recurrent
values. Secondly, IVP interleaves the IX and the dictionary, which may be inefﬁcient for index
lookups and intensive materialization phases.
As a practical example, Figure 5.14 shows the results of the previous experiment with a high
selectivity of 10%. Execution is dominated by the materialization phase, which involves
random accesses to the dictionary. PP is better, since it involves more local accesses.
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Figure 5.14 – As Figure 5.13, with a high selectivity.
Implications. To battle workload skewness, IVP is a quick solution. PP is slower to perform,
but has the best performance for all skewed workloads with low and high selectivities.
Impact of stealing tasks that are not memory-intensive
Stealing can be helpful when tasks are not as memory-intensive as scans, without such a high
memory throughput as scans. Figure 5.15 shows the results of the previous experiment with
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Figure 5.15 – As Figure 5.14, with the Target strategy.
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high selectivities, but with the Target strategy. Stealing now does not hurt as in the case of
memory-intensive tasks in the ﬁrst experiment of Section 5.4.2.
Stealing does not improve IVP and PP since they were already saturating CPU resources, but
improves RR, which now has full CPU load and achieves the same throughput as IVP. Stealing
incurs remote accesses, and both RR and IVP are still worse than PP which results in more
local accesses.
Implications. Inter-socket stealing should be allowed for tasks that are not memory-intensive.
5.5 NUMA-Aware Scheduling of Aggregations and Equi-Joins
To sum up our evaluation of concurrent scans, we remind that a scan has two phases: (a)
a memory-intensive phase that scans the bit-compressed IV for qualifying rows for a given
predicate, and (b) a less memory-intensive (with less memory throughput) phase that mate-
rializes the output values corresponding to the vid of the qualifying rows by consulting the
dictionary. The main implication of our analysis for task scheduling is that stealing of memory-
intensive tasks should be disallowed. The main implication about the performance of the
data placement strategies is that physical partitioning (PP) results in the best performance
and can battle skewness in the workload. However, it should not be abused on large-scale
servers as unnecessary partitioning can create a convoy effect for memory-intensive tasks that
should not be stolen. PP is better than IVP because the data structures of a part are wholly
allocated on a socket, and the scans result in more local accesses. In this section, we continue
our analysis to see the implications about task stealing and data partitioning for additional
NUMA-aware operators: aggregations and equi-joins.
We use the distributed implementation of analytical operators to support NUMA-aware ex-
ecution on a multi-socket server. For this reason, we support a simple data placement for
aggregations and equi-joins: a socket identiﬁer per table part (TBP). We do not continue
further with PSM and the IVP data placement. An additional drawback of IVP is that it does not
capture any transient data structures, e.g., hash tables. This allows us to extend our analysis,
in this and the next chapter, to aggregations and equi-joins by realizing the RR and PP data
placement strategies at the level of tables and table parts. Our unit of data placement is a
row-wise partition of a table. We assume that the organization of associated columns into
tables is left to the administrator. Next, we describe our NUMA-aware implementation of
aggregations and equi-joins.
Aggregations. An aggregation uses the scan’s ﬁrst phase to ﬁnd the qualifying rows. Then it is
parallelized with multiple tasks, where each task executes two phases: (a) aggregating using
a local hash table (HT), and (b) merging the local HT to a set of disjoint result HT [186]. The
reason for the two phases is that they are interchanged potentially multiple times in order to
avoid large local HT that do not ﬁt in the processor’s last level cache (LLC) [139, 186].
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If there are multiple TBP, an additional phase precedes, that employs a global dictionary
(used in the subsequent aggregation phases) by matching the vid of the qualifying rows of the
group-by column from each TBP. Tasks are scheduled in a NUMA-aware fashion similar to
the scans. Although local HT are placed on a task’s socket, the global dictionary is accessed
by all tasks, and is placed on one of the sockets of the involved TBP. Each disjoint result HT is
placed on one of the involved sockets in a round-robin manner. During the merge phase, a
task merges local HT that can lie on multiple sockets into a result HT that lies on its socket.
A visualized aggregation example. To better understand how NUMA-aware aggregations are
executed, we depict in Figure 5.16 the following query:
.
In the example, we assume that the table is partitioned with round-robin partitioning into two
TBP, and that the ﬁrst is placed on Socket 1 and the second on Socket 2. Execution starts with
the ﬁrst phase of a scan, done concurrently on each TBP, in order to produce a bitvector that
signiﬁes which rows of each TBP qualify the query’s range predicate. Since the same column
is the group-by column, execution then proceeds to produce minimal dictionaries from the
qualifying vid of each TBP, and merges them in parallel to create a global dictionary. It also
keeps a mapping from the minimal dictionaries. Note how “Anna” has different vid in each
TBP. The global dictionary can be placed on either socket.
Afterwards, the two aforementioned aggregation phases take place. During the ﬁrst phase,
a task continuously handles portions of a table part’s scanned results and aggregates them
into a local HT. If a local HT exceeds a predeﬁned size, a new one is created and used. The
predeﬁned size is calculated on the basis of ﬁtting the local HT of the concurrent aggregation
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tasks on a socket’s LLC [186, 139, 202]. For visualization purposes in Figure 5.16, we assume
that the size has been set to two entries. Note how two local HT are created for the ﬁrst TBP.
After all scanned data has been aggregated into local HT, the merge phase is initiated to
calculate the ﬁnal disjoint result HT. We note that the merge phase can also kick in earlier if
there are numerous local HT created, in which case the two phases are interchanged multiple
times until all data has been aggregated [186]. Each result hash table holds a disjoint subset of
all qualifying vid. The number of result HT is less than or equal to the number of involved tasks.
In this example, we assume two result HT. During the merge phase, a task handles the merging
of all local hash tables, which can reside on multiple sockets, into one result HT. Finally, the
ﬁnal result set, to be fetched by the query, is constructed. It is constructed by appending the
disjoint HT, and by consulting the global dictionary to convert the vid to their real values.
Equi-joins. The NUMA-aware implementation of equi-joins is similar to their distributed
implementation [93, 178]. Consider an example of an equi-join of two tables with a selection
predicate on the ﬁrst table. The ﬁrst table is scanned to ﬁnd qualifying rows for the predicate,
and the corresponding vid of the join column. A global dictionary is employed, similar
to aggregations, to map the vid of the join columns between the tables. This is done by
consulting the join columns’ dictionaries. The join column of the second table is searched
for the qualifying vid and rows. A potentially reduced set of vid is then used to ﬁlter out rows
of the ﬁrst table whose vid did not occur in the second table. The matched rows from both
tables are joined, with the help of the global dictionary, to produce the ﬁnal result. The steps
are parallelized with multiple tasks and scheduled in a NUMA-aware fashion, best when the
tables are on the same socket. If they are on different sockets, the tasks incur remote accesses
when mapping the vid of the join columns, and during the ﬁnal result production.
If there are multiple TBP for the tables, the aforementioned steps are done by visiting all
involved TBP to map their vid using the global dictionary, and match the qualifying rows to
produce the ﬁnal result. For this reason, remote accesses can be increased considerably if the
TBP reside on multiple sockets. There is one case when remote accesses are largely avoided.
If the tables are partitioned on the joined column, and each pair of TBP (of the two tables)
resides on the same socket, copartitioned equi-joins can be parallelized and executed locally
on the sockets where the pairs of TBP reside. Our adaptive data placement in the next chapter
(see Chapter 6) exploits this special case when the administrator has deﬁned table groups (TG)
(see Section 2.4.2) that contain the joined tables, and partitioning speciﬁcations on the joined
column. Joins on other columns, or between tables outside a TG, are not guaranteed to have
mostly local accesses. This is similar to distributed joins with partitioned tables [8].
5.5.1 The Overhead of Partitioning and Stealing
Here, we perform an experimental evaluation of physical partitioning and stealing for our
NUMA-aware implementations of aggregations and equi-joins. We show that, unlike scans,
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partitioning has an overhead for aggregations and equi-joins. Also, we conﬁrm once again
that task stealing of memory-intensive tasks hurts throughput. Both of these implications
point to a need for adaptivity at run-time.
Figure 5.17 shows the throughput (TP) of concurrent aggregations or joins under different
cases of selectivity, available tables, task stealing, and partitioning (TBP/table). See Section 6.5
for more details on our methodology, dataset, and query types. Aggregations use query type :
each query picks a random table out of the available tables and aggregates a column with a
group-by. Joins use a slightly modiﬁed version of query type : a query picks a random pair
of tables (either - , - etc.) to join on their instead of the primary
key (PK) column, with a ﬁlter predicate as well. In the case of RR (1 TBP/table), the table pairs
are placed in a round-robin way around the sockets. In the case of PP (4 TBP/table), tables
are partitioned on the PK, and the TBP of a table pair are collocated on the same socket. This
conﬁguration can show the worst overhead of partitioning. The server used is the 4-socket
Ivybridge-EX server of Table 2.2. All cases saturate CPU load, apart from the case of 1 table
with RR and Bound, which uses one socket.
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Low-selectivity aggregations are dominated by IV scans. The workload is memory-intensive,
as can be seen by the high memory TP (maximum 280 GB/s). As far as stealing is concerned, it
helps saturate the CPU load (for the case of 1 table with RR), but it does not improve the TP
as the workload is memory-intensive and stealing is unnecessary. In fact, it can hurt TP by
up to 15% (see case of 8 tables and Target vs. Bound). As far as partitioning is concerned, it
can greatly help improve the memory TP, improving the TP by up to 3x in case the workload
is skewed (see case of 1 table and RR vs. PP). But when partitioning is unnecessary, it has
an overhead of up to 25% (see case of 8 tables and RR vs. PP). The partitioning overhead is
due to the need of a global dictionary, plus the remote accesses during the merge phase, and
unnecessary scheduling overhead. We note that remote accesses during the merge phase are
necessary irrespective of the implementation [202, 139], and depend on the number of groups
involved (see Section 6.5.3 for a relevant experiment).
High-selectivity aggregations are dominated by the aforementioned aggregation phases. Due
to the random accesses and hashing involved, the workload is not memory-intensive as it
does not achieve a high memory TP. Stealing is now helpful. Stolen tasks do not run the risk
of overwhelming the remote memory controller or the interconnects. It can help saturate
CPU load and improve TP by up to 2.5x (see case of 1 table and RR). The implications about
partitioning are the same: it can help when the workload is skewed, otherwise it has an
overhead (see case of 8 tables and RR vs. PP). The reasons for the overhead are the same as in
the case of low selectivity, with the remote accesses of the merge phase more pronounced.
Joins are also not memory-intensive and stealing helps. The overhead of unnecessary parti-
tioning, however, is aggravated for joins that are not copartitioned. The overhead reaches up
to 40% (see case of 8 tables with RR vs. PP). The overhead is due to mapping the vid of the TBP
of both tables, and due to accessing TBP on all sockets for producing the ﬁnal results.
Dictionary encoding. The overhead of partitioning includes the employment of a global
dictionary for aggregations and joins. The reason for keeping different dictionaries across
parts is due to the fact that SAP HANA supports mixed OLTP and OLAP workloads as well. This
allows handling vid independently in each partition. Even with global vid across the partitions,
however, or even without dictionary encoding at all, the need for adaptive data placement still
exists since unnecessary partitioning requires remote accesses for aggregations with groups
and joins that are not copartitioned.
Summary of implications. Summing up our analysis of scans, aggregations, and equi-joins,
partitioning should be used for skewed workloads to balance utilization across sockets, and
stealing should not be used for memory-intensive tasks. Both of these implications depend on
the workload. For this reason, we adapt data placement and task scheduling to the workload
at run-time in the next chapter (see Chapter 6).
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5.5.2 TPC-H and SAP BW-EML Benchmarks
We further verify the basic implications of our analysis with two benchmarks. For the ﬁrst
benchmark, we use TPC-H (read-only) [15] with a scaling factor of 100 (around 100 GB ﬂat
ﬁles). We measure the throughput (queries per hour) of TPC-H Q1 instances with random
parameters, which are continuously issued by 32 concurrent clients. The clients can saturate
resources due to intra-query parallelism. We evaluate only Q1 to show a workload dominated
by aggregations on a single table (lineitem). In the next chapter, we evaluate all TPC-H query
templates (see Section 6.5.6).
For the second benchmark, we measure the throughput of the reporting load of SAP BW-EML
[9, 40].1 BW-EML is representative of realistic SAP BW (business warehouse) industrial work-
loads. It uses an application server to host BW users who query a database server. Throughput
is measured in navigation steps (or queries) per hour. At the core of the data model, there are
3 InfoCubes, each modeling multidimensional data with an extended star schema [115]. The
major part of the execution consists of queries which are dominated by scans and aggregations
on the InfoCubes, and less by equi-joins. Every presented measurement uses the maximum
number of users that can be serviced without timeouts. Our dataset has 1 billion records
(around 800GB of ﬂat ﬁles).
To evaluate BW-EML, we split the 32-socket Ivybridge-EX rack-scale server of Table 2.2 into
two 16-socket ones, one hosting the application and the other the database server (running
our prototype of SAP HANA). We use the database server for TPC-H as well. We evaluate
the impact of different PP granularities, and the impact of inter-socket task stealing on the
throughput. Granularity PP2, for example, means that the tables are physically partitioned into
two partitions each. For each granularity, we distribute the partitions in a round-robin manner
around the sockets. The case of one partition per table degenerates to RR. Due to legal reasons,
throughput results are normalized to undisclosed constants c1 and c2, corresponding to the
maximum observed throughput for TPC-H and BW-EML respectively. This does not hinder us
from comparing the impact of the different data placement and scheduling strategies on the
throughput. The results are shown in Figure 5.18.
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1 We refer the reader to an IBM redbook [53] for a more detailed introduction to BW-EML and sample statements.
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TPC-H is severely skewed, since Q1 queries one table. Increasing the number of partitions
improves performance as queries are gradually executed locally on more sockets. There is
minimal overhead from partitioning, since the workload is skewed, and the aggregations
of Q1 have few groups. Our internal proﬁling indicates that Q1 is not memory-intensive
(without a high memory throughput) as its execution is dominated by the multiplications of
its aggregations. Due to this, stealing is better than not stealing. Without stealing, increasing
the number of partitions results in utilizing more sockets, ﬁnally matching the throughput of
stealing.
BW-EML, in contrast, has simpler aggregation expressions and is more scan-intensive. For
this reason, not stealing is always better than stealing. Increasing the number of partitions up
to 4 improves the performance of not stealing, since the 3 InfoCubes are partitioned across 12
sockets. Further partitioning, however, is unnecessary and incurs an overhead.
5.6 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, we analyze NUMA-aware data placement and task scheduling strategies for
main-memory analytical workloads. For concurrent scans, we propose three alternative data
placement strategies: RR, IVP, PP. With respect to task scheduling, we differentiate between
allowing and not allowing inter-socket stealing of tasks. Our experimental analysis shows that
PP achieves the best performance and can battle skewness in the workload. It should not,
however, be abused on large-scale servers unnecessarily. Moreover, we show that stealing of
memory-intensive tasks should be disallowed, otherwise it can hurt overall performance.
We continue our analysis with additional NUMA-aware analytical operators: aggregations
and equi-joins. With respect to data placement, we compare RR and PP, and identify that
PP involves an overhead for aggregations and equi-joins mainly due to the need of remote
accesses and translating and matching vid across the dictionaries of the table parts. With
respect to task scheduling, we conﬁrm once again that inter-socket stealing of memory-
intensive tasks should be disallowed.
To sum up, partitioning should be used for hot data when the workload is skewed in order to
balance utilization across sockets, and stealing should be disallowed for memory-intensive
tasks. In the next chapter, we use these implications to adapt the data placement and task
scheduling to the workload at run-time (see Chapter 6).
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ing and Data Placement
In this chapter, we build upon the implications of our analysis in the previous chapter to
propose a data placement and task scheduling strategy that adapts to the workload at run-time.
Our adaptive data placement algorithm tracks resource utilization, and when a utilization
imbalance across sockets is detected, the algorithm corrects the imbalance by moving or
physically repartitioning tables. Also, inter-socket task stealing is dynamically disabled for
memory-intensive tasks that could otherwise hurt performance.
Publications. Parts of this chapter have been published in [163].
6.1 Introduction
In order to balance utilization across sockets, state-of-the-art systems [103, 117] partition data
across sockets and employ task scheduling with inter-socket task stealing. In the previous
chapter, our analysis showed that unnecessary partitioning can incur an overhead and that
stealing memory-intensive tasks can hurt overall performance, depending on the workload.
In this chapter, we use the implications of our analysis and adapt data placement and task
scheduling to the workload at run-time, with the aim to balance resource utilization across
sockets. We target highly concurrent workloads dominated by scans, aggregations, or equi-
joins working on a single table or table group (see Section 2.4.2).
Our proposed design relies on tracking the history of CPU and memory bandwidth utilization
at three levels (see Section 6.2): (a) tasks, (b) partitions of tables and table groups, and (c)
sockets. When the execution engine detects a utilization imbalance across sockets, it either
moves or repartitions tables in order to ﬁx the imbalance (see Section 6.3). Moreover, it also
ﬁnds cold partitioned tables to consolidate and disallows inter-socket stealing of memory-
intensive tasks that would hurt performance (see Section 6.4).
Figure 6.1 shows a conceptual example of the most signiﬁcant aspects of our adaptive tech-
niques. The server has four fully interconnected sockets. The workload consists of numerous
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Figure 6.1 – A conceptual example of our adaptive data placement.
concurrent memory-intensive scans on three tables which are initially placed on two of the
server’s sockets. Task stealing is disallowed due to the memory intensity of the scans. Two of
the sockets are fully utilized, and their memory bandwidth is saturated, while the remaining
two sockets are idle. Our adaptive data placement detects the utilization imbalance, and takes
actions to ﬁx it. It moves table TBL2 to socket 3, partitions TBL3 across sockets 2 and 4, and
ﬁnally merges the unutilized parts of TBL4. The ﬁnal data placement is shown on the right-
hand side of Figure 6.1. Socket utilization becomes balanced. The total memory throughput is
2x higher than initially, improving the workload’s throughput by 2x (see Section 6.5.1).
Contributions. In this chapter, we present adaptive NUMA-aware techniques for main-
memory column-stores. We adapt data placement and inter-socket task stealing to workloads
dominated by operators working on a single table or table group (copartitioned tables), at
run-time. Our implementation and experiments are based on our prototype of SAP HANA.
Our contributions are the following:
• We present an adaptive data placement strategy that can improve throughput by up to
2x in comparison to partitioning tables across all sockets. Our adaptive strategy moves
and repartitions tables at run-time in order to balance the utilization across sockets.
• We adapt inter-socket task stealing to the memory intensity of tasks, improving through-
put by 1.1x-4x in comparison to always allowing stealing.
• To adapt data placement and task stealing, we need to know the system’s utilization. We
present a design that tracks the utilization history at the levels of (a) tasks, (b) partitions
of tables and table groups, and (b) sockets.
Outline. Section 6.2 shows howwe track the utilization at the level of tasks, table or table group
parts, and sockets. Section 6.3 details our adaptive data placement. Section 6.4 describes how
we adapt inter-socket task stealing to the memory intensity of tasks. Section 6.5 includes our
experimental evaluation. Section 6.6 presents the conclusions of this chapter.
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6.2 Tracking Resource Utilization
We track resource utilization (CPU load and memory throughput) across three levels: (a) tasks,
(b) table parts (TBP) and table group parts (TGP), and (c) sockets. Figure 6.2 depicts our
monitoring infrastructure with an example of concurrent low-selectivity scans dominated by
the scan’s memory-intensive ﬁrst phase that scans the indexvector (IV).
Task classes. We organize tasks into classes that have similar functionality and memory
throughput. We use a different class for the tasks of the ﬁrst phase of a scan (IV scan), for the
tasks of the second phase of a scan (materialization), for the aggregation tasks that interchange
between the two aggregation phases, and for every step of a join (see Chapter 5). For each
class, we track the observed memory throughput with a single exponential moving average.
Tasks in the same class should have similar memory throughput. We assume that classes
are deﬁned manually, as we do for our NUMA-aware operators. One can further specialize
classes, e.g., by the involved predicates. As we show in Section 6.4, an aggregation’s memory
throughput can vary depending on the predicate’s complexity. In our experiments in Section
6.5, we use rather typical predicates and the deﬁned task classes can sufﬁciently capture the
memory intensity of our NUMA-aware operators’ different phases.
Scheduling. When a task is scheduled on its intended socket, where its associated TBP is
placed, we aggregate its utilization on the level of the TBP and the socket. We atomically add
the average memory throughput of the task’s class to the memory throughput consumed by
the TBP. We also atomically increment the CPU load (number of threads) utilized by the TBP
and the socket. When the task either ﬁnishes or blocks in a synchronization primitive, we
atomically subtract the memory TP we previously added and decrement the CPU load. With
this method, we can keep track of the current local CPU load and the estimated local memory
throughput of TBP and sockets. We ignore on purpose stolen tasks. The utilization of sockets
that steal appear non-saturated in our metrics, as stealing is a temporary solution to balance
CPU load until our adaptive data placement algorithm (see Section 6.3) ﬁxes the imbalance of
local utilization. In the example of Figure 6.2, we depict how the average memory TP of a task
class is used when scheduling tasks to aggregate the utilization at the level of TBP and sockets.
Measuring memory throughput. A task class is needed to assign an estimated memory TP
to a task when it is about to run. After the task ends, we calculate its consumed memory TP,
and push back the value to the exponential moving average of its class with a low weight:
classAverage= 0.9∗classAverage+0.1∗newValue. In our prototype of SAP HANA, we calculate
memory TP through H/W counters (integrating the Intel PCM tool [196]), and considered
only for non-stolen tasks that have not blocked or moved to another core during execu-
tion. The formula is: memoryTP = ((localLLCend − localLLCstart)∗ 64)/(timestampUSend −
timestampUSstart). This calculates the accessed bytes by associating every local LLC miss with
a cache line (64 bytes) retrieval. Dividing by the task’s duration, gives the average memory TP
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in MB/s. We ignore on purpose remote LLC, since we do not wish to track remote memory
throughput in the task classes.
We note that the hardware counters of the Intel architecture codename Haswell do not capture
LLC misses caused by the prefetcher [18]. However, we can still compare the relative memory
throughput between task classes for supporting our adaptive task stealing (see Section 6.4).
We note that this problem does not exist on the Intel architecture codename Ivybridge, which
most of our experiments run on. Also, recent and upcoming Intel architectures, such as
codename Broadwell and Skylake, support hardware counters that can capture the local
memory throughput of a core [18, 196], and can be used in place of our formula.
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Figure 6.2 – Tracking the resource utilization of tasks, TBP and TGP, and sockets. The values
are taken from instances of our experiments on our 4-socket server.
Table group parts (TGP). If a table group (TG) is deﬁned for a group of copartitioned tables,
tasks do not aggregate their utilization at the level of TBP, but at the level of table group parts
(TGP). For example, if the tables are partitioned with three TBP each, then we keep three TGP.
Each one of the TGP tracks the aggregated utilization of the corresponding TBP of the tables.
We note that we place the TBP of a TGP on the same socket, thus a TGP is associated with a
single socket. If a table of the TG does not have a partitioning speciﬁcation, it is considered as
a single TBP and placed on the ﬁrst TGP.
Resource utilization histories (RUH). Every TBP, TGP, and socket, has a RUH that keeps track
of the memory throughput consumed and the number of threads used. The components of a
RUH are shown in Figure 6.3. It contains the number of memory pages occupied by the TBP
or TGP or socket, a pointer to the owner TBP or TGP or socket, the socket where the owner
is placed, and two history objects that capture the recent utilization for memory throughput
( ) and threads ( ). Especially for the pages of a TGP, we do not sum the pages of its
TBP, but keep the maximum pages of any of its TBP. This is because we later use the pages to
estimate the moving or partitioning time, and we can move/partition a TG’s TBP in parallel.
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Resource Utilization
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socket: int16_t
owner: TablePart*
  or TableGroupPart*
  or Socket*
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sample(): void // by refresher thread
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reset(): void
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Figure 6.3 – Each table part (TBP), table group part (TGP), and socket is associated with a
resource utilization history (RUH).
A History object contains the absolute value that, as explained before, is atomically incre-
mented by a task when it is scheduled and decremented when it blocks or is de-scheduled.
The absolute value is periodically sampled into a list of pairs of timestamps and values. We
maintain one background refresher thread per socket, that periodically calls on the
histories of its socket and of a subset of all TBP and TGP. The method appends a
pair with the current timestamp and value to the back of the samples list, and increments the
entries. If the entries grow over a speciﬁed limit, it deletes the pair at the front of the list. In our
current implementation, a refresher thread runs every 100 ms, and the limit of the samples list
is set to 3000 entries, which means that it can reach up to around 47 KB, holding samples for
roughly the last 5 minutes.
We note that tasks atomically modify the absolute values of the RUH of TBP or TGP only. A
socket’s absolute values are periodically calculated by the corresponding refresher thread by
aggregating the absolute values of all TBP and TGP placed on the socket. This is to avoid
numerous atomic operations at the level of a socket, since many TBP and TGP can be placed
on it, and because we use a socket’s utilization mostly for monitoring purposes. The adaptive
data placement algorithm of Section 6.3 calculates the sockets’ utilization by aggregating
the utilization of TBP and TGP, in order to work on a single “snapshot” of how the sockets’
utilization is composed by the involved TBP and TGP.
The adaptive data placement algorithm makes heavy usage of the func-
tion of the RUH, which iterates the sample list to ﬁnd the ﬁrst entry that is not older than the
given microseconds, and starts averaging the entries up to the last entry (each entry is given
a weight equal to the microseconds passed since the previous entry), ﬁnally returning the
average utilization. If the given microseconds would require an entry older than the ﬁrst entry
of the samples list, we assume that the value of the utilization during that period is equal to
the value of the ﬁrst (oldest) entry.
Due to synchronization issues with the refresher threads, a read-write lock is used by both
the refresher threads (which write) and the adaptive data placement algorithm (which reads).
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There are minimal synchronization issues due to the periodicity of the threads, and the fact
that every refresher thread processes a different socket and a different subset of TBP and TGP.
Finally, we also keep a shortcut average value for the last microseconds that correspond to the
period with which the adaptive data placement algorithm runs. At the end of every
call, the recent average ( ) is updated by calling with the period of the adaptive
data placement algorithm. The algorithm can use this value immediately, without having to
calculate it with . This is a simple performance enhancement.
6.3 Adaptive Data Placement
First, we describe the abstract workﬂow of our adaptive data placement algorithm. Then we
gradually delve into algorithmic details.
6.3.1 Abstract Workﬂow
Our adaptive data placement’s main component is the Data Placer (DP) background thread.
Figure 6.4 shows its workﬂow. The ﬁrst time tables are loaded into memory, they can be placed
across sockets in a round-robin manner. DP runs periodically to monitor the workload and
automatically takes care to either move or repartition tables to ﬁx a utilization imbalance.
DP focuses on balancing CPU utilization, under the constraint of not creating a memory
bandwidth bottleneck. We remind that we refer to local-only utilization as tracked in Section
6.2. We balance the utilization between sockets with saturated CPU resources and colder
Data Placer (DP)Place TBP/TGP on sockets (e.g., round-robin)
Wait period Find active RUH per socket, and calculatetheir eligibility for moving and partitioning
Calculate sock-
ets’ utilization
Calculate CPU imbal-
ance between sockets
Sort
pairs
Sort RUH
per socket
Merge a cold partitioned table/TG and move to coldest socket
Iterate
pairs
Iterate
hot RUH
Calculate utilization of new
placement for eligible RUH
Execute
placement
Reduces
imbalance?
Imbalance? Saturated?
Outlined steps repeated
first for moving and then
for partitioning RUH
Mem. TP
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Continue
Finished
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No Finished
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Figure 6.4 – Abstract workﬂow of the Data Placer (DP).
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sockets, by moving or partitioning tables. This strategy allows tables that were previously on
saturated sockets to potentially increase their utilization using free worker threads on colder
sockets (due to intra-query parallelism), increasing the total system utilization.
At every period, DP gets a snapshot of the active RUH (of TBP and TGP) and their recent
utilization. It then calculates their eligibility for moving and partitioning, depending on
whether their past utilization has been stable. Then, DP sorts the RUH within each socket by
their recent utilization in descending order, aggregating them as well to calculate the recent
utilization of the sockets. Afterwards, DP calculates the CPU utilization imbalance between all
pairs of sockets, and sorts the pairs.
For every pair of sockets, DP investigates whether a new placement can reduce the imbalance.
DP proceeds only if the imbalance is over a threshold, and if the hot socket is saturated. If the
hot socket is not saturated, the TBP and TGP cannot increase their utilization by exploiting
free worker threads on the cold socket. DP iterates the RUH of the hot socket, and examines
whether moving or partitioning an eligible RUH’s owner (the corresponding TBP or TGP)
reduces the imbalance. If additionally it does not create a memory bandwidth bottleneck, DP
proceeds to move or partition the RUH’s owner.
The outlined steps in Figure 6.4 are ﬁrst executed while considering moving an eligible RUH’s
owner. If none can be moved across all socket pairs, we repeat the steps considering partition-
ing an eligible RUH’s owner. This ensures we ﬁrst prefer moving over partitioning, to avoid
any unnecessary overhead of partitioning (see Section 5.5.1).
In case DP did not move or partition a RUH’s owner, it goes on to see if there are any cold par-
titioned tables to merge. This optional step can give the opportunity to cold tables previously
partitioned to not suffer the partitioning overhead in case they are again utilized in the future
(see Section 6.5.3 for a relevant experiment).
Table 6.1 – Conﬁgurable parameters used in our algorithms.
Symbol Description Our value
cp Period of the Data Placer (DP) algorithm 1 second
ce
Eligibility threshold for the divergence between
the past and recent utilization of a RUH 30%
ci
Acceptable imbalance threshold between the
utilization of a pair of sockets
40% of
socket cores
cs
Lower threshold for considering a socket’s
utilization saturated
70% of
socket cores
Next, we detail how the eligibility of RUH is calculated (see Section 6.3.2), how we reduce
the utilization imbalance by moving or partitioning (see Section 6.3.3), and ﬁnally how all
pieces are put together in DP’s algorithm (see Section 6.3.4). The parameters used in our
algorithms are summarized in Table 6.1. The values shown are used for our experiments. They
are not absolute and can be modiﬁed to ﬁt other systems, implementations and use cases.
We assume that sockets have the same number of H/W threads and maximum memory TP.
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This is a standard assumption for NUMA servers, as processors are typically the same, and
administrators are advised to keep sockets balanced (same number and type of DIMM).
6.3.2 Information and Eligibility of RUH
At every period, DPﬁnds the RUHof all TBP andTGP, takes a snapshot of their recent utilization
and calculates their eligibility to be moved or partitioned. For every RUH, this information
is stored in an InfoRUH object, which is deﬁned in Algorithm 1, and calculated through the
function .
The algorithm ﬁrst stores the recent CPU and memory throughput utilization of the RUH (lines
2-3). The RUH is deemed active if its utilization is non-zero (line 4). DP continues to calculate
the eligibility of the RUH for moving or partitioning. A RUH is deemed eligible if its average
utilization in the past does not diverge much from its recent utilization. The amount of time
we look into the past depends on the implementation of the move or partition operation.
Algorithm 1 Calculate information and eligibility of a RUH
struct InfoRUH:
RUH; // pointer to corresponding RUH object
recentCpu; // recent CPU utilization
recentMem; // recent memory throughput utilization
isActive; // whether the recent utilization is non-zero
canMove; // eligible for moving
canPartition; // eligible for partitioning
1: function CALCULATEINFORUH(corresponding RUH)
2: recentCpu← RUH.cpuh.ravg
3: recentMem← RUH.memh.ravg
4: isActive← (recentCpu > 0 and recentMem > 0)
5: usMove← (RUH.pages * speed of moving) * 2
6: pastCpu ← RUH.CPUH.AVG(usMove)
7: pastMem← RUH.MEMH.AVG(usMove)
8: canMove← (| recentCpu - pastCpu | < ce * recentCpu) and
(| recentMem - pastMem | < ce * recentMem)
9: canPartition← canMove and 2 * current partitions ≤ sockets
10: if canPartition then
11: usPartition← usMove + (RUH.pages * speed of partitioning)
12: pastCpu ← RUH.CPUH.AVG(usPartition)
13: pastMem← RUH.MEMH.AVG(usPartition)
14: canPartition← (| recentCpu - pastCpu | < ce * recentCpu) and
(| recentMem - pastMem | < ce * recentMem)
For the time to look into the past in the case of moving, we ﬁrst calculate the time required to
move the RUH’s owner (line 5), by multiplying its pages with the speed of moving (microsec-
onds per page). The speed of moving and partitioning are calculated at start-up by moving
or partitioning a simple mock-up table to another socket, without a concurrent workload.
See Table 6.2 for the speeds of the servers we use in our experiments. The speeds are rough
estimates. One can improve accuracy by specializing the speeds by socket, or the concurrent
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workload, or a table’s characteristics such as the number of columns, data types, etc. However,
we do not need to be precise, since the aim of our eligibility calculations is to disallow instant
actions by DP and not delaying them for long.
In our current implementation, queries need to wait while a TBP is moved. We use SAP HANA’s
functionality to unload a TBP from memory and reload it on the desired socket. We do not use
use Linux’s , because it can mess up the statistics of SAP HANA’s NUMA-aware
memory allocators [191]. Due to queries waiting during the move, we double the time to look
into the past (line 5). This is optional and simply prolongs the amount of time to look into
the past. Conceptually, the additional time corresponds to the time required to “recover” the
utilization which drops to zero during the move. We then calculate the average past utilization
of both CPU and memory TP (lines 6-7). The RUH is eligible for moving if the past utilization
is within a threshold of the recent utilization (line 8).
The algorithm then continues similarly for calculating the eligibility of partitioning (lines 9-14).
There are three differences. First, we require that the RUH is also eligible for moving (line 9).
This is to enforce the preference of DP to having ﬁrst considered moving the RUH’s owner
before considering partitioning it. Second, the amount of time to look into the past consists
of partitioning plus the time required to move the new partitions to the correct sockets (line
11). We use SAP HANA’s partitioning commands, which, contrary to the implementation of
moving, creates the partitions in the background and allows queries [8]. Third, we limit the
number of new partitions to the number of sockets to avoid excessive partitioning (line 9).
We note that when we partition a TBP or TGP, we partition the corresponding table or TG into
double their previous number of partitions. The reasons why we double the partitions are
two. First, partitioning is more time-consuming than moving. Since we decide to partition, we
can immediately have double number of partitions and give the algorithm more parts that
can potentially be moved later. Second, repartitioning with a number of partitions that is a
multiple of the previous number of partitions is fast since each existing partition can be split
separately and concurrently [8].
As an illustrative example, Figure 6.5 depicts two RUH, one that is eligible for partitioning,
and one that is not. Both RUH have similar recent utilizations. The utilization of the ﬁrst one,
however, is not stable in the past, and is thus ineligible for partitioning yet.
Our adaptive techniques consider the average past utilization to estimate the upcoming
utilization and balance it across sockets. The eligibility criteria ensure that the past utilization
has been stable. We note that it is possible to extend the prediction of the upcoming utilization
by using more sophisticated forecasting techniques [46], which can potentially allow for a
more diverse set of eligible workloads.
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Figure 6.5 – Conceptual examples of calculating the partitioning eligibility of (a) an ineligible
RUH, and (b) an eligible RUH.
6.3.3 Reducing the Utilization Imbalance
The purpose of balancing the CPU utilization between sockets is to allow tables to increase
their utilization by exploiting free threads on cold sockets when moved or partitioned out of
saturated sockets. When considering moving or partitioning a tables, however, we assume the
worst case that it does not increase its utilization. This allows us to be on the safe side when
calculating the new utilization imbalance, and truly decrease it with every move or partition.
Let us denote the utilization imbalance between two sockets at some timestamp tn as imb(tn).
If our algorithm does nothing, the imbalance stays the same. If our algorithm moves or
partitions a RUH’s owner, the imbalance decreases: imb(tn+1) ≤ imb(tn). The sequence
imb(tn) is monotonically decreasing with a lower bound of 0. According to the monotone
convergence theorem, the sequence will converge. In our case, since we limit partitioning to
a number of partitions capped by the number of sockets, the imbalance may converge to a
non-zero value. Also, we set a lower threshold for the imbalance (see Table 6.1), below which
DP does nothing. We note that even if tables increase their utilization after the new placement,
the resulting imbalance cannot exceed the previous one (see proof after Algorithm 2).
The algorithm for reducing the utilization imbalance of a pair of sockets is presented in
Algorithm 2. As mentioned, DP at every period calculates a snapshot of the recent utilization
of the system’s RUH by creating InfoRUH objects. It also aggregates the utilization of every
InfoRUH to calculate the snapshot of the recent utilization of every socket. For every socket,
this information is stored in an InfoSocket object, which is deﬁned in Algorithm 2 as well.
Function receives two InfoSocket objects and a strategy (move or partition).
First, it discerns which socket is the hotter one and which is the colder one (lines 2-3). It then
gets the cores and maximum memory throughput of a socket (lines 4-5). These are calculated
once on a server (see Section 6.5 and Table 6.2). The current imbalance is calculated (line 6).
If the hot socket’s utilization is over our saturation threshold and the imbalance is over our
threshold (see Table 6.1), the function proceeds (line 7). It iterates the RUH of the hot socket
(line 8), and examines whether the utilization imbalance can be reduced by either moving
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Algorithm 2 Reduce the utilization imbalance between two sockets
struct InfoSocket:
recentCpu; // recent CPU utilization
recentMem; // recent memory throughput utilization
infoRUH[]; // InfoRUH of TBP and TGP placed on the socket
1: function REDUCEIMBALANCE(InfoSocket S1, InfoSocket S2, strategy)
2: S1 ← hotter socket of the two, according to recentCpu
3: S2 ← colder socket of the two, according to recentCpu
4: maxCpu←H/W threads of a socket
5: maxMem←Maximum memory throughput of a socket
6: imb← S1.recentCpu - S2.recentCpu
7: if S1.recentCpu > cs * maxCpu and imb > ci * maxCpu then
8: for all S1.infoRUH do
9: if strategy = move and infoRUH.canMove then
10: S1’cpu ← S1.recentCpu - infoRUH.recentCpu
11: S2’cpu ←min(S2.recentCpu + infoRUH.recentCpu, maxCpu)
12: imb’ ← | S1’cpu - S2’cpu |
13: S2’mem← S2.recentMem + infoRUH.recentMem
14: if imb’ < imb and S2’mem ≤maxMem then
15: Move TBP or TGP to S2
16: return true
17: else if strategy = partition and infoRUH.canPartition then
18: S2freeCpu ←maxCpu - S2.recentCpu
19: halfRUH←min(infoRUH.recentCpu / 2, S2freeCpu)
20: S1’cpu ← S1.recentCpu - infoRUH.recentCpu + halfRUH
21: S2’cpu ← S2.recentCpu + halfRUH
22: imb’ ← | S1’cpu - S2’cpu |
23: S2’mem← S2.recentMem + (infoRUH.recentMem / 2)
24: if imb’ < imb and S2’mem ≤maxMem then
25: Partition table or TG into 2 · current partitions, and move all new partitions to
their original sockets, apart from one partition of S1 which is moved to S2
26: return true
27: return false
(lines 9-16) or partitioning an eligible RUH’s owner (lines 17-26). Conceptual examples of the
calculations are shown in Figure 6.6.
In case of moving, the sockets’ new CPU utilization is calculated (lines 10-11). For the cold
socket, we cap the CPU utilization by the socket’s cores (line 11). The new CPU imbalance is
calculated (line 12). The new memory bandwidth of the cold socket is calculated (line 13),
without capping it. If the new CPU imbalance is less than the original, and we do not create a
memory bandwidth bottleneck on the cold socket (line 14), we move the TBP or TGP to the
cold socket (line 15), and return true (line 16). All TBP of a TGP are moved concurrently.
In case of partitioning, we calculate the cold socket’s free threads (line 18). Each new partition’s
CPU utilization is half of the original utilization, capped by the cold socket’s free threads (line
19). Then, we calculate the sockets’ new CPU utilization (lines 20-21) and imbalance (line 22).
The cold socket’s new memory bandwidth is calculated (line 23), without capping it. If the
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Figure 6.6 – Calculating the utilization imbalance of a pair of sockets before and after (a)
moving, and (b) partitioning.
new CPU imbalance is less than the original, and we do not create a new memory bandwidth
bottleneck on the cold socket (line 24), we partition the RUH’s owner (line 25), and return true
(line 26). We note that we partition all tables of a TG concurrently. After partitioning, we move
concurrently all new TBP or TGP to their original sockets, apart from one of the hot socket
which is moved to the cold socket.
Proof of imbalance reduction even when the utilization of RUH increase
From here until the end of this Section, we prove that for a stable workload, even if RUHs’
owners increase their utilization after the new placement, the resulting imbalance cannot
exceed the previous one. When the hotter socket is saturated, the RUHs’ owners that were
there may have not been at their maximum utilization. They may be able to utilize more
free worker threads due to intra-query parallelism. As soon as a RUH’s owner is moved or
partitioned, the utilization of either the RUH’s owner or the other RUHs’ owners in the hotter
socket can increase. Next, we prove that even if the utilization of RUHs’ owners increases,
the resulting imbalance is still less than the original imbalance before moving or partitioning,
keeping the monotonic decrease of the imbalance and its convergence.
Moving a RUH’s owner without increasing utilization. Figure 6.7a shows what Algorithm 2
calculates, by considering that the utilization of RUHs’ owners does not increase. Using the
ﬁgure’s variables, the original and the resulting imbalance is:
imb1 = ruh+usedh −usedc
imb2 = | (ruh+usedc )−usedh |
If (ruh+usedc )> usedh , then the RUH’s owner is moved if
imb2 < imb1 ⇔ ruh+usedc −usedh < ruh+usedh −usedc ⇔ usedc < usedh
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Figure 6.7 – Calculating the imbalance considering (a) that the utilization of RUHs’ owner does
not increase, and (b) that it actually increases after moving a RUH’s owner.
If (ruh+usedc )< usedh ⇔ ruh < usedh −usedc , then the RUH’s owner is moved if
imb2 < imb1 ⇔ usedh − ruh−usedc < ruh+usedh −usedc ⇔ 0< ruh
This means that 0 < ruh < usedh −usedc ⇒ usedc < usedh also in this case. Thus, our
algorithm moves the RUH’s owner if usedh >usedc , irrespective of the RUH’s utilization.
Moving a RUH’s owner with increasing utilization. Figure 6.7b shows the case when the
utilization of RUH may increase after the algorithm decides to move a RUH’s owner. A require-
ment is that the hotter socket needs to be saturated, so that the RUH on the hotter socket can
increase their utilization. After moving the RUH’s owner to the colder socket, both the moved
RUH’s owner and the RUHs’ owners on the hotter socket may have increased utilization.
The requirements in this case are: (a) usedc < usedh , which needs to apply, as we showed
before, for the algorithm to move the RUH’s owner, (b) ruh′ ≥ ruh, and (c) used ′h ≥ usedh .
The resulting imbalance is:
imb2 = | (ruh′ +usedc )−used ′h |
If (ruh′ +usedc )> used ′h , then we need to prove that
imb2 < imb1 ⇔ ruh′ +usedc −used ′h ≤ ruh+usedh −usedc
⇔ ruh′ − ruh ≤usedh −usedc + (used ′h −usedc )
⇐ ruh′ − ruh ≤usedh −usedc
Which is always true, since the moved RUH’s owner can maximally increase its utilization by
usedh −usedc (see Figure 6.7b).
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If (ruh′ +usedc )< used ′h , then we need to prove that
imb2 < imb1 ⇔ used ′h − ruh′ −usedc ≤ ruh+usedh −usedc
⇔ used ′h − ruh′ ≤ ruh+usedh
⇔ used ′h − ruh′ ≤ socket’s H/W threads
Which is always true, since both quantities canmaximally increase their utilization to a socket’s
H/W threads. Thus, we proved for the case of moving that even if the utilization of the RUHs’
owners increases, the resulting imbalance is equal or less than the original imbalance.
Partitioning a RUH’s owner without increasing utilization. Figure 6.8a shows what Algo-
rithm 2 calculates, by considering that the utilization of RUHs’ owners does not increase. We
assume that with hash (or round-robin) partitioning, both new partitions will have the same
utilization. The original and the resulting imbalance is:
imb1 = ruh+usedh −usedc
imb2 = | (usedh + (ruh/2))− (usedc + (ruh/2)) |
If usedh+(ruh/2)>usedc +(ruh/2)⇔ usedh > usedc , then the RUH’s owner is partitioned if
imb2 < imb1 ⇔ (usedh + (ruh/2))− (usedc + (ruh/2))
< ruh+usedh −usedc ⇔ 0< ruh
If usedh+(ruh/2)<usedc +(ruh/2)⇔ usedh < usedc , then the RUH’s owner is partitioned if
imb2 < imb1 ⇔ (usedc + (ruh/2))− (usedh + (ruh/2))< ruh+usedh −usedc
⇔ usedc −usedh < (ruh/2)
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Figure 6.8 – Calculating the imbalance considering (a) that the utilization of RUHs’ owners
does not increase, and (b) that it actually increases after partitioning a RUH’s owner.
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Thus, our algorithm partitions a RUH’s owner if usedh > usedc , but if usedh < usedc it
partitions only if usedc −usedh < (ruh/2).
Partitioning a table part with increasing utilization. Figure 6.8b shows the case when the
utilization of the RUHs’ owners may increase after the algorithm partitions a RUH’s owner.
Similarly to the moving case, the requirement is that the hotter socket needs to be saturated,
so that the RUHs’ owners on the hotter socket can increase their utilization. After partitioning,
both the partitioned RUH’s owner and the RUHs’ owners on the hotter socket may have
increased utilization. The requirements are that (a) ruh′ ≥ ruh, and (b) used ′h ≥usedh .
Let us ﬁrst examine the case when usedh >usedc . As shown before, in this case our algorithm
always partitions the RUH’s owner. The resulting imbalance is:
imb2 = | (used ′h + ruh′)− (usedc + ruh′) | = | used ′h −usedc |
Since we know that used ′h ≥usedh >usedc , the imbalance is:
imb2 =used ′h −usedc
We need to prove that
imb2 < imb1 ⇔ used ′h −usedc ≤ ruh+usedh −usedc
⇔ used ′h ≤ ruh+usedh
⇔ used ′h ≤ socket’s H/W threads
Which is always true. Let us now examine the case when usedh < usedc . The additional
requirement is that usedc −usedh < (ruh/2), which, as shown before, needs to apply for the
algorithm to partition the RUH’s owner. The resulting imbalance is:
imb2 = | used ′h −usedc |
If usedc > used ′h , then we need to prove that
imb2 < imb1 ⇔ usedc −used ′h ≤ ruh+usedh −usedc
⇔ 2 ·usedc −used ′h −usedh ≤ ruh
⇐ 2 ·usedc −usedh −usedh ≤ ruh
⇔ usedc −usedh ≤ (ruh/2)
Which is true as one of the requirements. Finally, in the case that usedc < used ′h , then we
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need to prove that
imb2 < imb1 ⇔ used ′h −usedc ≤ ruh+usedh −usedc
⇔ used ′h ≤ ruh+usedh
⇔ used ′h ≤ socket’s H/W threads
Which is always true, as used ′h can maximally increase its utilization to the socket’s cores.
Thus, we proved for the case of partitioning that even if the utilization of the RUHs’ owners
increases, the resulting imbalance is equal or less than the original imbalance.
6.3.4 Data Placer
Our ﬁnal Algorithm 3 implements the data placer (DP). After waiting for a period (line 2), DP
goes through all TBP and TGP (line 3). For every one, it calculates its InfoRUH (line 5), and if it
is active, DP adds it to the appropriate InfoSocket, aggregating its recent utilization as well to
the socket (line 7). At this point, we have a snapshot of the recent utilization in the past period.
DP then sorts the RUH of every socket by their recent CPU utilization in descending order
(line 8). This makes intensely used RUH to be considered ﬁrst for moving or partitioning.
Algorithm 3 Data Placer
1: while true do
2: wait cp
3: InfoSocket[]← initialize an InfoSocket object for every socket
4: for all loaded TBP and TGP do
5: InfoRUH← CALCULATEINFORUH(RUH)
6: if InfoRUH.isActive then
7: Add and aggregate InfoRUH to the appropriate InfoSocket
8: Sort the InfoRUH in every InfoSocket by their recentCpu
9: list<tuple<InfoSocket, InfoSocket, imbalance>>← empty list
10: for all pairs of InfoSocket do
11: Add new tuple(S1, S2, | S1.recentCpu - S2.recentCpu |) to list
12: Sort list by imbalance
13: for all pairs of InfoSocket in the sorted list do
14: if REDUCEIMBALANCE(S1, S2, move) then
15: goto line 2
16: for all pairs of InfoSocket in the sorted list do
17: if REDUCEIMBALANCE(S1, S2, partition) then
18: goto line 2
19: for all partitioned tables and TG in the catalog do
20: pages← sum pages of all RUH of table or TG
21: usMove← (pages * speed of moving) * 2
22: usPartition← usMove + (pages * speed of partitioning)
23: if all RUH have 0 average utilization during last usPartition then
24: Merge and move to the coldest socket in the background
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DP then calculates the imbalance of every pair of sockets (lines 9-11). The pairs of sockets
are sorted by their imbalance (line 12), so that we ﬁrst examine the pair with the greatest
imbalance. For all pairs (line 13), we try to reduce their imbalance by moving a RUH’s owner
(line 14). If nothing is moved, we try again to reduce their imbalance by partitioning a RUH’s
owner (lines 16-18). If DP moves or partitions a RUH’s owner, it goes back to waiting.
If DP does not move or partition a RUH’s owner, it attempts to merge cold partitioned data.
It iterates through all partitioned tables and TG in the system catalog (line 19). DP checks
whether a table or TG is cold by looking into its past utilization. The amount of time to look
into the past is calculated (lines 20-22) as in Algorithm 1 for the case of partitioning, with the
difference of summing the pages of all RUH (since merging creates a single partition). If the
average past CPU and memory TP utilization of all RUH is zero (line 23), a background request
is initiated (line 24) which merges the table, or all involved tables in case of a TG, and moves it
to the coldest socket. We use a internally to keep track of tables or TG undergoing merging
in order to consider them ineligible for moving or partitioning until their merging completes.
Finally, we note that DP balances primarily the CPU utilization under the constraint of not
creating memory bandwidth bottlenecks. This is to allow newly placed data to potentially
increase their utilization. Since we balance local-only CPU utilization, this can indirectly
balance memory TP as well as shown in many of our experiments in Section 6.5. As an
extension, one may wish DP to continue explicitly balancing memory TP after CPU utilization
is balanced, under the constraint of not increasing the CPU imbalance.
6.4 Adaptive Task Stealing
As we showed in Chapter 5, stealing memory-intensive tasks can hurt overall performance.
Here, we pinpoint the switching point when tasks become memory-intensive enough that
they should not be stolen across sockets. The switching point depends on the hardware, the
implementation, and the workload. For this reason, we propose a calibration experiment that
the DBMS can run once on a server to ﬁnd the switching point. In order to fully control the
memory intensity of tasks, we avoid the SQL layer of the DBMS, and use immediately the task
scheduler on simple data structures.
Calibration experiment. We place four 4 GB vectors of randomly generated on each
of the half sockets of the server. Thus, half of the sockets can have local accesses, while the rest
will either steal remote tasks or stay idle. The workload consists of one client thread per vector.
Each client continuously issues a query that sums the elements of its corresponding vector.
We measure the total throughput (TP). The client parallelizes the query with a number of tasks
equal to the number of hardware threads in a socket. The tasks are given equi-sized ranges
of the vector to sum. The reason we use four vectors per socket, and one client thread per
vector, is to have enough tasks to saturate the local socket and more tasks that can potentially
be stolen by another socket (that does not have data).
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In order to control the memory intensity (in terms of memory throughput) of the summation,
we raise each element of the vector to a varying power : sum = vn1 + vn2 + vn3 ... We implement
each task’s summation using a for loop to raise its element to the desired power . As we
increase , we increase the time spent in the for loop, thus increasing the CPU intensity.
Figure 6.9 shows the results of the calibration experiment for the three servers we use in our
experiments (see Section 6.5). For all servers, disallowing stealing results in the best TP for
lower values of , since the summation is more memory-intensive. This is also shown by the
system’s memory TP, which almost saturates the memory bandwidth of half the sockets. It is
also shown by the average memory TP of the task class (tasks belong to a single class in this
experiment).
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Figure 6.9 – Calibration experiment for three NUMA servers.
We note that disallowing stealing only achieves a 50% CPU load, since half of the sockets
have data. But it is better for memory-intensive workloads than allowing stealing, achieving
up to 4x better TP (on the 32-socket server). Stealing has 100% CPU load, but saturates the
interconnect network and overwhelms the already saturated remote memory controllers. The
overwhelmed memory controllers achieve much lower overall memory TP (for both local and
remote tasks) than the case of disallowing stealing.
As increases, the workload becomes more CPU-intensive, and the memory TP of the system
and the task class ﬁnally starts decreasing. In terms of CPI (cycles per instruction), e.g., on the
4-socket server for the case when stealing is disabled, it starts at 0.83 and gradually increases
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up to 1.25 (for = 30). At a switching point, stealing becomes better, and remote tasks can be
satisﬁed through the interconnects and the remote memory controllers sufﬁciently.
At the switching point, we mark the memory TP of the task class as the threshold for stealing
vs. not stealing. Our adaptive task stealing uses this threshold at run-time. If the exponential
average of a task class becomes higher than the threshold, stealing is disallowed for this task
class. If the exponential average becomes lower than the threshold, stealing is allowed.
Figure 6.9 shows the threshold pinpointed for each server, and also shows the adaptive task
stealing that uses this threshold. The adaptive line achieves the best throughput for all cases
of power , successfully allowing stealing at the switching point.
Finally, we note that the calibration experiment can be further extended to specialize the
switching point for different number of sockets having data and different CPU utilization
per socket. An adaptive technique for ﬁnding the switching point at run-time, or disallowing
memory-intensive tasks if a socket is saturated, is not ideal as we cannot gauge whether
the memory bandwidth of a socket is saturated due to sufﬁcient stealing or hurt due to
overwhelming stealing. Our current calibration experiment is sufﬁcient for our use cases and
experiments, as it roughly ﬁnds out the switching point for the average case where half of the
server’s sockets have active data.
6.5 Experimental Evaluation
We ﬁrst present our experimental conﬁguration. Then, we present results of a custom bench-
mark and ﬁnally of a read-only variant of the TPC-H benchmark.
Experimental conﬁguration. We use a prototype built on SAP HANA (SPS11) with our NUMA-
aware task scheduler. We add support for tracking resource utilization (see Section 6.2), and
employ our adaptive NUMA-aware data placement (see Section 6.3) and task stealing (see
Section 6.4).
For all experiments, we warm up the DBMS, we admit all clients and disable result caching.
LLC misses, CPU load, and memory throughput (TP) are gathered from Linux and H/W
counters (integrating Intel PCM [196]). The utilizations of RUH are the local-only utilizations
Table 6.2 – Further characteristics of the NUMA servers of Table 2.2 that we use in this chapter’s
experimental evaluation.
Stealing threshold
Move us/page
Partition us/page
1200 MB/s
59
109
550 MB/s
63
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we track (via the same H/W counters). The imbalance metric corresponds to the maximum
imbalance between any two sockets, when calculated by DP. The imbalance ﬂuctuates since
the averaged sampled utilizations of RUH also ﬂuctuate, but in general is decreased with a
stable workload. Results shown with a timeline consist of a single run, while any data points
are averages of at least three iterations with a standard deviation <10%. Table 6.2 shows further
characteristics of the servers that we use in the following experiments.
Custom benchmark. Our dataset has 64 tables ( ). For each table we generate a CSV
ﬁle of 50 million rows, around 3.2 GB, for a total of 204 GB ﬁles. Each table has an integer
column (PK), 8 additional columns ( ) of random integers (uniform distribution), and a
partitioning speciﬁcation (hash) on . The 8 columns have bitcases 17 to 24, so as to have
different number of unique values. Each experiment mentions the initial table placement.
The workload is generated with a Java application on a different server. Clients continuously
issue queries and we measure the total throughput (TP). At each experiment, we mention how
many clients are used, which query type(s) they issue, which table(s) they target, and which
selectivity they use. The possible query types are:
(a) . The client selects a
random column from its target table. The query involves both scan phases mentioned in
Section 5.3.1.
(b)
. The client selects a random column ( ) from its target
table to aggregate and group-by . This query involves the aggregation phases
mentioned in Section 5.5. We choose for the group-by because it has the least
number of unique values. We cast to double to avoid potential numeric overﬂow errors.
(c)
. The client joins two target tables on the column. A
random column is selected to ﬁlter and project. This query involves the equi-join steps
mentioned in Section 5.5. With multiple table parts, the equi-joins are copartitioned.
Before each experiment begins, we let clients build a prepared statement for each query they
can issue. There are no thinking times. The clients do not fetch results, in order to not let
the network transfer dominate. Each TP value in a timeline corresponds to the slope of the
achieved queries during the previous 30 seconds.
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6.5.1 Adaptive Data Placement
The ﬁrst experiment realizes the introductory example of Figure 6.1. and are placed
on socket S1, on S2, and is partitioned across S3 and S4. Each of the tables
are targeted by 64 clients executing query (a) with a low selectivity (0.001%) for 5 minutes.
Figure 6.10 shows the timelines of the throughput (TP), the utilization imbalance, and other
performance measurements such as H/W counters and our tracked utilization (RUH).
At the beginning, only S1 and S2 execute queries as shownby their RUH.Queries are dominated
by the scan’s ﬁrst phase (“IV-Scan”). Tasks are memory-intensive as shown by the task class’s
memory TP, which is over the stealing threshold. That is why adaptive stealing disallows
stealing, and most LLC misses are local. As shown by the tables’ RUH, and share S1,
while fully utilizes S2.
DP recognizes the imbalance, but does not take action because the TBP are not yet eligible to
be moved or partitioned. DP searches the catalog to ﬁnd which is partitioned and cold
(thus not shown in Figure 6.10), and at 16 sec starts a background request to merge it. The
merge ﬁnishes at 64 s, and the single TBP is moved to S4 (a cold socket) at 106 s. The merge
and move contribute to the small bump in the CPU load and memory TP of S3 and S4. Another
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Figure 6.10 – Adaptive data placement of three active tables (4-socket server).
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reason for their increased CPU load is that their worker threads attempt to steal tasks from
other sockets, but tasks are memory-intensive and cannot be stolen in this experiment. Since
S3 and S4 do not process any queries, we do not account this busy CPU load in their RUH.
At 53 s (see the orange markers on the timeline of the tables’ RUH graphs), DP examines the
pair of S1 and S3. It ﬁxes their imbalance by moving , which has become eligible for
moving, to S3. The move completes at 91 s. Overall TP and memory TP are increased.
Next, DP detects that there is still a utilization imbalance because 3 sockets are utilized and
S4 is not (as shown by its RUH). At 108 s, DP examines the pair of S2 and S4. It decides to
ﬁx their imbalance by partitioning , which is eligible for partitioning, into two parts. At
174 s, partitioning completes, and the two TBP are moved to S2 and S4 concurrently, which
completes at 190 s.
After that point, the imbalance is decreased within our conﬁgured threshold, and there are
no more actions. In comparison to the beginning of the experiment, overall memory TP is 2x
more, and TP is also 2x more.
6.5.2 Adaptive Task Stealing
To show the effect of adaptive task stealing, we use scans of varying selectivity. We place
on S2 and on S4. Adaptive placement is disabled. Each of the tables is targeted by 256
clients executing query (a) with the speciﬁed selectivity. Half of the sockets have local tasks,
while the other half would need to steal. For each selectivity, we execute 5 min runs of: enabled
stealing for all tasks, disabled stealing for all tasks, and adaptive stealing. We report each run’s
average throughput (TP). The results are shown in Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11 – Experiment showing how adaptive task stealing disallows stealing of memory-
intensive classes (4-socket server).
For low selectivities, the scan’s ﬁrst phase (“IV-scan”) dominates. Tasks are memory-intensive
and stealing hurts TP by up to 23% for the case of 0.1% selectivity. As selectivity increases,
the scan’s second phase (materialization) dominates and is parallelized. The fewer IV-scan
tasks can utilize more memory bandwidth on their socket. The dominating materialization
tasks are less memory-intensive (with less memory throughput), due to their random accesses
to the dictionary, and thus stealing helps improve throughput by up to 70% for the case
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of 10% selectivity. Adaptive stealing achieves the best throughput of either stealing or not
stealing in all cases of selectivity. It can also, e.g., for the case of 1% selectivity, further improve
performance by 15%. This is due to disallowing stealing of IV-scan tasks, and allowing stealing
of materialization tasks, instead of taking a static strategy for all task classes.
6.5.3 Partitioning Overhead
Here, we show how our adaptive data placement can avoid the overhead of unnecessary
partitioning, focusing on aggregations. We initially partition across all sockets of the
8-socket server. The experiment has three consecutive 5min phases. In the ﬁrst, each table is
targeted by 8 clients executing query (b) with a high selectivity (10%). The second phase has
no activity. The third phase is the same as the ﬁrst. Adaptive task stealing is enabled. Most
tasks are not very memory-intensive due to high selectivity and can be stolen. Figure 6.12
shows the results.
During the second phase, all tables are merged. During the third phase, DP moves tables that
happened to be merged on the same socket to balance utilization. TP reaches 1.7x of the TP
of the ﬁrst phase, because there is no partitioning overhead, and the server can be saturated
with non-partitioned tables. This is also shown by the improved CPU load, memory TP and
local LLC misses.
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Figure 6.12 – The overhead of partitioning for aggregations (8-socket server).
Impact of groups. Next, we detail how the partitioning overhead for aggregations increases as
the number of groups increases. This is an extension of the implications we showed in Section
5.5.1. We use either partitioned (8 TBP/table) or non-partitioned (1 TBP/table), placed
round-robin across the sockets. Adaptive placement is disabled. Each table is targeted by
8 clients issuing a variation of query (b) that selects with a high selectivity (10%), and
groups-by a different column. As we group-by through , the bitcase of the group-by
column increases, and so the number of groups increases. Figure 6.13 shows the results. Each
run is 5 minutes. We also include a case without a group-by, and show the percentage of
remote LLC misses out of all LLC misses.
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Figure 6.13 – The impact of the number of groups (8-socket server)
For the case without grouping, both data placements perform similarly, with mostly local
accesses. As the number of groups increases, TP drops since we need to work on more hash
tables. For 1 TBP/table, merges happen locally to each socket, while for 8 TBP/table there is the
cost of the global dictionary and merges may need to access 7 other sockets. For this reason,
the drop in TP from to for 8 TBP/table is worse (78% drop) than for 1 TBP/table
(63% drop). This is also reﬂected in the percentage of LLC remote misses. Additionally, there is
a decline in CPU load in the partitioned case due to scheduling overhead. For several group-by
cases, the TP of 1 TBP/table is more than 2x than the TP of 8 TBP/table.
We note that the TP for the last two group-by columns in the partitioned case shows an increase
jump due to an internal SAP HANA optimization threshold for the number of groups. This
optimization does not affect the NUMA implications for the aggregations, since the percentage
of remote accesses continues to increase with the number of groups.
6.5.4 Changing Workload
Here, we show a workload with three consecutive phases. We place 8 tables on each socket
of the 8-socket server (all 64 tables are placed). Clients execute query (a) with low selectivity
(0.001%). The ﬁrst phase lasts 15 min, and only (on S7) and (on S8) are targeted
by 512 clients each. The second phase lasts 5 min, and all 64 tables are targeted by 16 clients
each. The third phase lasts 10 min, and only (on S1) and (on S2) are targeted
by 128 clients each. Figure 6.14 shows the results.
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Figure 6.14 – Three different workload phases (8-socket server).
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During the ﬁrst phase, DP gradually partitions the hot tables to ﬁll all sockets and reach
maximum TP. During the second phase, all tables become hot, TP stays at the maximum, and
DP takes no actions. At the third phase, only two sockets are used, and DP gradually moves
their hot tables to ﬁll all sockets and reach maximum TP. This experiment shows how our
adaptive algorithms handle changing workloads.
6.5.5 Workload Mix
Here, we have an initial complex placement, a stable workloadmix, and show that DP gradually
reaches a ﬁnal stable state. We use , initially placed on 4 sockets of the 8-socket server
as shown in Figure 15. We use 128 clients, continuously issuing a random query out of the
queries shown in Figure 6.15. We deﬁne a TG for and another TG for , thus the
queries’ joins between these tables are copartitioned. Figure 6.15 shows the results.
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Figure 6.15 – Balancing the utilization of a stable workload mix (8-socket server).
Initially, four sockets have memory throughput. We note that CPU load is saturated, as there
are tasks that are not very memory-intensive and can be stolen. DP moves and partitions
tables to reach the placement shown in Figure 6.15 with a balanced utilization. All sockets
ﬁnally have memory throughput and mostly local accesses, improving throughput by 44% vs.
the initial throughput. Since in this experiment all clients issue all queries, there are drops in
throughput while DP holds an exclusive lock for moving a table.
6.5.6 TPC-H benchmark
Here, we show the TPC-H (read-only) [15] benchmark with a scaling factor 30 (30 GB ﬁles).
We use 512 clients, each continuously issuing a random query out of the 22 templates. We set
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Figure 6.16 – TPC-H throughput run (32-socket server).
our conﬁgurable parameters cp (DP period) to 10 sec in order to better capture the longer-
running queries of TPC-H, and cs (saturation threshold) to 40% because the workload does
not constantly saturate CPU resources. The tables are initially placed on a single socket of
the 32-socket server. Adaptive task stealing is enabled. We deﬁne a partitioning speciﬁcation
for all tables except nations and regions, and a TG for lineitems and orders so that they are
copartitioned on the orderkey columns. The results are shown in Figure 6.16, which are
normalized due to legal reasons with undisclosed constants to the maximum observed values.
This does not hinder us from showing DP’s impact.
Initially, one socket has memory TP. We note that more sockets have CPU load, as there are
tasks that are not very memory-intensive and can be stolen. Query throughput (TP) is only
around 0.2. DP gradually moves and repartitions tables and the TG to balance utilization.
Finally, all sockets have data, the TG of lineitems and orders has 32 partitions, customers have
4 partitions, partsupp has 8 partitions, while the remaining tables are not partitioned. All
sockets have memory TP and mostly local accesses. TP reaches around 0.8. Assuming the
initial TP corresponds to the typical case when an administrator simply loads the dataset, our
adaptive data placement helps improve TP by 4x.
6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we conﬁrm once again that a static strategy for data placement and task
scheduling should not be employed. We show that unnecessary partitioning involves an
overhead of up to 2x in comparison to not partitioning. For this reason, we develop an
adaptive data placement algorithm that can track a utilization imbalance across sockets, and
can move or repartition tables at run-time to ﬁx the imbalance. Furthermore, we show that
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inter-socket stealing ofmemory-intensive tasks can hurt throughput by up to 4x in comparison
to not stealing. For this reason, we develop an adaptive technique that disallows stealing at
run-time for tasks whose memory intensity exceeds a threshold for a NUMA server.
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7 Conclusions and Future Directions
Modern multi-core servers provide increasing parallelism but with non-uniform memory
access architectures. In this thesis we identify the major inhibitors for the performance of
typical execution engines while scaling up concurrent analytical workloads on modern multi-
socket multi-core servers. We claim that the execution engine needs to be redesigned in
order to exploit the increasing concurrency of modern analytical workloads by employing
sharing techniques across concurrent queries, and consider the non-uniformity of modern
multi-socket servers by employing adaptive data placement and task scheduling techniques.
The insights and techniques described in this thesis contribute toward this goal.
This chapter summarizes our contributions, discusses future directions, and highlights the
impact of this thesis.
7.1 Thesis Summary
In this thesis we identify two main dimensions that inhibit the efﬁcient scalability of highly
concurrent analytical workloads on modern multi-core servers: the absence of sharing data
and work across concurrent queries, and the absence of NUMA-awareness in the execution
engine. Next, we detail our contributions with respect to these two dimensions.
Sharing. Query-centric execution engines, that execute each query independently of other
queries, miss numerous opportunities for sharing data and work across concurrently running
queries. We categorize state-of-the-art run-time sharing techniques into reactive and proac-
tive sharing techniques. Reactive sharing identiﬁes and shares common sub-plans across
concurrent queries. Proactive sharing builds a global query plan with shared operators to
evaluate the whole query mix. We integrate reactive and proactive sharing in the same system
and perform an extensive sensitivity analysis of reactive vs. proactive sharing. We corroborate
previous work on that proactive sharing can effortlessly handle a large number of concurrent
queries with similar query plans. Our main contributions are a pull-based model for reactive
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sharing, and recognizing that reactive and proactive sharing are orthogonal sharing tech-
niques that can be combined. Applying reactive sharing on top of proactive sharing takes the
best of the two worlds and their combination is best suited for highly concurrent workloads.
NUMA-awareness. An execution engine that is not aware of the non-uniformity of multi-
socket servers can suffer signiﬁcant performance degradation due to increased memory
access latencies and potential bandwidth bottlenecks in the interconnects and the sockets’
memory controllers. NUMA-awareness is especially important for the numerous modern
main-memory DBMS whose performance is directly affected by memory accesses (see Sec-
tion 2.1). We claim that the execution engine needs to coordinate data and thread placement
in order to efﬁciently utilize a multi-socket server.
In regard to data placement, we evaluate different strategies for placing data across sockets.
We can place data on one socket or partition it across multiple sockets if the workload is
skewed. We identify that always employing partitioning is not ideal, as partitioning involves
an overhead for executing analytical operators. For this reason, we propose an adaptive data
placement technique that employs partitioning only when needed under a skewed workload
in order to balance utilization across the sockets of a multi-socket server.
In regard to thread placement, we claim that the execution engine should employ a task
scheduler that can reﬂect the non-uniformity of the underlying hardware. Each socket has its
own worker threads and task queues. We can queue a task to the socket where its processed
data is placed. If there is skew in the workload, task stealing can balance CPU load across the
sockets. We identify, however, that inter-socket task stealing of memory-intensive tasks can
decrease overall performance by overwhelming the interconnects and the already saturated
memory controllers. For this reason, we propose an adaptive task stealing technique that
disallows inter-socket stealing of memory-intensive tasks.
7.2 Future Directions
Looking ahead, we can identify several opportunities for extending our work in this thesis.
In the realm of run-time sharing, it would be interesting to explore the beneﬁts for OLTP work-
loads as well. SharedDB [77] supports sharing for OLTP and OLAP workloads, but its batched
execution is not well suited for long-running queries. It has been suggested that MVCC and
snapshot isolation can be exploited to share across the same snapshots of data [47]. Further-
more, reactive and proactive sharing do not exploit common sub-expressions as proposed
by multiple-query optimization [175]. An analysis of the challenges and potential beneﬁts
of combining common sub-expressions with reactive and/or proactive sharing is missing.
Moreover, we show in this thesis that proactive sharing is not beneﬁcial for low concurrency in
comparison to the query-centric model. The turning point, however, when proactive sharing
becomes beneﬁcial needs to be pinpointed. It would be interesting to develop a prediction
model similar to reactive sharing [98], but for proactive sharing. Additionally, it would be
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interesting to employ and evaluate run-time sharing techniques in the processing model sug-
gested by HyPer [117, 143]. The state-of-the-art run-time sharing techniques (see Section 2.2)
adapt the traditional Volcano [82] style iterator model of processing, pipelining tuples across
operators using intermediate buffers. In contrast, tuples in HyPer are passed through whole
operator pipelines without intermediate buffers.
In the realm of NUMA-awareness, we assume in this thesis that all sockets have the same
processor and memory characteristics. Although this is largely true for today’s multi-socket
servers, heterogeneity may become standard in future servers. An interesting extension of
our work would be to consider sockets with different characteristics such as heterogeneous
processors and different types of memories such as upcoming non-volatile memories. As an
example of mainstream heterogeneous processors, Intel plans to integrate CPU and FPGA [87,
165]. NUMA-awareness is needed to considerwhere data is placed in relation to the specialized
processing done with the FPGA. Non-volatile memories have different characteristics than
main memory, such as different write latencies [133]. NUMA-awareness on a server with both
main memory and non-volatile memory may need to be specialized, e.g., to store base tables
on non-volatile memory and process queries, that write intermediate results, on the main
memory of sockets near the related base tables.
On large-scale servers with hundreds of sockets, another interesting extension of our work
would be for our adaptive data placement algorithm to take multiple actions at the same
time, e.g., moving or partitioning tables to balance the utilization of multiple socket pairs.
Further optimization opportunities would be to consider placing table partitions on nearby
sockets at the expense of not aggressively reducing the utilization imbalance between far-away
sockets. Moreover, another opportunity would be an automated way of recognizing associated
tables, the dominant join predicates, and forming table groups for copartitioning the tables,
by tracking the workload at run-time. This would require the adaptation of an ofﬂine solver
for distributed data placement (see Section 2.4.2) or specially for copartitioned joins [203], for
execution at run-time. Energy efﬁciency is another aspect that becomes increasingly impor-
tant nowadays. It would be interesting to investigate how power management techniques,
such as dynamic voltage-frequency scaling, can be integrated with our adaptive NUMA-aware
techniques in order to improve the energy efﬁciency of analytical workloads [160].
Finally, although sharing and NUMA-awareness are orthogonal dimensions, an opportunity
lies in integrating and combining both dimensions in the same system to explore how NUMA-
aware sharing can further improve the performance of analytical workloads on multi-socket
servers. The implications of this thesis can provide valuable insight. For example, memory-
intensive operators, with a high memory throughput, could be avoided to be shared across
sockets, in order to avoid bandwidth bottlenecks, while less memory-intensive operators
could be shared across sockets.
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7.3 Impact
This thesis is a ﬁrst step towards improving the scalability of concurrent analytical workloads
on modern multi-socket multi-core servers. Our analysis on run-time sharing techniques
show that sharing can improve the performance of query-centric execution engines by up to
6x. We also set the basis for combining reactive and proactive sharing techniques. Our novel
application of reactive sharing to proactive sharing can further improve the performance of
proactive sharing by up to 2x. Our adaptive NUMA-aware data placement and task scheduling
strategies pave the way for designing execution engines that consider the non-uniformity
of the underlying hardware and adapt to the workload in order to efﬁciently utilize all the
sockets of a multi-socket server. Our experiments show that our adaptive data placement can
improve performance vs. static data partitioning by up to 2x, while our adaptive task stealing
can improve performance vs. always stealing by up to 4x.
The implications of this thesis are expected to become increasingly important as multi-socket
multi-core servers keep scaling up. Indeed, there is already a 256-socket rack-scale server
available (see SGIUV 3000 [21]), and future serversmay efﬁciently scale up by dispensing cache
coherency across sockets and supporting a fast communication protocol across sockets [148].
In the battle between scaling up vs. scaling out, there is no clear winner. Scaling up can be
better suited for several analytical workloads in terms of performance and cost than scaling
out [32, 50]. Scale-up servers can also be used in scale-out infrastructures. Multi-socket
servers, starting with as few as two sockets, are already used in the Amazon EC2 cloud [17].
Thus, the impact of both sharing and NUMA-awareness is expected to become more promi-
nent. As more and more computing resources become available, the DBMS is expected to
service an increasing number of concurrent queries. A query-centric execution engine will
miss an increasing number of opportunities for sharing across concurrent queries, saving
resources, and further improving its performance. Moreover, with an increasing number of
sockets, the signiﬁcance of our adaptive NUMA-aware techniques is also expected to become
more prominent. We should not simply partition data and employ task stealing across the
sockets for all workloads. This thesis suggests that a better approach on multi-socket servers
is to adapt to the workload. In typical scenarios with multiple tables, partitioning should
be judiciously used up to the point of balancing utilization across the sockets of the server.
Also, task stealing should be used to balance load across the sockets, but should be avoided
for memory-intensive tasks that can cause a bottleneck in the interconnects and the remote
memory controllers.
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